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Abstract 

In 1969170 Robert McGhee first suggested the existence of regional social groups 

in Thule culture. Under the assumption that such social groupings would be reflected in 

the distribution of material culture, this study aims to investigate McGhee's hypothesis 

using one artifact class of Thule culture: harpoon heads. The study looks at harpoon 

heads from all published Thule sites from across the territory of Nunavut, in arctic 

Canada. The harpoon heads are broken down into individual attributes, and the regional 

distribution of each attribute is considered in an attempt to find patterning across space. 

Rather than confirming the existence of regional social groupings, the patterns discovered 

suggest a culture continuum moving from west to east across the Canadian arctic. This 

research is preliminary in nature, and opens a new forum for debate in Canadian arctic 

archaeology. 
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I 
Introduction 

Over one thousand years ago, a new marine-adapted culture arrived into what is 

now the territory of Nunavut, in arctic Canada. Thule culture, as it was named in 1927 

by archaeologist Therkel Mathiassen, would ultimately evolve over the last millennium to 

become the richly diverse Inuit culture that we know today. Archaeologists have long 

portrayed Thule culture as a uniform cultural entity, bound together by a common 

adaptation to an isolated and barren ecological niche. However, modem Inuit are proud of 

their cultural diversity, and frequently refer to local social group names, such as 'Netsilik' 

and 'Iglulik', to describe their sense of group affiliation. In an earlier work (Megginson 

1997), I argued that these vast social entities were a creation of the enthnographers of the 

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries who lived with and studied the Inuit. The 

extremely mobile lifestyle of the protohistoric Inuit precluded the existence of such large 

social groups, and group affiliation occurred at a much smaller level, often centred around 

the maximal winter band of about one hundred people. This is not to say that these 

groupings do not have meaning today: as the hunter-gatherer lifestyle became less 

prominent in the lives of the Inuit, a more sedentary lifestyle and centralisation into town 

centres became more common. This more sedentary lifestyle brought people into contact 

with a larger group of people on a day-to-day basis, and thus the wide cultural terms 

seem to have been appropriated by the modem Inuit to serve these new needs. 

With all of the changes that have occurred from the proto historic period to the 
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2 
present day, one begins to wonder what the social situation might have been like in 

prehistoric times. Could it be possible that Thule culture was not the uniform entity it 

has always been thought to be? Without the luxury of written accounts that are at the 

disposal of the ethnohistorian investigating the protohistoric period, the prehistoric 

archaeologist must often rely on material culture in such an investigation. If one can make 

the assumption that social group affiliation would be reflected in material culture, then it 

seems to follow that one could make a systematic analysis of Thule material culture in an 

attempt to find evidence of discrete social groupings. The purpose of this thesis is to test 

the hypothesis that Thule culture was uniform across the Canadian arctic, and this will be 

achieved through an analysis of geographical variation in harpoon head technology. 

Background 

Many archaeologists have argued for the in situ transition from Thule culture to 

historic Inuit cultures (e.g. Mary-Rousseliere 1979; McGhee 1969170, 1972; Taylor 

1965). According to such an approach, during the centuries that followed the initial 

expansion of Thule, their way of life became modified to adapt to local conditions and in 

response to the progressively deteriorating climate (Burch 1979: 190). The result was 

increasing regional diversification in Thule culture: 

The uniform stratum of early Thule culture then developed regional 
variants, and these variants eventually developed into the various 
local populations of the historic Inupik-speaking Eskimo (McGhee 
1969170: 173). 

McGhee relates the development of these regional variants to climatic changes that have 

occurred in the Canadian arctic over the past one thousand years. While the climate 

changes themselves were probably not dramatic enough to have produced significant 
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cultural change, their influence on the annual and seasonal distribution of sea ice, and by 

association, the annual and seasonal availability of sea mammals, would have caused 

crucial changes in Thule subsistence strategies (Ibid.: 175). The Thule expansion occurred 

during the Neo-Atlantic Episode (900-1200 A.D.), during which mean summer 

temperatures were one to two degrees Celsius warmer that at present, and there was a 

general retreat of pack ice throughout the arctic (Ibid.). However, this was soon followed 

by a period marked by a deteriorating climate, the Pacific Episode (1200-1550 A.D.). 

The Thule people adjusted their patterns of adaptation to meet this changing climate, but 

the kind and nature of these changes varied from region to region: 

After 1200 A.D., Thule culture probably did not constitute the 
highly uniform cultural horizon suggested by early excavations. 
With further work, we may be able to distinguish and define 
regional 'tribes' on the Thule level, differing from one another to 
about the same extent as the various tribes of historic Inupik
speaking Eskimo (McGhee 1969170: 180). 

McGhee suspects that further investigation will reveal 'tribal' separation in the following 

regions of the Canadian arctic: Amundsen Gulf, Foxe Basin, Baffin Bay, Labrador, and 

Hudson Bay. He defines the first of these groups on the basis of their extensive use of 

pottery and copper, and their preference for Thule Type II harpoon heads with lashing 

slots. l Baffin Bay Thule, on the other hand, are defined by their reliance on the hunting 

of Greenland whales, their preference for flat harpoon heads with drilled lashing holes, 

and the frequency of dolls with top-knot hairstyles (McGhee 1969170: 180). 

McGhee's main concern in proposing this model is to support his theory of in 

situ culture development in the Canadian arctic: 

Some of these 'tribal' differences on the Thule level may continue 
through time and serve as distinguishing characteristics between 

1 This refers to Therkel Mathiassen's harpoon head typology, defined in 1927. The definitions of each 
type will be discussed in a later chapter. 



historic Eskimo tribes, implying geographical stability of these 
tribes relative to one another for the past 400 to 800 years 
(McGhee 1969170: 180). 
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This model is most frequently applied in terms of the ethnographically described cultures 

of the historic period: Copper, Netsilik, Caribou, Iglulik, and Baffinland Inuit. Such an 

approach, however, is based on the assumption that the Inuit ofthe historic period can be 

divided into discrete social groupings. This assumption is based on the early 

ethnographic research done by such eminent anthropologists as Knud Rasmussen, 

Therkel Mathiassen, Kaj Birket-Smith, Franz Boas, and Diamond Jenness during the 

latter part of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century. 

Contributions 0/ the Research 

Robert McGhee, who first suggested the possible existence of regional variation in 

Thule culture (1969170), was probably influenced by his strong belief in in situ 

prehistoric-historic development in the Arctic, and also the general acceptance of discrete 

social groupings as having existed in the ethnographic period. As yet, no archaeologist 

has undertaken a systematic investigation of McGhee's original suggestion. This will be 

the first research that will look for Thule regional variation without assuming unilinear 

development from Thule 'tribes' to historic period 'cultures', and as such, it will aim to 

avoid the biases inherent in past archaeological research in the Canadian Arctic. This 

research suggests a new perspective for hunter-gatherer archaeology as a whole that does 

not assume the existence of discrete social groups. Sites are compared on a local level 

rather than through more general regional survey, and in this way, one can avoid the 

danger of grouping sites together into 'cultures' that have no social or archaeological 

meaning. Archaeologists have never been able to agree upon the extent to which we can 
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reliably link material culture to specific social groups. This research will work on the 

assumption that this link is possible, and thus this work can contribute to the debate in 

the form of a case study. Broader issues concerning ethnicity and ethnic boundaries can 

also be addressed by considering Barth's (1969) discussion of these matters while looking 

for regional variation in the archaeological record. 

If my research shows that a culture continuum is evident in the Thule 

archaeological record, then the theory of in situ development will be supported in terms of 

the theory of historic period culture continuum. If, however, McGhee was right in 

suggesting that regional 'tribes' can be identified in the archaeological record, new 

questions must be asked as to why and how there was a change towards cultural 

uniformity through time. A consideration of subsistence strategies would probably be of 

importance in answering these questions - cooperative hunting strategies, such as those 

required by whale hunting, would assist in the creation of discrete social groups, as large, 

sedentary winter villages were the norm. In historic times, however, hunting groups were 

much smaller and spread out, thus reducing the possibility of the recognition of affiliation 

with a larger social entity. This could be argued to have led to increased uniformity in the 

stylistic attributes of artifacts throughout the Arctic, thus creating a culture continuum. 

These changes in subsistence strategies are most often explained in terms of climatic 

change, using a perspective borrowed from cultural ecology. 



Thule Culture - An Introduction 

n 
Background 

Thule culture was first defined III 1927 by Therkel Mathiassen. Having 

undertaken an excavation of Naujan, perhaps the most famous Thule site investigated to 

date, located at Repulse Bay, just north of Southampton Island - he concluded that the 

remains he had found differed sufficiently from the more modern populations of the 

region to justify calling it a separate culture. Furthermore, the complete absence of any 

artifacts of European manufacture and the deteriorated state of the house ruins led him to 

conclude that this culture was about a thousand years old (Mathiassen 1927a: 86-89). He 

saw striking similarities between this site and one that had been investigated near Thule, 

Greenland - enough similarity to conclude that they represented the same culture. 

As the first find of this culture was thus found at Thule by 
members of the Second Thule Expedition and the second find, at 
Naujan, was made by the Fifth Thule Expedition, I consider it 
warrantable to attach the name of Thule to the old Central Eskimo 
culture as represented by the Naujanfind (Mathiassen 1927a: 89). 

Thule culture has variously been defined based on chronology, artifact typology, 

dwelling types and economy. In its most general form, it can be defined as including 

" ... all the midden-building, polished-slate-making, lamp-burning, kayak- and umiak-

paddling Eskimos ... who extended from Kodiak Island to Greenland (Dumond 1977: 118). 

Any definition of Thule culture is, by necessity, concerned with determining the criteria 

by which this culture can be differentiated from what we know of the ethnographically 

described modern Inuit. This differentiation cannot be determined through exact means, 

6 



7 
and the line between the two groups is often very blurry. Part of the reason for this is 

that the transition appears to have occurred slowly, and at different times across the 

arctic. 

Origin a/Thule Culture 

The first inhabitants of the Canadian arctic were those associated with the Arctic 

Small Tool Tradition (ASTt) of the Paleoeskimo phase of arctic prehistory. These 

hunters originated in the Bering Sea region and migrated east to Greenland sometime 

between 4500 and 4000 years ago (Irving 1962; Giddings 1964). The Pre-Dorset of the 

ASTt evolved into what is known as Dorset culture in Canada by 500 B.C. (Taylor 

1968), and in Alaska it developed into the Norton Tradition by 800 B.C. The Norton 

Tradition includes the cultures known as Choris, Norton and Ipiutak, and lasted 2000 

years in Alaska (Dumond 1977). 

The Paleoeskimo stage is differentiated from the Neoeskimo stage of arctic 

prehistory by the appearance of harpoon float gear, which for the first time allowed for 

open water sea mammal hunting (Morrison 1983: 4). The oldest cultures classified as 

Neoeskimo are known as Okvik and Old Bering Sea, and they probably developed from 

the Norton Tradition in Alaska (Dumond 1977). In northwestern Alaska, these cultures 

developed into Birnirk culture by A.D. 500, and on St. Lawrence Island and the Siberian 

coast, they developed into Punuk culture (Morrison 1983: 5). 

The strong resource base provided by the increasing reliance on the hunting of sea 

mammals from skin boats allowed for population growth (Arnold 1986: 4). This 

emphasis on open water hunting increased, and Birnirk eventually evolved into the 

whaling culture that is now known as Thule culture (Ibid.). This Birnirk-Thule transition 
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was complete by A.D. 1000 (Y orga 1979: 287), and within two centuries they had spread 

over most of the inhabitable regions of the arctic, as far east as Greenland. The rapid rate 

at which this migration occurred is supported by linguistic evidence, as Inuktitut, the 

language spoken by the modem Inuit, varies little from the Bering Sea region to Greenland 

(Morrison 1983: 6). 

Many reasons have been proposed for this quick migration, but the reason most 

commonly evoked is climatic change. At about this time, the arctic climate was 

undergoing a warming period; which led to a reduction of pack ice in the Beaufort Sea, 

which in tum led to an increase in the numbers and distribution of certain species of 

marine mammals, including the large bowhead whales. According to many theories of 

expansion, this climatic warming rendered traditional Alaskan methods of hunting whales 

in ice-leads ineffective, which in tum led to the adoption of new open water hunting 

techniques linked with the use oflarge skin boats called umiaks. 

It is often argued that the Thule followed the whales into their new feeding 

grounds in the Canadian arctic archipelago (McGhee 1969170; McCartney 1977). Such a 

theory assumes the Thule economy was strongly based on the hunting of bowhead 

whales. This supposed focus on whaling was first articulated by Therkel Mathiassen: 

Whaling has apparently been one of the principal occupations; this is 
proved both by the construction of the houses, in which whalebone play 
such a great part, and by the material used for the implements, whalebone 
and baleen apparently being the most important; in particular, however, 
the composition of the refuse heap, the large masses of baleen and 
whalebones which appear especially in the lower strata, indicate that 
whaling has been one of the most important means of livelihood of the 
population (Mathiassen 1927b: 85). 

This postulated whale-based economy is often used as the main criterion by 

which one can distinguish Thule culture from the culture of the modem Inuit, and it has 
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many proponents (e.g. Mary-Rousseliere 1979; McCartney 1980; Savelle 1987; Savelle & 

McCartney 1994). It may be inadequate for many reasons. The strongest argument for 

the importance of whales in the Thule economy are the whalebone houses found 

throughout the Canadian arctic and the whaling equipment found in association with these 

sites. However, the large harpoons and floats interpreted as being used exclusively for the 

hunting of whales could have just as easily been intended for use with other large sea 

mammals, such as walrus. Also, one should be cautious to differentiate between whale 

bone utilisation and whale hunting (Freeman 1979: 279). These bones could have been 

scavenged from beached whale sites as a substitute for driftwood in the construction of 

houses. 

In more recent years, the reliance on cultural ecology as an explanation for the 

rapid migration has been challenged as being too simplistic (e.g. Morrison 1999), and 

alternative explanations have been offered. One such explanation suggests the migration 

was spurred by the desire for iron (McGhee 1984). The Cape York meteorite in 

northwest Greenland provided a large deposit of meteoric iron, and this theory assumes 

that the Thule in Alaska heard rumours of these deposits from the local Dorset 

populations. One obvious problem with this theory is that it presupposes a degree of 

cultural interaction between Dorset and Thule for which there is no proof (Morrison 

1999: 140). Other explanations for the rapid migration rely on demographic motivations, 

such as population pressure, over-hunting, or warfare (e.g. McCullough 1989: 300-303; 

Morrison 1983: 271-272). 

David Morrison has effectively demonstrated that the Thule did not follow 

bowhead whales as has been suggested in earlier theories, pointing out that evidence from 

the field of biology (Dyke et al. 1996 in Morrison 1999: 146) has shown that the Pacific 

2 For an interesting perspective on the Dorset-Thule transition, see Park (1993). 
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and Atlantic whale populations have not met since the Holocene. Morrison, however, 

does not deny that whaling played an important role in Thule culture, and identifies at 

least two migrational episodes, which he refers to as the 'Natchuk Phase' and the 'Ruin 

Island Phase'. Although the migration of earlier groups may have been motivated by 

whale hunting, Morrison asserts that the later migrations may have differed in their 

motivations and the routes taken (Morrison 1999: 151). 

Regardless of how and why Thule people migrated across the Canadian Arctic, it 

is generally agreed that this event began about one thousand years ago. Thule chronology 

is often broken down into three periods: Early Thule, Classic Thule, and Modified Thule. 

Although the dates for each of these periods vary by region, the general agreement is that 

Early Thule falls between 900 and 1100 A.D., Classic Thule is the period between 1100 

and 1200 A.D., and Modified Thule is the period between 1200 and 1600 A.D. 

(McCartney 1977: 219). 

Archaeology and Social Boundaries 

An analysis of variability in material culture in an attempt to delineate regional 

variation requires an important assumption: that the degree of stylistic similarity between 

assemblages is directly related to the degree of social contact, and therefore social 

relatedness, between the groups in question (McGhee 1984: 87). This assumption has 

led to some controversy in the history of archaeology (e.g. Binford & Binford 1966; 

Bordes & Bordes 1970; MeHars 1970), and so a brief discussion of the issues surrounding 

the linking of archaeology and social boundaries is necessary at this time. 

McGhee's original hypothesis regarding regional variation in Thule culture 

(1969170) used the term 'tribe' in defining these units. The term 'tribe' can be defined as 
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" ... a social group speaking a distinctive language or dialect and possessing a distinctive 

culture that marks it off from other tribes. It is not necessarily organized politically" 

(Hoebel 1958: 661). This term is now outdated and its link with evolutionary ideas of 

culture renders it ethnocentric. However, the entity which the definition describes is vital 

to a study of this sort. 

Others have provided definitions for a different level of social grouping, called 

'bands'. A 'band' is defined as " ... an explicit community comprising a small population 

in constant face-to-face interaction, sharing life in a locality, although usually wandering 

about some restricted range, camping together. Being exogamous, each band must 

maintain at least some relations of affinality with one or more adjacent counterparts, but 

these gossamer ties do not constitute any significant alteration of the independent nature 

of the group" (Sahlins 1961 and Service 1962 in Fried 1968: 11). By this definition, 

'tribes' are a higher level of social organisation, consisting of a number of 'bands' 

connected by complex social institutions and sharing the common goal of defending their 

territory in wars with other tribes. By many definitions, a 'tribe' must be a discrete unit 

with well-defined boundaries (e.g. Sahlins 1961: 343, n.3), a requirement that cannot be 

met in the real world as the ethnographic record has shown us that the boundaries 

between tribes are often no clearer than those between bands (Fried 1968: 13). The term 

'social group' will be adopted in an attempt to capture the meaning originally intended by 

the above definitions without carrying any of the negative connotations with which the 

terms are now linked. 

Ethnicity 

Ethnicity, most simply defined, " ... signifies a self-perception of common social 
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identity expressed in a people's shared traditions, ideology, and common history as a 

people" (Fitzhugh 1987: 141). Although the idea of a 'social group' within a wider 

culture is not equivalent to the idea of 'ethnicity', some of the major concepts described 

by the term apply here. Raoul Naroll (1964: 284) lists six criteria for defining an ethnic 

unit. The first criterion considers the distribution of traits being studied. These traits 

should be relatively uniform within the area occupied by the ethnic unit, and should differ 

from those traits found outside of this area. Secondly, an ethnic unit should be expected 

to be found in an area of territorial contiguity. The third and fourth criteria listed by 

Naroll concern language and political organisation, both of which would be expected to be 

uniform throughout the territory in question. The final two criteria involve the specific 

ecological adaptation expressed by the group, and the local community structure found 

there. It is apparent that not all of these criteria are accessible archaeologically, and the 

model is of questionable value in certain areas of the world (Greaves 1982: 7-8). While 

ecological adaptation may prove to be of vital importance to a study of Canadian arctic 

archaeology, it has been shown that " ... where ecologically homogeneous areas were 

larger than the annual cycles of the local groups could encompass, the social groupings 

were multiple within the area, and the societies were marked by cultural and linguistic 

diacritica, even when following ecologically identical subsistence patterns" (Graburn 

1979: 186). This is the case for Thule culture, where almost all groups relied on the 

exploitation of sea mammals to the virtual exclusion of other species. 

Barth's definition of an ethnic group (1969: 10-11) is much more general, and 

therefore more universally applicable. For him, such a group is biologically self-

perpetuating, shares fundamental cultural values, composes a field of communication and 

interaction, and finally, this unit must identify itself and be identified by others as 
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constituting a distinguishable category. While this definition is appealing for its 

generality, only the second criterion is accessible archaeologically, as one would expect 

that shared cultural values would lead to a unity in cultural forms, expressed at the level 

of the artifact. 

In an ideal world for an archaeologist, social groups would always be marked by 

sharp boundaries, and a self-awareness of membership in a particular social group would 

lead to uniformity of material culture within the boundary, and a marked discontinuity 

with material culture outside of this boundary. Unfortunately for the archaeologist, 

human behaviour is far too complex to allow for this ideal situation. Boundaries are often 

blurred, with intermarriage, trading and migration common throughout the territory in 

question. One must also ask whether one can use 'social group' as a meaningful 

archaeological unit if it didn't have meaning for the people themselves. A perfect example 

of this occurs in the historic era of the central Canadian arctic, where ethnographers of the 

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (e.g. Birket-Smith 1929a, 1929b; Boas 1888; 

Jenness 1922; Rasmussen 1929, 1931, 1932) delineated Inuit culture into five discrete 

'culture areas' that bore little resemblance to the complex spheres of social interaction 

which marked Inuit culture at that time3
• 

Tyranny of the Ethnographer 

Using a perspective borrowed from H. Martin Wobst, it can be argued that the 

informants on which ethnographers usually rely tend to dichotomise the continuum of 

space into a bounded unit with predictable behaviours on the inside and unpredictable 

behaviour on the outside (Wobst 1978: 305). This spatial construct is then translated by 

the ethnographer into a bounded cultural unit containing a finite set of individuals with 

3 See Megginson (1997). 
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shared behavioural patterns. As a consequence, ethnographic work often divides a spatial 

process of hunter-gatherers into populations surrounded by boundaries, whether or not 

these boundaries have behavioural significance. As spatial variability is reduced, pattern 

and homogeneity are artificially produced or exaggerated, and cultures or societies are 

created (Ibid.: 306). Wobst has termed this process the 'tyranny of the ethnographer', 

and it can be shown to have been active in the central Canadian arctic, where the largest 

meaningful social units, at least prior to 1960, were the winter settlements of about one 

hundred people (Maxwell 1979: 85). An examination of Thule regional adaptations in 

terms of these artificially created social groupings, therefore, would perpetuate this 

'tyranny' and bias the results. 

Wobst is not unique in his identification of a problem with the creation of 

ethnographic 'cultures': 

Boundaries of social groups are often obscure in living societies and 
probably were equally unclear in prehistoric ones, not to speak of their 
uncertainty in archaeological remains (Fitzhugh 1987: 141). 

Fitzhugh thus addresses an issue not specifically discussed by Wobst - the fact that social 

groups fluctuate in the living world, yet classic ethnographic studies and archaeology 

based on the idea of culture history describe the relationship between material culture and 

ethnicity in static terms (Fitzhugh 1987: 141). Fitzhugh cautions the archaeologist that 

'tribal' ethnic units are not always equivalent to archaeological culture units, and that the 

only way to reliably extend historic social divisions into a prehistoric sequence is through 

a direct historical approach (Ibid.: 142). This approach, though, must work on the 

assumption that these ethnographically derived 'cultures' are real, discrete entities, a 

concept which this author is not ready to accept. Regardless of whether or not 

Fitzhugh's suggestions are followed in their entirety, his cautions regarding the limits of 
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archaeological data must be accepted when he asserts that the data with which an 

archaeologist must contend " ... represent specific events which archaeologists are too 

frequently tempted to interpret as long-standing patterns" (Fitzhugh 1987: 149). 

The Meaning of Style 

Returning to the work of Wobst (1977), he has further suggested that stylistic 

behaviour should be considered in terms of the life history of an artifact and its jUnction as 

a means of information exchange. All human behaviour involves the potential for 

information exchange, and therefore the context of transmission is as diversified as human 

behaviour. The artifactual mode of transmission is one such context. The types of 

information that are best transmitted through stylistic content are messages of emotional 

state, identification of ownership and authorship, religious and political affiliation, and 

ethnic affiliation (Wobst 1977: 324). The utility of style for conveying a message 

decreases as the emitter and potential receivers become more closely acquainted with one 

another - it is at this point that the message becomes redundant. The amount of stylistic 

behaviour, then, should positively correlate with the size of the social networks in which 

the individuals participate (Ibid.). Such a correlation should allow us to make hypotheses 

concerning changes in the extent and nature of social networks as reflected in stylistic 

change. 

Variation in artifacts can be caused by a variety of interconnected factors. One 

such factor is the personality of the individual artisan: 

If different people are given the same task, under similar physical 
conditions and using similar materials, results of their activities are 
distinguishable (Clegg 1977: 60). 

A second influencing factor is the medium used to produce that artifact, as certain raw 
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materials can be characterised by technological constraints. Another factor is the function 

for which an artifact will be used once completed, as certain traits may only be 

advantageous for particular functions. A final influencing factor concerns the culture 

within which the artifact is being produced. This type of variation can be identified when 

" ... the artifacts in question are different though made by the same means from the same 

material, and for the same function" (Ibid.: 60). 

As this study proposes to identify regional differences in harpoon head attributes, 

the fourth factor listed above will be of primary importance. Clegg gives the following 

advice for isolating culture as a cause of artifact variation: 

If we want to know about cultural differences, we should look at artifacts 
made in the same medium, for the same function, by people of the same 
personality, but from different cultures, thus examining the effects of one 
variable at a time (Clegg 1977: 60). 

This statement is problematic for many reasons, one of which is Clegg's failure to clarify 

what is meant by the term 'culture'. A very loose definition states that a culture is 

marked by " ... people living in one place at one time" (Clegg 1977: 60), but this is too 

vague to be of any use to a study looking for variation on a local and regional level. Also, 

while the medium with which the artifact is produced is easily controlled for in 

archaeological research, functional differences are not always as easy to determine from 

artifact analysis alone4
• As for the personality of the manufacturer, it is unclear how this 

could ever be accurately accessed through archaeological inquiry. Clegg's suggestion is 

that idiosyncrasies caused by differences in personalities can be simply treated as 'noise', 

and left to cancel themselves out (Ibid.), but this is of limited value in a culture in which 

each site only contains a few specimens of each artifact type. Clearly, Clegg'S model 

cannot be adopted without significant revision, though the general concepts with which it 

4 See discussion concerning the debate over harpoon head functions in Chapter IV below. 
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is concerned will be used throughout this study. 

The Uses of Style 

A stylistic analysis of artifacts must first pose the question, what is 'style'? 

Wobst (1977: 317) has argued that while style is integral to most archaeological research, 

it lacks meaning. By this he is arguing that style is most often treated as a negative 

category - artifact variability that cannot be attributed to other factors, such as function, 

is labeled 'stylistic', and not subjected to any further testing. Style is most frequently 

treated in isolation from other factors, with little awareness of how it articulates. with 
! 

other cultural variables or the adaptive advantages it may bestow on the artifact (Ibid.). 

Style is described as being an afunctional aspect of artifact variation, and as such, it is 

inaccessible archaeologica1ly. 

Style should, Wobst argues, be seen as an important conveyer of communicative 

information. The maintenance of a particular style can be explained as a product of 

homeostasis in communication processes, and the uniformity of this style over geographic 

space can be interpreted as implying high levels of communication between people living 

within this area (Ibid.: 318). Alternatively, a break in the continuity of style could 

indicate a break in communication density, and therefore a separate socio-cultural unit. 

Wobst argues that archaeologists can measure the degree of communicative equilibrium 

directly through analysis of the temporo-spatial distribution of stylistic form (Ibid.: 319). 

Style can be defined as formal variation in material culture that relates to the role 

of artifacts in processes of information exchange (Ibid.: 321). Information exchange refers 

to all communicative events in which a message is emitted or received. Although a 

message will not be emitted unless there is a potential receiver, the emitter and receiver 
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can be separated both spatially and temporally (Ibid.). Artifact style will tend to convey 

simple messages, such as emotional state, ownership, authorship, or religious and political 

affiliation (Ibid.: 323). The utility of style for conveying a message decreases as the 

emitter and potential receivers become more closely acquainted with one another. 

Stylistic messages are of maximum value if the potential receivers are unlikely to receive 

the message through any other means, yet are still close enough to receive it (Ibid.). 

Wobst argues that the amount of stylistic behaviour should positively correlate 

with the size of the social networks in which the individuals participate, such that band 

societies are not expected to show much stylistic behaviour (Wobst 1977: 325). 

Although it is apparent that Thule culture will not show the same amount of variability as 

would be found between state societies, it has been argued that style can be expressed at 

many different levels of ethnic resolution, from great culture-historical complexes to clans 

in a region, to kin groups within settlements (Sackett 1990: 33). To define regionally 

distinct social groups in Thule culture using an analysis of artifact style, then, does not 

seem an impossible task. 

Wobst's approach remains an important source of information that will allow one 

to predict which artifacts are most likely to be used as conveyers of communicative 

information, and thus will show the most stylistic variability. The less an artifact is 

visible to members of a group, the less likely it is to carry a stylistic message (Wobst 

1977: 328). By this, one would predict that those artifacts which never leave the 

household, such as kitchen tools, will be the least likely to show stylistic variation. In 

contrast, those items which are potentially visible to all members of a social group, such 

as outer layers of clothing or house styles, are more likely to show a specific expression 

of style (Ibid.: 329). However, this stylistic signal can only be expected to differ from 
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that of surrounding groups if its function is to explicitly broadcast social group affiliation 

and is active in the process of boundary maintenance (Ibid.). 

A similar opinion, based on the idea of a culture-historical approach, is expressed 

by Glynn Isaac: 

Experience up to now suggests that the peculiarities of the most 
highly 'designed' components of stone tool industries provide the 
best markers of idiosyncratic 'phases' and 'provinces' within the 
culture transmission system - and of continuity and interchange 
between phases and provinces (Isaac 1977: 8). 

Unfortunately, Isaac does not provide a definition for 'designed components', nor does he 

explicitly state how one would determine which artifacts would be most sensitive to 

'stylistic' and 'fashion' differentiation (Ibid.). Isaac suggests a study of style be 

restricted to stylistic attributes, and a study of function should be restricted to functional 

attributes (Ibid.), but Wobst has stated that these categories are not mutually exclusive 

(1977: 317). 

While the social structure of Thule culture is merely inferred from ethnographic 

analogy, enough is known to allow us to test Wobst's theory. One would predict that 

household objects, such as those most commonly identified with women, would be the 

least likely to show regular stylistic variation, while house styles and men's tools, both 

visible over a wider area, would be more likely to show this variation. Harpoon heads are 

generally classified as a men's tool, and so according to Wobst's theory, they would be 

expected to be good indicators of social affiliation. 

Another argument in favour of the use of artifact style in determining social 

boundaries is put forward by Sackett (1990), using the concept of isochrestic variation. 

This term, a neologism from Greek translating as 'equivalent in use', is based on the idea 

that there is a spectrum of equivalent alternatives for attaining any given end when making 
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or using material items (Sackett 1990: 33). Artisans are aware of a few options at their 

disposal, and their choices are dictated by the technological tradition to which they 

belong. These choices tend to be consistent within the group, but are subject to change 

over time due to exposure to alternative options from outside influences. The implication 

of this is that " ... each social group or unit of ethnicity tends to possess its own 

distinctive style, and the overall degree of stylistic similarity represented by two groups' 

material cultures taken as wholes can be regarded as a direct expression of their ethnic 

relatedness" (Ibid.). In other words, stylistic distance is equivalent to social distance. 

According to Sackett, isochrestic variation can manifest itself anywhere. The 

most obvious source of stylistic data is decoration on artifacts, and it has infinite 

possibilities because it is not constrained by functional considerations. Decoration is 

considered an adjunct form because it is added to an artifact once it is complete. 

Instrumental form, however, is also a good source of style data - choices must be made 

regarding such things as raw material and production techniques (Sackett 1990: 33). 

While Wobst (1977) sees style as a multidimensional entity, varying too randomly 

to be properly analysed, Sackett (1990) sees style as varying in regular and patterned 

ways. The whole idea of isochrestic variation is that style is governed by a finite number 

of choices on the part of the person doing the manufacturing. This is an appealing idea 

since it would facilitate the interpretation of style as a marker of social identity. If style 

is simply idiosyncratic as Wobst would have us believe, this study would be an exercise 

in futility. Perhaps any findings resulting from this study will contribute to this 

seemingly endless debate. 
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Methodology 

Methodological Problems 

Thule culture offers a virtual cornucopia of artifact types over which an 

archaeologist may pore. Therkel Mathiassen's 1927 treatise alone defines eighty-seven 

basic functional categories of Thule artifacts (Mathiassen 1927b: 4-6), each divided into 

numerous subcategories, and this number is constantly being expanded (e.g. Morrison 

1983; McCartney 1977). The functional categories were defined in reference to the 

toolkit used by the historic Inuit and observed in ethnographic study, and while some 

proposed analogues may be questioned from time to time 5, almost all arctic archaeological 

monographs to this day are modeled on Mathiassen's work. However, rarely does an 

archaeologist have an entire toolkit available for analysis. A number of factors in arctic 

archaeology make artifact analysis difficult, and each of these factors will be discussed in 

turn. 

Thule sites are ubiquitous in the Canadian arctic, large tracts of coastline are often 

covered by a series of small sites, sometimes so close together that it is difficult to tell 

where one site ends and the other begins (e.g. McCartney 1977). Partly due to this 

abundance of sites waiting to be examined, and partly due to the shortened field season 

and often impermeable permafrost in the arctic, Thule sites are rarely, if ever, excavated in 

their entirety. Arctic archaeologists often frame their research on a regional survey scale, 

doing test pits and mapping surface features at a number of sites, with only a few houses 
5 e.g. see (Morrison 1983) for an interesting reanalysis of what Mathiassen (and almost all archaeologists to 
follow him) have called 'snow knives'. 

21 
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being excavated out of the multitude of houses located. Nor are these houses chosen in a 

random way: archaeologists will choose which features to excavate based on their specific 

research design, such that a researcher studying issues of initial Thule migration would 

specifically target those houses which, by outward appearance, seem the oldest: 

The large winter houses, well preserved and lavish with whale 
bones, were not touched.... They would probably yield much data, 
but such structures require, for their detailed excavation, more time 
than the small field party could afford them. More importantly, 
the more worn-down houses give at least some hint of being older 
and early Thule information was a prime goal of the work. 
Possibly, those less prominent houses were rather temporarily 
occupied or occupied during transitional seasons. They might also 
be less conspicuous only because much of their building material 
had been removed to make the prominent houses whose age might 
be only slightly less old (Taylor & McGhee 1981: 11). 

Another problem in Thule sites is the probability that many houses were 

reoccupied periodically, in some cases perhaps spanning hundreds of years. Stratigraphy 

is often disturbed by periodic cleanings by house occupants, and so artifacts showing 

chronological differences thought to be separated by centuries may be found side-by-side. 

It is almost impossible to control for these chronological differences as most arctic 

chronologies are based on the seriation of artifact styles and thus are quite relative and 

subjective. Radiocarbon dating is unreliable in an arctic environment due to the 'marine 

reservoir effect' (Arundale 1981; McGhee & Tuck 1976), which causes dates obtained 

from sea mammal bones to be much earlier than the actual age of these bones due to the 

recycling of fossil carbon into the marine food chain. Although correction curves have 

been developed (e.g. Stuiver & Pearson 1986), this curve does not take into account 

regional variation in marine reservoir effect, and even if this were possible, the migratory 

nature of sea mammals would render it inaccurate (Tuck & McGhee 1983: 9). Due to 
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these seemingly unsolvable problems, many archaeologists today have followed Tuck and 

McGhee's recommendation (1983) that no attempt should be made to derive radiocarbon 

dates from sea mammal bone. Dates obtained on some types of wood in the arctic have 

also been called into question (e.g. Schledermann & McCullough 1980: 840), largely due 

to their likelihood to become saturated with sea mammal oil, although some naturally 

occurring factors have also been considered (Maxwell 1985: 253). 

The problems that are introduced at the data collection stage of archaeological 

study in the arctic are perpetuated at the analytical stage. Stylistic differences in artifacts 

are generally attributed to chronological differences. Therkel Mathiassen developed a 

general chronology of artifact attributes based on a general progression from simple to 

complex, and inferences made regarding the age of particular sites based on elevation 

above sea level (1927a: 2). This latter technique requires the assumption that sites were 

always placed near the shoreline, and that subsequent isostatic rebound has raised these 

sites to higher elevations. While isostatic rebound is certainly an important factor in the 

placement of some sites in the arctic, this has been shown not to hold true for the entire 

arctic. Allen P. McCartney (1977) has convincingly shown that sites on the coast of 

northwestern Hudson Bay were consistently placed on high elevations with panoramic 

views, regardless of age. Despite this, Mathiassen's chronology is now often accepted 

without question, with archaeologists deeming a site 'Early' or 'Late' based on 

Mathiassen's criteria (e.g. Savelle 1987; Schledermann 1975, Taylor & McGhee 1981). 

His site chronology is accepted without question, despite of the fact that these same 

archaeologists would never use Mathiassen's criteria for determining the age of artifact 

styles (Park 1994: 32). 

Seriation as a dating technique requires two assumptions: that styles changed over 
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time in a directional manner, and that time is the only factor causing this variation (Park 

1994: 31). In an interesting study, Robert W. Park (1994) compared the perceived 

relative age (based on Mathiassen's estimations) of individual harpoon head attributes 

from seventeen sites across the arctic with radiocarbon dates collected from those same 

sites. It was found that many attributes considered to be 'Early Thule' were found just 

as frequently in sites deemed to be 'Late Thule'. This calls into question the entire 

sequence of Thule occupation that has been proposed for the arctic, and leads one to 

consider the possibility that some of the variation in artifact attributes can be explained 

through regional rather than temporal variation: 

The diversity of Thule adaptations has long been recognised (e.g. 
Taylor 1966; 1968) but when we encounter variability in the 
archaeological record we usually attribute it to particular types of 
change over time without examining the possibility of synchronic 
differences (Park 1994: 44). 

From the above, it is apparent that arctic archaeologists are plagued with small and 

selective sample sizes and with a largely undefined chronological framework. What is a 

researcher to do? There is no simple answer to such a complex conundrum. One cannot 

completely eliminate the bias inherent in a regional study of Thule artifacts. Statistical 

analysis seems inappropriate in a field where random sampling is rarely if ever practiced. 

Small sample sizes are another factor that render statistical analysis difficult, as a given 

site assemblage may contain over a hundred functional or stylistic classes, each 

represented by only one or two specimens (Morrison 1983: 7). Despite these 

difficulties, some minor quantitative investigations will be attempted in this thesis. 

It is apparent that it would be an impossible task to attempt to control for 

chronology in a study of Thule archaeology. For the purposes of this study, sites 

classified as belonging to all three periods of Thule Culture (Early, Classic and Modified) 
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will be considered in the analysis. If stylistic differences are identified between sites, 

these sites will then be cross-referenced with their generally accepted chronological 

classification to determine whether the perceived stylistic difference is due to 

chronological or regional factors. 

The Study Area 

Thule culture covered a vast area of the arctic, from Alaska to Greenland, and 

south along both sides of Hudson Bay. The large size of the Thule culture area makes it 

very difficult to select a specific area for analysis. The fact that this study aims to 

discover regional differentiation requires that a large area be examined, but it would be far 

beyond the scope of this work to make an attempt to investigate the entire arctic. Ideally, 

the study area would comprise regions with slightly different local environments, and 

containing the traditional lands of more than one traditional Inuit social group. Because 

only one artifact type has been selected for study, this area will in fact be larger than the 

absolute minimum required by the study, in order to maximise the potential of the 

analysis to find regional trends. 

The central Canadian Arctic is the area of focus for this study. This region 

extends from 65°W to 115°W, and from 63°N to 80oN. Additionally, the study area will 

include land no further south than 63°N, and no further north than 800 N. This area 

comprises the land claimed by the following Inuit groups: Baffinland Inuit, Iglulik, 

Sadlermiut, Netsilik, Copper Inuit and the Caribou Inuit6 
, and spans an area that contains 

many different ecological zones. The study area will be described in terms of three 

divisions: Western, Central, and East. 

6 There is much debate over how long the Caribou Inuit have inhabited this region (e.g. Clark 1977; Burch 
1978). 
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Western Central Arctic 

The western central arctic comprises Victoria Island, Banks Island, and the 

mainland surrounding Coronation Gulf. This area is less known archaeologically than the 

eastern arctic, but a few important archaeological studies have taken place here. Diamond 

Jenness visited this area during the Canadian Arctic Expedition of 1913 -1918, and 

described the Copper Inuit who reside there in a volume published in 1922. William E. 

Taylor, Jr. visited the area in 1963, and published a full report of his findings in 1972. 

Finally, Robert McGhee has done much work in the western central arctic, with works 

being published in 1970 and 1972 based on his excavations in the Bloody Falls region and 

western Victoria Island. 

Three sites on the western Coronation Gulf coast are considered in this analysis. 

Clachan (NaPi-2) is located on a small bay south of Cape Hearne on the western coast of 

Coronation Gulf. It contains three houses located on a high point of land, but one of 

these houses demonstrates evidence of previous disturbance. Because these three houses 

were found to cluster rather tightly, it was possible for the researchers to excavate the 

entire site in sixty-two contiguous two metre squares (Morrison 1983: 47-49). The 

Beulah site (NcPf-2) is located on the western coast of the peninsula. This site is much 

larger, containing twelve houses in a line parallel to the sea, and three to five metres above 

sea level. Only one house was chosen for excavation at this site as time was limited 

(Ibid.: 68-72). The latter two sites are both located near the junction of Dolphin and 

Union Strait and Coronation Gulf, the strong current from which does not allow for the 

production of thick ice. These rare conditions allow for an abundance of sea mammals 

such as bearded seal and ringed seal. Caribou also appear to have been abundant in the 

vicinity (Ibid.: 69). A total of one thousand eight hundred fourteen artifacts were found 
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such as bearded seal and ringed seal. Caribou also appear to have been abundant in the 

vicinity (Ibid.: 69). A total of one thousand eight hundred fourteen artifacts were found 

at these three sites, the majority of which originate from the most completely excavated 

site, Clachan. 

A large scale regional site survey between Cape Parry and Cambridge Bay was 

undertaken by William E. Taylor, Jr. in 1963, resulting in the mapping of numerous 

archaeological sites dating from the Pre-Dorset occupation to that of the historic Copper 

Inuit. Only those sites which produced Thule artifacts are considered in this study. One 

of these sites, Lady Franklin Point, was thought temporarily to be the source of the 

Semmler collection of Thule artifacts, discussed in an earlier publication by Taylor (1963: 

458). This site is located on western Victoria Island, and contains twenty-one Thule 

houses. Excavation was limited to nine test cuts in probable midden areas, and the 

resulting artifacts showed that this site was of much more recent age than the Semmler 

collection, the source of which remains to be found (Taylor 1972: 35). 

More Thule sites were found further east on Victoria Island, near Cambridge Bay. 

The Pembroke site (NgNc-2) was found to contain a total of twelve tent rings and Thule 

houses on a small knoll which overlooks a creek bank. One house was excavated, and 

fifteen artifacts were recovered (Ibid.: 44). The Clare site (NgNc-3) is also found in the 

vicinity of Cambridge Bay, and it contains seven oval tent rings arranged in a row. A test 

cut made within one of the tent rings, yielded a few Thule artifacts (Ibid.: 46, 49). 

Finally, the Bell site (NiNg-2) is located slightly to the west of the former two sites, in 

the Ekalluk River area of Victoria Island. This site contains sixteen Thule houses, only 

one of which was investigated. Both Dorset and Thule artifacts were found in the two 

test cuts made in this house (Ibid.: 54). 
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During the summers of 1966 and 1968, Robert McGhee investigated several sites 

in the western Victoria Island region, as well as in the vicinity of Kugluktuk7 on the 

mainland. Two of these sites concern the Thule period of occupation and so are of 

importance to this study. Memorana (OdPq-1) is located on the Amundsen Gulf coast of 

western Victoria Island, nine miles southeast of Holman, in an area that enables very 

productive seal hunting. Four small Thule houses were found here, and all four were 

excavated, as well as 90% of the midden deposits. The shallow nature of the middens 

suggested this site was occupied for a relatively short period of time 8 (McGhee 1972: 21, 

23). 

Another Thule site discussed by McGhee is the Bloody Falls site (MkPk-3), 

located on the western bank of the Coppermine River, adjacent to Bloody Falls, the 

location of the famous massacre of Inuit by Chipewyan Indians recounted by Samuel 

Hearne in 1771 (Hearne 1972: 98-104). Caribou and musk-oxen are rare sightings in the 

region, but the falls have been an important fishing spot for various hunting groups for 

over three thousand years (McGhee 1972: 39). Nearby is an important source of native 

copper, which was traded throughout Thule territory. Two of the five large Thule houses 

are found at this site were completely excavated. The artifacts recovered reflect the poor 

preservation of organic material found at this site (Ibid.: 39-40). 

7 This settlement was formerly known as Coppermine. 
8 Based on dry bone weights of the fauna recovered, McGhee estimates that five individuals, each 
consuming about two pounds of meat per day could have survived four months at this site. Taking into 
account the amount of food likely consumed elsewhere, he suggests the faunal findings are consistent 
with a single winter occupation of this site by a group of about twenty people (McGhee 1972: 23). 
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The Central Region 

The central region of the central Canadian arctic is perhaps the best known 

archaeologically. This area contains Devon Island, Somerset Island, Boothia Peninsula, 

and King William Island. It is here that we begin to enter the territory explored by 

Therkel Mathiassen, though the bulk of his sites will be reserved for the discussion of the 

eastern central arctic. Malerualik is located on the southern coast of King William Island 

at Simpson Strait, between McClintock Bay and Douglass Bay. This is a very large site, 

containing sixty-eight house ruins and over one hundred tent rings and other features. 

Thirteen of the houses were excavated by Knud Rasmussen in the summer of 1923, and 

two hundred ten artifacts were recovered. This site is located near an important caribou 

migration route (in fact, the name means 'the place where one follows the caribou'), and 

also boasts good sealing and salmon fishing (Mathias sen 1927a: 305-307). 

Many sites are located in the Boothia Peninsula-Somerset Island region. Two 

thousand artifacts were collected by L.A. Learmonth, a post manager at Fort Ross, 

between 1939 and 1949. These artifacts have been described in a report by James W. 

VanStone, published in 1962. While the trained archaeologist may consider such a 

collection of artifacts questionable because of unskilled collection techniques and inexact 

provenience recording, VanStone justifies his report as follows: 

Ordinarily, the value of a report of this kind might be considered 
dubious, and this would certainly be true in an area that is well 
known archaeologically. This can by no means be said about the 
central arctic .... (VanStone 1962: 2). 

In 1962, VanStone's comments regarding the paucity of archaeological information in the 

central region were not exaggerated; other than Mathiassen's 1927 report, very little work 

had been done here. Although this situation has happily changed in the decades that have 
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passed since VanStone's study, his report will still be considered in this study. 

The Levesque Harbour site, which contains four whalebone houses, is located on 

the northeastern tip of Boothia Peninsula, just south of the entrance to Bellow Strait 

(VanStone 1962: 8). Three sites at Creswell Bay will be considered as one unit, and all are 

located on the southeastern side of the bay near Cape Garry. Each site contained twenty 

to thirty whalebone houses (Ibid.: 15). Nudlukta is a site located on a small stream that 

connects Nudlukta Lake and Nudlukta Inlet, sixteen miles north of Levesque Harbour. 

An unspecified number of Thule houses were found here, of which five were excavated 

(Ibid.: 18). The Fort Ross site is located near an old Hudson Bay Company post on 

Brentford Bay, on a peninsula that juts from southeastern Somerset Island close to the 

entrance of Bellot Strait. Five Thule houses were located at this site, but the artifacts 

were recovered mainly through surface collection (Ibid.: 23). The Spence Bay site is 

located at Netsilik Lake, and the artifacts here were also recovered through surface 

collection (Ibid.: 28). VanStone also describes artifacts found at historic grave sites, but 

these will not be included in this study as they fall outside of the Thule period. 

VanStone's archaeological work in the Somerset Island/Boothia Peninsula region 

was continued by William E. Taylor, Jr. and Robert McGhee in 1979, who investigated 

three sites along eight kilometres of shoreline at Creswell Bay, Somerset Island. The 

Learmonth site (PeJr-I) is located on the north shore of the bay (93°48'W, 72°47'N), in 

an area with abundant sea mammals, migratory birds and caribou. This site contains 

seventy-eight dwelling structures in total, twenty-eight of which have been defined as 

Thule houses. Eight trenches were dug in possible midden areas, and resulted in the 

collection of four hundred fourteen artifacts identified as being of Thule origin (Taylor & 
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McGhee 1979: 5, 8-11, 22).9 A nearby site was named, quite suitably, the Near site 

(PeJr-2). Forty house ruins were found here, none more than ten metres above sea level. 

Little time was spent investigating this site, with only eight Thule artifacts being collected 

from the surface, and no excavation taking place (Ibid.: 49). Five kilometres from the 

Near site is the Quoak site (PeJq-1), at which were found fifty-five house ruins, twenty-

nine of which were classified as being of Thule origin. These houses lie between three and 

six metres above sea level, and they are arranged into three rows. Excavation at Quoak 

consisted of surface collection and six test cuts, all of which were limited to a depth of 

twelve centimetres due to permafrost. One hundred three artifacts were recovered (Ibid.: 

51-52). 

While many other archaeological investigations have taken place in the central 

region of the Canadian arctic, most of these have centred on high arctic locations. The 

earliest of these were conducted by Henry B. Collins, who investigated four Thule 

villages located near the Resolute weather station on Cornwallis Island. Three of these 

sites are known as Mi, M2 and M3, and will be discussed together as the sample size 

from each site is very small, and the sites are all located very close together1o
• M 1 

contains twelve Thule houses, of which three were excavated in 1949. Two of nine 

houses have been excavated at M2, and at M3, located on the southern side of Cape 

Martyr, only one of five houses was excavated (Collins 1952: 48-49). A final site in this 

region investigated by Collins is known as the Lake site. This site is located between two 

lakes, a half mile inland, and a quarter mile from the weather station. Nine house ruins 

were discovered here, of which three were chosen for excavation (Ibid.: 49-50). The total 

9 Taylor and McGhee also found two hundred ninety-six artifacts which they termed 'culturally non-specific' 
(1979: 22) which are not included in this study in an attempt to maintain a small degree of chronological 
control. 
10 M1 and M2 are separated by only 280 yards (Collins 1951: 50). 
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number of Thule artifacts recovered from the four sites was one thousand one hundred 

specimens (Ibid.: 51). 

On Bathurst Island, there are two sites which have undergone major excavation. 

The first of these sites, Deblicquy (QiLe-l), is located on the central east coast of 

Bathurst Island (75°29'N, 97°29'W), one hundred kilometres from the Collins sites 

discussed above. This site, excavated by William E. Taylor Jr. and George R. Carruthers 

in July of 1961, contains twenty-four house ruins, located twenty-two metres above sea 

level and two hundred fifty metres inland. Three houses were excavated at this site, 

yielding a total of three hundred forty-seven artifacts (Taylor & McGhee 1981: 1-11, 25). 

The second major site on Bathurst Island, Brooman Point (QiLd-l), was excavated during 

the summers of 1976, 1979 and 1980 by Robert McGhee. This Thule village appears to 

have been built on a former Late Dorset settlement, and contains twenty houses 

designated as Thule. Ten houses and one midden were excavated, resulting in the 

recovery of six hundred fifteen identifiable artifacts (McGhee 1984: 2, 8, 41). 

Three sites located on the Grinnell Peninsula, Devon Island complete this 

discussion of the central portion of the central arctic. These sites, excavated by Robert 

McGhee in the summers of 1972, 1976 and 1977 have been reported in great detail in a 

Masters thesis written by Robert Park in 1983. The first site is known as PordenPoint 

Brook Village (RbJr-l), and is located on the southeastern corner of the Grinnell 

Peninsula, on the western tip ofPorden Point (76°15'N, 93°40'W). This site straddles a 

brook, and contains nine Thule houses in two rows on either side of the brook. Two 

houses were excavated here, resulting in two hundred thirty-two artifacts (Park 1983: 1, 

11). Porden Point Pond Village (RbJr-4) is located one hundred sixty metres southwest 

ofthe former site. Three Thule houses were located here, and one was excavated. Eighty-
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eight artifacts were collected (Ibid.: 77-83). The final Thule village on the Grinnell 

Peninsula is Port Refuge (RbJu-1), located thirty kilometres west of Porden Point on the 

southern coast of the peninsula (76°17'N, 94°45'W) (Ibid.: 1). Five Thule houses were 

found here, all of which showed some evidence of previous disturbance. Two houses and 

part of a midden were excavated, resulting in one hundred ninety-seven artifacts (Ibid.: 

117). A cache (RbJr-7) found in this region was also excavated. It is located two 

kilometres west of the tip of Porden Point, at an elevation of twenty-two metres. Sixty-

six artifacts, mostly hunting equipment, were collected from this cache (Ibid.: 101). 

The Eastern Region 

A discussion of the eastern region of the study area must begin with the most 

famous Thule site, Naujan. This site is located on the northern coast of Repulse Bay, 

which separates Melville Peninsula from the mainland. During the summer of 1921, 

Naujan was excavated by Therkel Mathiassen, and was the basis for his definition of 

Thule culture. A total of twenty Thule houses were observed at this site, and twelve of 

these were excavated. By modem archaeological standards, this excavation was far from 

being thorough since for most of the two months the site was being excavated, 

Mathiassen was working alone (Mathiassen 1927a: 4). It would be a logistical 

impossibility for a solo excavator to fully excavate twelve houses and a large patch of 

midden in two months, yet this site remains the generally accepted Thule type site, and 

researchers working across the arctic continue to draw comparisons between their findings 

and those of Mathiassen. A total of three thousand specimens were discovered here by 

Mathiassen, of which 800 were deemed unfinished or indeterminable (Ibid.: 5). 

A nearby site published in the same seminal work by Mathiassen (1927a) is 
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known as Kuk. This site is located in Duke of York Bay, on an estuary of the Thomsen 

River on northern Southampton Island. This bay is rich in a variety of sea mammals, and 

the river is abundant in salmon. Three groups of Thule houses were discovered here, 

totaling twenty-one ruins. Eleven of these houses and seventy-six square metres of 

midden were excavated by Mathiassen between August 20th and September 6th of 1921, 

and the resulting find consisted of seven hundred eighty artifacts (Ibid.: 223). 

The region of northwestern Hudson Bay contains many more sites, few of which 

have been published in any detail. The work of Allen P. McCartney in this region is an 

exception to this trend. In 1962, McCartney led a large regional site survey of the 

western coast of Hudson Bay between the western coast of Roes Welcome Sound and 

Chesterfield Inlet. Many sites were located, but only a few were excavated (McCartney 

1977: 36). Silumiut (KkJg-1) is located on an island north of Cape Silumiut (63°41 'N, 

90° 05'W), and contains twenty-eight Thule house ruins. Seven houses were excavated 

here, and six middens were tested. The resulting collection (not including the thousands 

of quartzite flakes recovered) was about six hundred artifacts (Ibid.: 6-7). The Kamarvik 

site (LeHv-1) is located further north along the coast, on a peninsula that juts into 

Hudson Bay just south of Wager Bay (64°45'N, 87°19'W). This site contains sixteen 

houses arranged into three distinct clusters. Two houses were excavated here, and one 

house was tested, resulting in seventy-eight artifacts (Ibid.: 152-170). A site known as 

Igluligardjuk was also excavated, but as no diagnostic artifacts were found here (Ibid.: 

327), it will not be included in this study. 

Between the region referred to as northwestern Hudson Bay and northern Baffin 

Island, is a strip of land called the Melville Peninsula. Mathiassen (1927a) refers to 

artifacts from a number of sites in this region, and they will be considered in this analysis. 
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Two of these sites are located just to the east of Naujan, and they are Vansittart Island 

and Lyon Inlet (Mathiassen 1927a: 124). Only one harpoon head is known from the 

former site, six from the latter. Further to the north are Pingerqalik and Igloolik, from 

which one and two harpoon heads were found, respectively. The artifacts from these 

sites were not excavated by Mathiassen himself, so little information is given regarding 

these sites, many of which are simply listed as 'scattered finds' (Ibid.). Some of these 

harpoon heads appear to be from grave sites, and this difference will be considered in the 

analysis. 

Two more sites that were excavated by Therkel Mathiassen during the Fifth Thule 

Expedition were Mitimatalik and Qilalukan, both located on northern Baffin Island, near 

the modem settlement of Pond Inlet. These two major sites, as well as several minor sites 

in the vicinity were excavated during the summer of 1923, aided in part by fellow 

researcher Peter Freuchen. Mitimatalik is smaller than most of the sites examined by 

Mathiassen, with only two Thule houses, and two 'autumn houses'. One house was 

excavated, as well as four square metres of midden (Mathiassen 1927a: 133-134). 

Qilalukan (the name means 'narwhals') is located three kilometres from Mitimatalik, and 

has a total of nineteen Thule houses. Five houses were excavated by Mathiassen and 

Freuchen, as well as thirty-two square metres of midden (Ibid.: 136-139). The total 

number of artifacts recovered from the Pond Inlet region was two thousand eight hundred 

specimens: one thousand nine hundred of there were from Qilalukan, two hundred fifty 

from Mitimatalik, two hundred fifty from graves in surrounding Qilalukan, and four 

hundred from Button Point (Ibid.: 132). Also on northern Baffin Island is a site excavated 

by Guy Mary-Rousseliere, and known as Nunguvik. This is one of the largest Thule 

sites, containing fifty Thule houses as well as many Dorset ruins. Three houses were 
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excavated, but only a general discussion of the findings has been published (Mary-

Rousseliere 1979). 

Southern Baffin Island is the most easterly region being considered in this study, 

and four sites will be discussed. The first of these is known as Crystal II, excavated 

between July 17th and August 21st, 1948 by archaeologist Henry B. Collins. This site is 

located at the head of Frobisher Bay, and contains four houses, all 140-200 feet from the 

riverbank and twelve feet above sea level. Two of these houses had already been 

excavated by soldiers stationed at the nearby Air Base, but the remaining two were 

excavated by Collins, as well as the middens adjacent to the former two houses. A total 

of six hundred artifacts were recovered from this site (Collins 1950: 18-19), but 

descriptions are limited to those considered 'diagnostic' by Collins. 

During the summers of 1971-1973, Peter Schledermann conducted an intensive 

site survey in the area of Cumberland Sound, and mapped twenty-three Thule sites. Of 

these, three were chosen for excavation (Schledermann 1975: 15,34). The first of these is 

known as Niutang (MbDc-l) or simply site 'Q '. This site is located in a small valley on 

the eastern side of Kingnait Fjord, and was first recorded by Franz Boas in 1888. Sixteen 

houses were found here, nine of which were selected for excavation based on availability 

of undisturbed areas and location within the clusters thought to represent different 

components. A total of one hundred five artifacts were found (Ibid.: 53-55). The second 

site is known as Anarnitung or A-I (MbDj-l), and it is located on an island near Bon 

Accord. Fifteen houses were found here, but most had already been disturbed before 

excavation began. Excavation centred on a midden area (Ibid.: 66-68). Finally, site B-1 

(LlDj-l) is located to the south of Anamitung, and also contains fifteen houses. Three 

houses were tested, and four houses and a midden area were excavated, resulting in one 
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thousand two hundred fifty artifacts (Ibid.: 68-71). 

Chronology o/Sites 

Although radiocarbon dating is unreliable in the arctic, for reasons already 

discussed, each of the above sites has been tentatively placed within the three phase 

system of Thule chronology, based on the few carbon dates on substances other than sea 

mammal bone, and the commonly accepted (though problematic) harpoon head seriation. 

Of these sites, Ml on Cornwallis Island, Brooman Point on Bathurst Island, Nunguvik on 

northern Baffin Island, Crystal II on southern Baffin Island, Naujan in Repulse Bay, and 

Malerualik on King William Island have all been placed in the period referred to as 'Early 

Thule'. The sites that fall within the 'Classic Thule' period are the later occupations at 

Naujan, Qilalukan and Mitimatalik on northern Baffin Island, Kuk on Southampton 

Island, Levesque Harbour on Boothia Peninsula, and Learmonth on Somerset Island. 

Labelled as 'Modified Thule' are the later occupations at Kuk and Cumberland Sound 

(Park 1983: 8). 

It must be kept in mind that Thule chronology is far from being definite, and its 

problematic nature dictates that all Thule sites be investigated regardless of their 

placement within this chronology. Many sites were occupied continuously for the entire 

Thule sequence, and regional variation may be obscured by an imperfect chronology 

which has very little basis in absolute dating. Attributes that have been deemed 'early 

traits' may be shown to be a factor of space rather than time, and so they will all be 

considered in this analysis. 
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Selection of Artifacts 

An analysis of all artifact categories in Thule material culture would be beyond the 

scope of a Masters thesis, and so much care has been taken in the artifact selection 

process. Ideally, we will rule out those artifacts which result from minimal modification 

and whose form is strictly dictated by function. Some examples of such artifacts are awls, 

probes, and wedges. Also not included are those artifacts which show remarkable 

uniformity in appearance throughout the Arctic, and finally, those artifacts which vary 

both within and between sites to such a large extent that the differences must be regarded 

as idiosyncratic and void of cultural meaning in the larger sense. 

Upon consideration of the entire range of Thule artifacts, harpoon heads were the 

only category selected for analysis, based on their wide distribution across the study area, 

and their perceived potential to show regional variation, based on the criteria discussed 

above. For the purposes of this study, each harpoon head will be broken down into a 

finiate number of attributes or variables. The values for each variable will be recorded for 

each artifact, and these data will then be analysed at the site level to look for site-specific 

trends, and the local level to look for regional patterns, and finally, at the level of the 

entire study area. This final level of analysis will compare various regional trends to look 

for regional variation. 

Mathiassen's seminal study was not limited to a mere description of the 

thousands of artifacts recovered through the Fifth Thule Expedition, it also included the 

grouping of these artifacts into stylistic 'types' within each functional category 

(Mathias sen 1927b). These types are still commonly used in site reports to this day, 

with the unfortunate result that many archaeologists delve no further in their descriptions 
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of the artifacts!! (e.g. Collins 1951; Taylor 1972). In an attempt to avoid the bias 

inherent in Mathiassen's typology, this study will go beyond the categories provided by 

the commonly accepted typology, and artifacts will be analysed at the level of individual 

attributes. The assertion is that Mathiassen' s 'types' are too general to reveal the 

subtleties of regional variation. 

The time constraints imposed on the present study permit that only published 

sources be considered for analysis. An aideal analysis would include consideration of the 

many site reports that have never been published in any complete form. Many of the 

sources cited above were intended merely as preliminary reports of the findings from 

particular sites (e.g. Collins 1951), or were meant only to provide an overview of the 

general findings (e.g. Mary-Rousseliere 1979), and as such, individual artifacts are often 

not reported in any detail. This study will focus on those artifacts for which there are 

adequate and detailed descriptions, preferably accompanied by photographs of the 

artifacts under discussion. In the few rare instances where no descriptions of specific 

artifacts exist (e.g. Collins 1950, 1951, 1952; Taylor 1972) , the analysis will be based on 

observations I have made from the pictures alone. Any individual attributes not clearly 

indicated will be given the value 'unknown' in the analysis, rather than assuming these 

attributes based on the classification of the artifact into one of Mathiassen' s (192 7b) 

'types' . 

11 This refers particularly to Mathiassen's harpoon head typology, which divides Thule harpoon heads into 
five general 'types' (1927b: 12-13). 
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Harpoon Heads: An Introduction 

Introduction 
Harpoon heads are perhaps the most studied class of artifact in arctic 

archaeology. The quest for the perfect harpoon head typology has had a long history, 

beginning with Mathiassen's 1927 scheme, and continuing to this day. Harpoon heads 

are ubiquitous in Thule sites, vary in regular ways, and the presence or absence of 

particular attributes has long been used to support theories of cultural affiliation or 

temporal phases: 

Harpoon heads appear in a multitude of forms and variations and, 
as they furthermore are among the most frequently occurring 
objects in older Eskimo finds, they are better than any other 
element of Eskimo culture for showing cultural connection and 
chronology in the Eskimo culture (Mathiassen 1927b: 11). 

For these reasons, the analysis of the distribution of harpoon head attributes across the 

arctic will playa vital role in this study. 

In historic times, harpoon heads were one of the essential tools to Inuit survival. 

The hunting of seals and other sea mammals seems to have played a vital role in the 

economies of both the Thule and historic Inuit people, and so it is not surprising that the 

harpoon heads used for this purpose are frequent archaeological finds. A harpoon head is 

composed of four main parts: a wooden shaft, a socket piece, a foreshaft, and a harpoon 

head. The head is attached to the shaft by way of a line running through a hole on the 

head to a tension piece on the shaft itself. The head is designed to separate from the shaft 

once it is embedded in the animal being hunted. Thule harpoon heads were made of a 

42 
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variety of organic materials, including bone, ivory and antler. All harpoon heads have a 

socket, by which the head is attached to the fore shaft of the harpoon. This socket can be 

either open or closed, and the open socketed forms normally have some sort of provision 

for lashing the harpoon head to the foreshaft, such as drilled lashing holes, lashing slots, or 

a sunken lashing bed. Some specimens have sharp points and/or lateral barbs, and were 

intended to be used as is, others have a slot in one end for the insertion of a separate 

blade. 

Harpoon Head Typology 

Therkel Mathiassen was the first archaeologist to create a typology of harpoon 

heads (1927b: 11-27), and this typology is still used in almost every Thule study to this 

day. Mathiassen established a 'type' system, based on his observation that harpoon 

heads seemed to vary in regular ways, with certain attributes consistently co-occurring. 

At its most basic level, his typology breaks down all harpoon heads into five 'types' 

based on the following attributes: position and alignment of the line hole; whether the 

shaft socket is open or closed; whether there is an inserted blade; and if so, whether the 

slot is aligned parallel or perpendicular to the line hole; and the number and position of 

barbs, and the number and shape of spurs. 

Thule Type I harpoon heads are defined as being very thin, with the line hole 

positioned straight through from one face to the other, one aslant dorsal spur, an open 

shaft socket, and no barbs or separately inserted blade (Mathiassen 1927a: 24). Thule 

Type II harpoon heads are described as being similar to Type I, but with two powerful, 

opposite barbs (Ibid.). Thule Type III harpoon heads are again very similar to Type I, 

but differ in having a slot for blade insertion positioned parallel to the plane of the line 
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hole (Ibid.: 25). Thule Type IV harpoon heads are described as being thin, with a line 

hole going direct from one face to the other, with a closed socket and a blade slot 

positioned perpendicular to the plane of the line hole (Ibid.). Finally, Thule Type V 

harpoon heads have a more rounded cross-section than the above types, have two dorsal 

spurs, no barbs, and a blade slit parallel to the plane of the line hole (Ibid.: 26). The Type 

V specimens also generally have a curved line hole, with both openings on one face of the 

specImen. 

For the purposes of his analytical volume (1927b), Mathiassen offered a more 

detailed typology, perhaps after recognising that the five-type system was not adequate 

to describe much of the variation he was observing. The following breakdown of harpoon 

head attributes can be used to describe almost any Thule harpoon head: 

A. Thin; the line hole runs directly from side to side. 
1. Open shaft socket, which is closed by a lashing; one 
slanting spur. 

a. Neither barb nor inserted blade. 
b. With barb; no inserted blade. 

1. Two opposite barbs. 
2. One barb. 
3. Several barbs. 

c. Without barbs; inserted blade. 
1. Blade parallel with line hole. 
2. Blade at right-angles to line hole. 

d. Both barbs and inserted blade. 
1. One barb, blade parallel to line hole. 
2. One barb, blade at right-angles to line hole. 
3. Two barbs, blade parallel to line hole. 
4. Two barbs, blade at right-angles to line 

hole. 
II. Closed shaft socket. One or two spurs. 

a. Neither barbs nor inserted blade. 
b. With barbs; no inserted blade. 
c. Without barbs; inserted blade. 

1. Blade parallel to line hole. 
2. Blade at right-angles to line hole. 



d. Both barbs and inserted blade. 
B. Flat; the line hole having a curved path, with both openings on 
the upper side. 

I. Open shaft socket. Mostly two spurs. 
a. Neither barbs nor inserted blades. 
b. With barbs; no inserted blade. 
c. Without barbs; inserted blade (parallel to line 

hole). 
d. Both barbs and inserted blade. 

II. Closed shaft socket. Mostly two dorsal spurs. 
a. Neither barbs nor inserted blade. 
b. With barbs; no inserted blade. 
c. Without barbs, with inserted blade. 

1. Almost round. 
2. Very flat. 

d. Both barbs and inserted blade. 
(Mathiassen 1927b: 12-13) 
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It is clear that some definitions are in order here, thoughtfully provided by 

Mathiassen himself. By 'thin' harpoon head, Mathiassen was referring to those 

specimens for which the greatest width was found perpendicular to the plane of the line 

hole. Conversely, by 'flat' he meant harpoon heads in which the greatest width was 

parallel to the plane of the line hole. The term 'spur' specifies a barb that is found at the 

proximal end of the artifact, as opposed to 'barbs' which are always found at the side of 

the artifact (Mathiassen 1927b: 12). Many other typologies of harpoon heads have been 

proposed (e.g. Collins 1937; Ford 1959; Holtved 1944; Wissler 1916), but most of these 

are based on Mathiassen' s categories, with accompanying elaboration on specific 

distinctive attributes (Schledermann 1975: 105). 

Thule Type V harpoon heads belong to the class of 'flat' harpoon heads, and are 

defined by Mathiassen as " ... [r ]ound or slightly flattened, so that the back is the natural 

resting surface; 2 dorsal spurs, no barbs; blade slit parallel with the line hole" (1927a: 26). 

This type, which Mathiassen observes to come from later site components (Ibid.: 27), is 
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comparatively rare in Thule sites. In fact, absolutely no specimens are reported from 

either the western or central regions of our study area. The strong presence of this type 

in the eastern region may be biased by the fact that the majority of the sites in this region 

were published by Mathiassen, who may have included many specimens of historic origin 

within his Thule types. Indeed, sixteen of the Type V specimens reported come from 

sites excavated by Mathiassen (1927a: PI. 2(3), 40(2,4,6,11), 67(2), 69(6), 72(5), Fig. 18). 

The remaining eleven specimens all come from Schledermann's Cumberland Sound sites 

(1975: PI. 3a-f,h,i; PI. 4a-h). 

Individual specimens belonging to the flat variety of harpoon head will not be 

discussed in this study because they seem to vary idiosyncratically, and because their 

inclusion would make it too difficult to control for chronology. This study will focus on 

Mathiassen's Types I through IV, but will not be limited by these categories in the 

descriptions of individual artifacts. If someone could effectively demonstrate that all of 

these specimens are prehistoric, or at least protohistoric, their restricted distribution 

could be very meaningful. Is it possible that what has been known as 'Thule Type V', 

based on Mathiassen's findings at Naujan could actually be a product of a regional social 

group centred in the eastern region of the central Canadian arctic? This question must be 

left for future research. 

Function 

Mathiassen's basic categories of harpoon head types remain the basis for most 

descriptions of Thule assemblages, but the question of whether these types reflect 

functional categories, chronological changes or regional styles has never been 

satiisfactorily answered. Mathiassen also considered the question of function based on 
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his ethnographic experiences with contemporary Inuit, surmising that the blunt point and 

large barbs of Type II would make it suitable for an animal whose skin was easily 

penetrated, but also subject to easy tearing, such as seals or white whales. The small size 

and sharp inserted blade of Type III would be suitable for use on an animal with strong 

hides, such as walrus (Mathiassen 1927a: 26). In his work with the Iglulik Inuit, 

Mathiassen observed that type AIIc2 harpoon heads were used for walrus, types BIIb 

and BIIc for narwhal and white whale, and type Alia for salmon fishing (Mathiassen 

1927b: 14). 

More recently, Robert Park discussed the weak arguments that have been made 

for the function of specific harpoon head styles, stating that archaeologists often ascribe 

function based on the size of the artifact because of the lack of related ethnographic 

information, citing as an example Allen P. McCartney's 1977 report, in which it is argued 

that Thule Types III and IV were used for seal, walrus, and beluga. Park notes that if 

these two types are specialised for the same function, as McCartney argues, then we 

would not expect them to co-occur as frequently as they do in Thule sites (Park 1983: 

171). Park points out the need to clarify the issue of function before these artifacts are 

used in chronological interpretations, to determine whether particular styles reflect 

functional differences, individual preferences, or chronological phases (Ibid.: 176). As 

individual preferences may be due to social group affiliation, this distinction is also 

important to this study, and so the idea of function and chronology as factors also causing 

variation will be considered, mostly in terms of the authors' own interpretations of the 

collections they are describing. 
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Chronological Issues 

A number of harpoon head attributes have been used to derive a chronology of 

Thule sites. A classic example of this can be found in Peter Schlederrnann's 1975 report 

of his archaeological work around Cumberland Sound. Among the early Thule harpoon 

head attributes listed are lashing slots or sunken lashing grooves, sharply angled base 

spurs, incised Y-line decorations, and lateral ridges at the base (McCartney 1977: 226-

227; Morrison 1983: 84-87; Schlederrnann 1975: 241). Perhaps the most frequently cited 

chronological marker is the type of perforation used to facilitate lashing to the harpoon 

foreshaft - lashing slots are consistently seen as an earlier trait than drilled lashing holes 

(e.g. Collins 1937; Jenness 1928; Maxwell 1985; McCullough 1989; Morrison 1983). 

Robert Park tested this assumption in 1994 by seeing if sites dominated by harpoon 

heads with lashing slots were indeed occupied at an earlier period. He found that harpoon 

heads with drilled lashing holes were more often from sites with earlier radiocarbon dates 

than sites dominated by lashing slots (Park 1994: 

40). Park also tested the correlation between radiocarbon dates and some of the other 

commonly accepted early traits, to find that there was no pattern for either lateral ridges 

or spur configuration. Only incised decoration seemed to originate from sites with 

consistently early radiocarbon dates, but only when compared with dates at the house 

level - not when dates from the entire site were considered (Ibid.). He also looked at the 

radiocarbon dates associated with certain harpoon head 'types', and found that type 

Ald3 is more recent than type Alb 1, type Allc 1 is older than type AIlc2, and the Sicco 

harpoon heads are older than AIel (Ibid.: 44). 

Morrison had earlier also called into question the use of some harpoon head 

attributes as chronological markers, noting that such 'early' traits as square-cut spurs and 
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sockets continue throughout the Thule sequence in some western Thule sites, such as 

Clachan (Morrison 1983: 84-85). The findings of Park and Morrison demonstrate that 

one should be cautious when using individual attributes as chronological markers, and 

perhaps further research will show that some of these attributes vary regionally rather 

than temporally. 

Methodological Issues 

While Mathiassen's attribute list (1927a, 1927b) is very thorough and covers 

most of the harpoon head attributes that can be observed, there are a few attributes 

missing from this list which mayor may not be significant to a study of regional variation. 

Some examples of these attributes are the raw material from which the harpoon head was 

constructed, the presence of various types of lashing provision, and the presence or 

absence of decoration. 

Not all harpoon heads from the sites under investigation were considered for 

analysis. Those harpoon heads not included were ones for which insufficient information 

was given in the original site report, those which showed considerable evidence of 

reworking subsequent to the initial manufacturing stage, and those listed as 'probable' 

harpoon heads in the literature. Added to this list will be those fragmentary harpoon 

heads, for which fewer than fifty percent of the selected diagnostic attributes remain 

intact and available for observation. Unfinished specimens for which the above applies 

will also not be included in the study, and for those that are included, the presence of 

attributes will be considered as more significant than the absence of attributes, assuming 

that these attributes could have been added at a later stage of manufacture. While these 

discriminating criteria will further shrink the already small sample size, this measure is 
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considered necessary in order to maximise the informative potential of this study. 

The data will be discussed in terms of the five Thule types defined by Mathiassen 

(1927a: 24-26). Although one of the purposes of this study is to show that these 

categories are not sufficient to describe variation in harpoon heads across space, th the use 

of Mathiassen's typology is justified as a means of organising the data in a 

comprehensible way which will facilitate the discovery of regional patterning of traits 

within each Thule type. Each type will be broken down into Mathiassen's subcategories 

(1927b: 12-13), and each specimen will be described in terms of individual attributes. 



V 
Data Analysis 

Thule Type I Harpoon Heads 

The harpoon head data is presented in tabular form in the appendix, but these data 

will be analysed here. It is apparent that Thule Type I is the rarest type of harpoon 

head, with only twenty-seven specimens reported across the entire study area, 6% of the 

total sample available for study. They are rarest in the western sites, and seem to become 

more frequent as one moves east, with a peak at Spence Bay, which was dominated by 

Type I specimens, making up 46% of its harpoon head assemblage. 
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Figure 5-1: Distribution of Thule Type I harpoon heads in Thule sites, both 
in terms of the number of specimens reported from each region, and the 

frequency of Type I within the assemblages in question. 

Type I harpoon heads are also frequent at Qilalukan, where the ten specimens comprise 

53 
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26% of the assemblage. It is interesting to note that these two sites are in contiguous 

regions of the Canadian arctic, both in the general vicinity of the Gulf of Boothia, though 

the northern Baffin Island specimens differ from the Spence Bay specimens in having a 

flat base rather than a well-defined spur. This attribute is only known from Qilalukan and 

Button Point, and could represent a functional difference, as suggested by Mathiassen 

(1927a: 148). 

Very little speculation has been offered regarding the function of Thule Type I 

harpoon heads, but Mathiassen hypothesised that the blunt pointed specimens at 

Qilalukan might have been used for salmon fishing. If the same function could be 

proposed for all of the Type I specimens, perhaps their abundance at Qilalukan is related 

to the function (or season of occupation) of that site, and their relative obscurity in the 

western sites is related to a decreased dependence on salmon at those sites. This theory 

would be appealing but for the absence of this style of harpoon heads at the Bloody Falls 

site, an important location for salmon fishing near the mouth of the Coppermine River 

(McGhee 1972: 39-52). 

Thule Type I harpoon heads from the central region of the Canadian arctic are 

relatively uniform in their style. All belong to type Ala, and only two Type I specimens 

from the entire study area exhibit any form of decoration: one from Clachan has 

ornamental side slots (Morrison 1983: PI. 5b), and one from Naujan has a groove running 

from the line hole to the point (Mathias sen 1927a: 24). The only major stylistic 

difference are the flat-based specimens from northern Baffin Island discussed above. Raw 

material does not seem to be a factor in determining the form of Type I harpoon heads, as 

the western specimens, all of antler, do not vary significantly from the Boothia Peninsula 

specimens, all of which are made of 
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Figure 5-2: Raw Material of Thule Type I Harpoon Heads, By Region. 
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bone. The only high arctic specimen is made of wood, and is presumably a toy, while 

antler once again dominates in the eastern region, being the raw material for 89% of the 

specimens for which raw material was identified. 

The type of lashing provision does vary across space, but this does not seem to 

be dependent on the raw material used. Lashing slots only occur on the western 

specimens, while drilled lashing holes are the most common form in the Boothia 

Peninsula/Somerset Island region and northwestern Hudson Bay. On Baffin Island, 

lashing beds, grooves and holes are all found in almost equal numbers. Very little sense 

can be made of these data, other than the possibility that lashing slots on Type I harpoon 

heads are a western trait, while lashing holes, grooves and beds are more common in the 

east, however, one must be cautious making this generalisation with such a small sample 

SIze. 
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Figure 5-3: Frequency of Occurrence of Various Lashing Provision Types 
on Thule Type I Harpoon Heads. 
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It is difficult to detect any patterning in the western region, since Thule Type I 

specimens are only known from one site there, and the two specimens have very different 

styles. Waisted specimens are generally rare in the Canadian arctic, only occurring at 

Clachan, Spence Bay, and Qilalukan. No sense can be made of such a wide distribution, 

and so Morrison's contention that this is a western trait (1983: 97) must remain to be 

tested where sample size is greater. Another attribute listed by Morrison as being an 

eastern style are off-centre line holes (Ibid.). This attribute is only present at Qilalukan, 

though it dominates there, being found on at least 60% of the Type I specimens. As no 

Type I harpoon heads are known from the more easterly sites, this restricted easterly 

distribution must remain to be tested. 

It is interesting that Mathiassen regarded this as an early type of harpoon head 

(1927 a: 26), as of the sites where this type is found, only Brooman Point is generally 

known as an early Thule site (Park 1983: 8). Also, only two of the Thule Type I 
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specimens, from Clachan (Morrison 1983: PI. 5a, b), exhibit the lashing slots so long 

argued to be the more primitive form of lashing provision. One of the Clachan specimens 

did have one of the traits usually argued to be a marker of early Thule: vestigial side blade 

slots (Ibid.: PI. 5b). This site has been dated extensively, but all of the radiocarbon dates 

obtained were rejected by Morrison, who thought that they were being affected by sea 

mammal oil contamination. He postulates that the site was occupied from 1150-1450 

A.D., and thus outside of the range of 'Early Thule'. It is clear that Thule Type I 

harpoon heads cannot be used as chronological markers according to the presently 

accepted seriation of harpoon head attributes. 

Thule Type II Harpoon Heads 

Thule Type II harpoon heads are the most common type in the central Canadian 

arctic, accounting for 42% of the total sample being studied. 
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Figure 5-4: Distribution of Type II harpoon heads, both in terms of number of 
specimens, and frequency of that type within the region. 

Type Alb 1 is by far the most common variety of Thule Type II harpoon heads across 
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the Canadian arctic, making up the majority of the sample in all regions but Northern 

Baffin Island and the Melville Peninsula in the eastern region, and Victoria Island in the 

western region. In fact, not one Alb 1 specimen is found in the region of Melville 

Peninsula. This discrepancy can be explained with reference to the very small sample 

size in this area (a total of four Type II harpoon heads are reported here) and to the 

different nature of these sites. Almost all of the Thule sites on the Melville Peninsula are 

graves, and thus would be expected to provide different sorts of artifacts from the winter 

dwellings from which most of the other harpoon heads being discussed here were taken. 
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Figure 5-5: Relative Frequencies of Thule Type II Harpoon Head Forms, By 
Region. 

The Thule Type II specimens in general seem more varied at the eastern sites 

when compared to the central and western regions. Northwestern Hudson Bay has the 

largest number of identified varieties, and is the only area where type AId 1, with one barb 

and blade slot parallel to the line hole, is found. Type Ald2, with one barb and 

perpendicular blade slot, is only found in the area of southern Baffin Island, at B-1, where 
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only one specimen was found (Schledermann 1975: PI. 1 e), 11 % of the sample from that 

region. Multibarbed forms (type AId3) are very common on Baffin Island, especially at 

Qilalukan (Mathiassen 1927b: 147, PI. 39(3,4)), where they make up 56% of the sixteen 

Type II harpoon heads reported. Mathiassen seems to think this is a later derivative of 

Thule Type II harpoon heads, and so we would not expect to find them at sites deemed 

to belong to the Early Thule period. This holds true for Crystal II, Ml, Nunguvik, 

Malerualik, and Brooman Point, all sites which have been argued to be Early Thule (Park 

1983: 8). Qilalukan, where most of these multibarbed forms were found, is considered to 

be a Classic Thule site, like Naujan (Ibid.), but here not one of the thirty-one Thule Type 

II harpoon heads is multi barbed. At Learmonth, only one of the nine Thule Type II 

harpoon heads is multibarbed, and at Kuk and Levesque Harbour, also both said to be 

Classic Thule (Ibid.), not one multibarbed form is found. Only one type AIb3 specimen 

is found each at A-I (Schledermann 1975: PL. 1a) and B-1 (Ibid.: 106), much further to 

the south on Baffin Island than Qilalukan. Clearly some factor is at play here other than 

chronology. Perhaps the abundance of multibarbed forms at Qilalukan is related to a 

northern Baffin Island regional social grouping. Excavations at Qilalukan also provided 

one unique specimen which Mathiassen's typology is unable to categorise: it belongs to 

type Alb 1, but rather than having the bilaterally positioned barbs, the two barbs on this 

specimen are unilateral (Mathiassen 1927a: 147; PI. 39(2)). The fact that this type is 

found nowhere but the region of northern Baffin Island could also be taken as an argument 

in support of a regional social grouping. 

Type AId3, with two barbs and a blade slot parallel to the line hole, also seems to 

have a restricted distribution. This type is only found in the central study region: three 

specimens from the Boothia Peninsula/Somerset Island region (Taylor & McGhee 1979: 
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PI.. 2c, 63; VanStone 1962: PI. V17), and two specimens from the high arctic (Taylor & 

McGhee 1981: PI. 1d; Park 1983: PI. 1a). Type AId4 seems to be restricted to the central 

and eastern study regions. Five such specimens were found in the high arctic (Collins 

1952: PI. X5; McGhee 1984: PI. If, g; Park 1983: PI. 23e,i), 13% of the total number of 

Type II harpoon heads from this region. 

Finally, type AIb2, with only one barb and no separately inserted blade, seems to 

have a more western distribution, being found in all areas of the western and central 

Canadian arctic, and being found in smaller numbers in only two parts of the eastern 

study region: northwestern Hudson Bay, and northern Baffin Island. Four AIb2 

specimens are found in the former region, two of which are possible toys, and were found 

at Naujan (Mathiassen 1927a: 26, PI. 2(5)), the other two of which are from Kuk (Ibid.: 

234, PI. 69(2)). Only two specimens were found on northern Baffin Island, one at 

Qilalukan (Ibid.: 147) and the other at Button Point (Ibid.: PI. 61(17). 

Thule Type II in general is nearly equally common in all three study regions. In 

the eastern study region, ninety-five of the two hundred twenty-three known Thule 

harpoon heads, or 43%, belong to Type II. In the central region, there are sixty-nine 

Type II specimens, 44% of the total sample of one hundred fifty-eight harpoon heads 

from this area. Finally, in the western region, only thirty-seven Type II specimens are 

known, 39% of the ninety-six harpoon heads known from this region. 

Raw material once again varies from region to region, and some patterns in this 

variation may be observed. Antler dominates in the western region of the study area, 

being the chosen raw material for at least 95% of the Type II harpoon heads found there. 

While upon first inspection of the graph presented in Figure 5-6 below may seem to 

indicate that antler is not nearly as dominant on Victoria Island as in the other areas of the 
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western central arctic, it must be realised that many (if not all) of the harpoon heads for 

which raw material is given as antlerlbone are likely to be made of antler. Antler holds a 

place of dominance as a raw material for Type II harpoon heads throughout the Canadian 

arctic, though perhaps nowhere else so strongly as it does in the western region. In fact, 

antler is the most commonly used raw material in all regions but one: Melville Peninsula. 

Once again, we must note that not only is the sample size from this region very small, but 

almost all of its harpoon heads come from graves rather than whalebone houses. 

Bone seems only to have been important as a raw material in the central region of 

the Canadian arctic, being the chosen raw material for 26% of the high arctic specimens, 

and 25% of the Boothia Peninsula/Somerset Island specimens. King William Island, 

though described as belonging to the central group for the purposes of this paper, 

conforms much more to the western group, with all of the harpoon heads for which raw 

material is indicated being made of antler. A few isolated bone specimens are also known 
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from Silumiut on northwestern Hudson Bay (McCartney 1977: PUC), Qilalukan on 

northern Baffin Island (Mathiassen 1927a: PI. 39(6)), and site B-1 on Cumberland Sound, 

southern Baffin Island (Schledermann 1975: PI. le,h), but this raw material does not seem 

to have held a place of importance here for Type II harpoon heads. 

One raw material that seems to have had a restricted distribution, perhaps due to 

its limited availability, is ivory. Ivory Type II specimens are only found in the central 

and eastern study regions, and are most frequent on the Melville Peninsula and 

northwestern Hudson Bay, where it is the chosen raw material for 75% and 35% of the 

specimens, respectively. The high proportion of ivory specimens from the Melville 

Peninsula may be related to the fact that most of these sites are graves, as ivory could 

likely have been a prestige item, either due to limited availability, or to religion. 12 Ivory is 

the chosen raw material for 21 % of the Type II harpoon heads in the high arctic and 19% 

of the southern Baffin Island specimens, but only 4% of the specimens from each 

northern Baffin Island and the Boothia Peninsula/Somerset Island regions are made of this 

material. It is not found at all in the western study region, nor on King William Island, in 

the western part of the central study region. Much of this distribution is probably related 

to the distribution of the walrus from which this raw material was procured. 

At least 54% of the thirty-seven Thule Type II harpoon heads from the western 

region of the Canadian arctic exhibit lashing slots for attachment to the harpoon foreshaft, 

with a distinct possibility that some of the twelve specimens for which lashing provision 

was given the value 'unknown' also exhibited lashing slots at one time. Drilled lashing 

holes are completely absent on Type II specimens from the western region, but 11 % have 

a sunken lashing bed, and 3%, or one specimen, has a lashing groove. Lashing slots 

continue to dominate in the central region, with 38% of the specimens found there 

12 See McGhee 1977 for an interesting theory linking raw material choice with religious beliefs. 
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found at the local level for the sites of the Boothia Peninsula/Somerset Island region, 

where only 29% of the Type II specimens have lashing slots, while lashing grooves and 

drilled lashing holes are found on almost the same number of specimens, 29% and 21 % 

respectively. Lashing slots are found on roughly half of the specimens found in both the 

high arctic and King William Island, with lashing holes and grooves being much less 

common. 

Lashing slots cease to dominate in the eastern region of the study area, and drilled 

lashing holes become more common, being found on 53% of the specimens for which 

lashing provision is indicated. Five of the ninety-five specimens from the eastern region 

have sunken lashing beds, five have lashing grooves, and five have lashing slots. In 

northwestern Hudson Bay, 56% of the Type II harpoon heads for which lashing 

provision is identified exhibit drilled lashing holes, and on the Melville Peninsula, this 
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number rises to 100%. On northern Baffin Island, lashing provision is only indicated for 

nine of the twenty-seven Type II specimens, and of these, 33% exhibit lashing holes, 

33% exhibit a lashing bed, 22% have a lashing groove, and a mere 11 %, or one specimen, 

has lashing slots. Drilled lashing holes are found on 55% of the nine southern Baffin 

Island specimens with known lashing provision, and slots and grooves each on 22% of the 

specimens. 

A pattern can be detected from these data, which suggests a continuum from west 

to east, with lashing slots becoming less common, and drilled lashing holes more common. 

The type of lashing provision does not seem to be dependent on raw material, as antler 

dominates in both the eastern and western regions, though, as we have seen, lashing 

provision varies greatly between these two regions. If this pattern can be shown to hold 

true for each of the other Thule Types, then the situation could be argued to be one of 

culture continuum rather than discrete social units. 

Many Thule Type II harpoon heads exhibit incised decoration, and as this 

attribute may be found to be socially meaningful, it will be investigated here. The western 

portion of the study region has the most decorated Type II specimens, with twenty-six, 

or 70% of the sample of thirty-seven. Most of these come from Clachan, where eighteen 

of the nineteen Type II specimens were decorated, and seventeen of these had the same 

motif: an inverted incised triangle. Two more decorated Type II specimens from Victoria 

Island also exhibit this motif: one from Lady Franklin Point (Taylor 1972: PI. VIa), and 

one from the Pembroke site (Ibid.: PI. VIIIu). The final decorated Clachan specimen has a 

Y-linemotif13 ,as do three of the six decorated Type II specimens from Memorana. All 

six of the Memorana specimens also have single or double converging lines on the ventral 

face. 

13 A V-line motif is an incised 'V', normally inverted and located above the line hole: e.g. < 
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In the region of King William Island, only one of the six Type II specimens is 

decorated. This specimen is from the site of Kangerarfigssuaq, and its motif is unique: it 

has an incised longitudinal line above the line hole, and also has knobs on the sides of the 

harpoon head at the level of the line hole (Mathiassen 1927a: 322). The region of Boothia 

Peninsula/Somerset Island has an even lower frequency of decorated specimens, with only 

one specimen out of twenty-four Type II harpoon heads carrying this attribute. This 

specimen is from Learmonth, and the decoration takes the form of an incised 'V' anterior 

to the line hole (Taylor & McGhee 1979: 64-65). 

In the high arctic we find many more decorated harpoon heads, with a total of at 

least seventeen out of thirty-nine Type II harpoon heads, or 44%. Most of these are 

found at Brooman Point, where McGhee reports that two specimens have incised 

triangles extending to lines, four have Y-lines, one has oblique lines accentuating the barbs, 

five have the central ends of the lashing slots extended by lines into lateral buttresses, and 

'most' have lines demarking a bed from the line hole to the lashing slots (McGhee 1984: 

45). It is difficult to tell from McGhee's description whether or not all Type II 

specimens are decorated, but it seems safe to assume that at least twelve are decorated in 

some way. Four other decorated specimens are reported from the high arctic, two with a 

Y -line motif, one with a modified Y -line 14 , and one with an incised triangle. 

Of the forty -eight Type II harpoon heads from the region of northwestern 

Hudson Bay, sixteen specimens, or 33% of the total, were decorated. Ten of these are 

from the site ofNaujan, and the Y-line motif dominates here, being found on seven of the 

decorated specimens. However, two of these specimens carry an additional motif: one 

has oblique lines accentuating the barbs, and on the other the Y -line extends into a 

14 For the purposes of this paper, a modified Y-line will refer to any Y-line motif to which extra lines are 
added: e.g. < 
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triangular hatched field. This triangular hatched field is also found on the three remaining 

decorated specimens from Naujan. Five of the six remaining decorated Type II harpoon 

heads from northwestern Hudson Bay carry a Y-line motif, though on one specimen from 

Kuk, this motif is modified in that three parallel lines become a 'Y', and the other side of 

the specimen is decorated with a bifurcated line in front of the line hole, and two rows of 

dots on each side (Mathias sen 1927a: PI. 72(1)). The final decorated specimen from this 

region comes from the graves in the vicinity of Naujan, and it simply exhibits a central 

incised line in addition to oblique lines accentuating the barbs (Ibid.: PI. 37(9)). Only one 

decorated Type II specimen is found in the region of the Melville Peninsula (Ibid.: 124), 

and this has Y-line motif much like the nearby Naujan specimens. 

Incised decoration becomes much less common as one moves further east onto 

northern Baffin Island. Here, only two of the twenty-seven known Type II harpoon 

heads carry any sort of decoration. One of these specimens, from Qilalukan, has the 

incised triangle motif so common in the western study region (Mathiassen 1927a: PI. 

39(6)), and the other specimen, from Button Point, has a simple longitudinal groove above 

the line hole (Ibid.: PI. 61(17)). In southern Baffin Island, a total of three decorated 

harpoon heads are found, all belonging to Thule Type II, and all originating from the site 

of Crystal II on Frobisher Bay. Two of these exhibit a simple Y-line motif (Collins 1950: 

PI. V9, 10), and the third has a longitudinal incised line above the line hole (Ibid.: PI. VI4). 

From the above information, then, it would seem that there are at least three 

concentrations of incised decoration: Clachan, Brooman Point, and Naujan. While the 

triangular hatched field motif reigns supreme in the west, the Y -line motif dominates in 

the east. In the high arctic, both motifs seem to be equally common, suggesting an east-

west continuum, a distribution that was observed by Morrison in his work (1983: 87). It 
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must be noted that the three sites for which incised decoration is most common are all 

considered to belong to either the Early Thule Period, or the Classic Thule Period. 

Crystal II, the only site from southern Baffin Island to produce decorated harpoon heads, 

also belongs to the Early Thule period. As incised decoration on harpoon heads is often 

cited as an early trait (e.g. McCartney 1977: 226-227; Morrison 1983: 84-87; 

Schledermann 1975: 241), these areas of concentration may be a factor of site age rather 

than social grouping distribution. This will be discussed further below. 

Thule Type III Harpoon Heads 

Thule Type III harpoon heads are almost as common as Thule Type II, with one 

hundred sixty-six specimens, comprising 35% of the total sample of four hundred 

seventy-seven harpoon heads being investigated in this study. This type is most 

common in the western study region, where it makes up 49% of the total sample of Thule 

harpoon heads, whereas in the central and eastern regions Type II makes up 32% and 

30% of the sample, respectively. This type varies in different ways than Thule Type II. 

By definition is is unbarbed, so the number and configuration of barbs, which was the 

most important varying attribute for Type II does not apply here. What will be seen to 

be important for Type III will be raw material type, lashing provision, incised decoration, 

and whether or not the specimen has a lateral waist. The Clachan Open Socket variety of 

Type III will be treated as a separate type for the purposes of analysis, following the 

definition provided by Morrison (1983: 76), and described below. 

The distribution of the different types of Thule Type III harpoon heads across 

the Canadian arctic is rather striking. The most common form of Thule Type III, by far, 

is type AIel, with one hundred twenty-four specimens, or 75% of the total number of 
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Figure 5-8: Distribution of Type III harpoon heads, expressed as the total number 
of specimens from each region, and the frequency of that type within each region. 

eastern portion of the study region, Baffin Island, where type Ale 1 is found to the 

exclusion of all other varieties. A similar pattern is found on King William Island, but the 

absence of other varieties from this area could be due to the extremely small sample size, 

with only four Type III harpoon heads being reported from that region. This is the 

variety that defined Type III for Mathiassen (1927a: 25), which is not surprising since it 

is virtually the only variety found in the two regions where most of his sites were found: 

northwestern Hudson Bay and northern Baffin Island. 

The Clachan Open Socket type seems to have a restricted distribution in the 

western part of the central arctic, particularly Clachan, where 56% of the Type III 

specimens belong to this sub-type (Morrison 1983: PI. 1 a-k). This type technically 

belongs to Mathiassen's Alc2 category (1927b: 12-13), but Morrison asserts that it is 

different from the eastern variant of this type, which is derived from Type III (e.g. Taylor 
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& McGhee 1979: Pi. Id; VanStone 1962: Pi. XI0). The Clachan Open Socket type is 

thought to have derived from Thule Type II, with its long neck and marked shoulders at 

the level of the line hole (Morrison 1983: 76). They will be considered as a derivative of 

Type III in this study for comparative purposes. A single specimen reported from 

Tysoe Point (Taylor 1972: 27-28), just outside of the study area, seems to fit into this 

category, as do specimens from Bloody Falls (McGhee 1972: Pi. VIa) and Lady Franklin 

Point (Taylor 1972: Pi. VIa; 1963: 458). Two specimens belonging to this type have 

been reported from outside of this region - a specimen from Deblicquy (Taylor & 

McGhee 1981: Pi. Ie) is probably a toy, and one from Silumiut (McCartney 1977: Pi. lc) 
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Figure 5-9: Relative frequency of styles of Thule Type III harpoon heads, by 
region. 

is probably a reworked Type 2 specimen (Morrison 1983: 79). The significance of this 

restricted distribution was not lost on Morrison: 

The Clachan open socket type, then, appears to be an important stylistic 
marker, and one which points to a cultural connection to the West. Few if 
any Thule harpoon head types have so discrete a geographic distribution 
(Morrison 1983: 79). 
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Those harpoon heads belonging to type AIc2, but not exhibiting the characteristics of the 

Clachan variety, seem relatively rare in the Canadian arctic. The large number of these 

specimens reported from Victoria Island may be skewed by the fact that many of these 

were not illustrated, meaning that there might have been many more Clachan Open Socket 

specimens from these sites than thought. Small numbers of this type are also reported 

from the central region of the arctic, and also the Melville Peninsula area of the eastern 

region, but not one specimen is known from northwestern Hudson Bay or Baffin Island, 

where some of the most famous Thule sites are found. 

Lashing Provision on Thule Type III Harpoon Heads 
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F'igure 5-10: Relative Frequency of Lashing Provision Types on Thule Type 
III Harpoon Heads, By Region. 

Lashing provision seems to vary across the arctic on Thule Type III specimens as 

well. On the mainland of the western region of the study area, lashing slots predominate, 

occurring on 65% of all specimens for which lashing provision is indicated. Of the 

n~maining specimens, 31 % have lashing holes, and 4% have no provision for lashing, and 
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may be incomplete. Lashing provision is only known for three specimens from Victoria 

Islland, and two of these (67%) have lashing holes, the third having lashing slots. For the 

western portion of the study region, then, lashing slots seem to predominate, with drilled 

lashing holes being about half as common. 

On King William Island to the east, 75% of the four known specimens have four 

drilled lashing holes, and the remaining 25%, or one specimen, has lashing slots. Lashing 

holes again predominate in the Boothia Peninsula/Somerset Island area, being found on 

eight specimens, or 62% of the harpoon heads for which lashing provision is indicated. 

Fifteen percent of the remaining specimens from this area exhibit lashing grooves, and 

23% have lashing slots. The predominance of lashing holes, however, tends to lose 

ground as one moves into the high arctic. In the high arctic, lashing slots once again 

predominate, accounting for 68% of the twenty-two Type III harpoon heads with known 

lashing provision. 

In the eastern region of the study area, drilled lashing holes predominate. In 

northwestern Hudson Bay, 68% of the specimens with known lashing provision have 

drilled lashing holes, 27% have lashing slots, and a mere 5% have lashing grooves. On the 

Melville Peninsula, 67% of the three known Type III harpoon heads with known lashing 

provision exhibit drilled lashing holes, and the remaining 33%, or one specimen, has a 

sunken lashing bed. On northern Baffin Island, 60% of the Type III specimens for which 

lashing provision is known have drilled lashing holes, and the remaining 40% is divided 

equally between lashing slots and a sunken lashing bed. Lashing holes no longer dominate 

on Type III harpoon heads from southern Baffin Island. Only 33% of these harpoon 

heads have drilled lashing holes, 33% have a sunken lashing bed, 22% have lashing slots, 

and the remaining 11 % have a lashing groove. 
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Very few regular patterns can be observed in the distribution of lashing provision 

types across the Canadian arctic. Lashing slots seem to occur in all regions, with the 

ex,~eption of the Melville Peninsula, though the sample from this region is both small and 

of a different nature than most of the other regions in that almost all of these sites are 

graves. Lashing slots are most common in the high arctic, followed closely by the 

mainland region of the western portion of the arctic. Site age could be a determining factor 

in this distribution: if, as has been argued by many archaeologists (e.g. McCartney 1977: 

226-227; Morrison 1983: 84-87; Schledermann 1975: 241), lashing slots are 

chronologically older than drilled lashing holes, then we would expect to find this type of 

lashing provision to be more common along the initial Thule migration route. However, 

Cllachan, where most of the slotted specimens are found, is a Classic Thule site dated 

from A.D. 1150-1450 (Morrison 1983: 203-204). The sites of Ml, Brooman Point, 

among others in these two regions, are generally considered to be Early Thule, and so the 

high frequency of lashing slots at these sites could be explained in this way. Drilled 

lashing holes are present in all regions, and outnumber lashing slots in all areas except the 

high arctic and the mainland western arctic. This attribute is found on over 50% of the 

specimens from two regions: King William Island, and Melville Peninsula, but when the 

specimens with an unknown form of lashing provision are removed from the sample, 

lashing holes predominate in all of the central and eastern regions, except the high arctic. 

Interestingly, they are also the most frequent form on Victoria Island in the west, though 

it must be kept in mind that the sample size is very small, with only six Type III 

specimens. The only lashing form which seems to have a restricted distribution are 

sunken lashing beds. This type of lashing provision is only found in the extreme eastern 

r,egion of the Canadian arctic: Melville Peninsula and Baffin Island. Lashing grooves are 
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only found in five of the ten regions discussed, but no geographical patterning can be 

discerned, with each of the three major geographic subdivisions (west, central and east) 

represented. 

In general, the pattern of distribution for different forms of lashing provision for 

Thule Type III is very similar to the pattern discussed for Type II. Lashing slots 

dominate in the western study region, and lashing holes dominate in the southern part of 

the central region, as well as the eastern study region. Also, lashing provision in general 

seems to take a greater variety of forms as one moves from west to east. 

Raw Material of Thule Type III Harpoon Heads 
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Figure 5-11: Raw Material of Thule Type III Harpoon Heads, By Region. 

The raw material from which Thule Type III harpoon heads are made seems to 

vary more regularly through space. Antler dominates in the western sites and high arctic, 

while bone tends to be more common in the eastern sites. Antler is used to the virtual 

exclusion of all other raw materials in the contiguous regions of King William Island and 

the mainland western region. Bone holds an extreme position of dominance in only two 

n~gions: Somerset Island/Boothia Peninsula, and northern Baffin Island - areas separated 
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only by the Gulf of Boothia and Prince Regent Inlet. Ivory seems to have only been used 

commonly as a raw material in a few areas. It was the chosen raw material for about half 

of the specimens from Melville Peninsula for which this quality is identified, and about a 

third of the specimens from northwestern Hudson Bay. A small number of ivory Type 

III specimens are known from the high arctic as well. Ivory is the most common raw 

material for Type III harpoon heads in southern Baffin Island, being found on 70% of all 

specimens reported from there. This is a similar pattern of distribution to that discussed 

for Type II above, with antler dominating in the west and high arctic, bone in the southern 

part of the central region, and a tendency for more variety in raw material use in the east. 

Lateral waists are a common attribute on Thule Type III harpoon heads, but they 

is not equally common everywhere. When viewed at a regional level, no pattern in the 

Lateral Waists on Type III Harpoon Heads 
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Figure 5-12: Relative Frequency of Lateral Waists on Type III Harpoon 
Heads. 

distribution of lateral waists is immediately apparent. Perhaps more can be learned by 

looking at the data at the site level. Clachan, in the mainland western study region, 
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provided the most waisted Type III harpoon heads in the western region, with ten 

spl~cimens. No sites in the regions of Victoria Island, King William Island, or Boothia 

Peninsula/Somerset Island produced a significant number of waisted specimens, but 

Brooman Point in the high arctic had eight waisted Type III specimens. Not one site in 

northwestern Hudson Bay provided a significant number of waisted Type III specimens, 

with a total of three from the entire region. On Baffin Island, the only site to produce 

more than one waisted specimen is Crystal II, where at least three of the four Type III 

specimens were waisted. It may be significant that these three sites were also among 

those with a higher proportion of decorated harpoon heads. Perhaps lateral waisting, like 

incised decoration, could be a chronological marker rather than a geographical marker. 

Regardless, we are again seeing a situation where the high arctic resembles the western 

study region more than the adjacent regions to the south. 

Incised decoration is more difficult to report with any accuracy, as this attribute is 

not always discussed in the text of archaeological reports unless the motif is considered 

noteworthy, and it is often difficult to see in any illustrations provided. Decoration in 

general seems most common in the western region of the arctic, with at least twenty-three 

of the ninety-six specimens reported having incised decoration of some form. The most 

common motif in the western region is an incised triangle, which is found on at least 83% 

of the decorated specimens. Not one Type III specimen from this area exhibits a Y -line 

motif. Most of the decorated specimens in the western region are from the mainland, 

where at least twenty-one decorated Type III harpoon heads are found. Vestigial side 

sllots are relatively common on these specimens, and at least one, from Clachan, also has a 

vestigial second spur (McGhee 1972: PI. Ih). 

Incised decoration is less common in the central region of the Canadian arctic, 
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where only six of the fifty-one known Type III harpoon heads are decorated. No 

de,corated Type III harpoon heads are known from the region of King William Island, and 

only one is known from the Boothia Peninsula/Somerset Island region, decorated with a 

Y-line motif. Decoration is more common in the high arctic, with five decorated Type III 

specimens. Four of these have a vestigial side slot, two have an incised triangle (including 

one of the former specimens), and one specimen has parallel curved lines flanking the line 

hole, in addition to its vestigial side slot. 

In northwestern Hudson Bay, eighteen specimens, or 42% of the known Type III 

harpoon heads, are decorated. By far the most common motif in this region is the incised 

Y-line, occurring on at least 50% of the decorated specimens. Two of these has the 

modified Y -line described above, another has three parallel Y -lines above the line hole. 

Three specimens, all from Kuk, have longitudinal lines on the sides in addition to the Y-

line. Only one specimen, from Naujan, has the triangular hatched field so common in the 

west, but a total of seven specimens from this site have a vestigial side slot. 

Only one decorated Type III harpoon head is known from the Melville Peninsula, 

and it is a Y -line motif (Mathiassen 1927a: 126). Not one decorated Type III specimen is 

known from Baffin Island. The general trend to be observed, then, is a decrease in the 

frequency of decorated harpoon heads as one moves from west to east, with triangular 

hatched fields being the most popular motif in western sites, and the Y -line motif being 

more popular in central-eastern sites, with the highest concentration at Naujan on Repulse 

Bay. 

Thule Type IV Harpoon Heads 

Thule Type IV harpoon heads are generally less common than Types II and III, 
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with only eighty-four specimens in the sample, or 18% of the total number of harpoon 

he:ads being investigated. Some patterns in the distribution of the sub-types can be 
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Figure 5-13: Distribution of Type IV harpoon heads, both in terms of number of 
specimens and in terms of frequency within each region. 

observed. The Clachan form of type AIIc2, like its open socketed counterpart, has a very 

re:stricted distribution. This type is only known from the site of Clachan, and so can be 

considered a local variety. The only other form of Type IV found in the western study 

re:gion is type Allc 1, with parallel blade slots. This form also dominates in the 

southwestern half of the central study region - in the region of King William Island, it 

occurs to the exclusion of all other Type IV forms, and in the region of Boothia 

Peninsula/Somerset Island, it accounts for 67% of the six Type IV specimens. 

Type AIlc2, with perpendicular blade slots, becomes the dominant form as one 

moves east, making up 81 % of the Type IV harpoon heads from the region of 

northwestern Hudson Bay, 88% of the sample from northern Baffin Island, 71 % of the 

sample from southern Baffin Island, and 100% of the rather small sample from the 
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Melville Peninsula, located between Baffin Island and Northwestern Hudson Bay. Types 

Distribution of Thule Type IV Harpoon Heads 
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Figure 5-14: Distribution of Sub-Types of Thule Type IV Harpoon Heads, 
By Region. 

AIlc 1 and AIlc2 occur with relatively equal frequency in the high arctic. This could be 

explained as being a transitional zone between the type AIlc2-dominant eastern sites and 

tht: type AlIc 1-dominant western sites. 

Type AlIa is the rarest form, and is only found in a few central and eastern sites. 

Three of these regions are geographically contiguous: the Boothia Peninsula/Somerset 

Island region, the high arctic, and northwestern Hudson Bay, and they are only separated 

from the fourth region where this type is found by Melville Peninsula, which has a very 

small sample (three specimens) that may not be representative of the harpoon heads 

types that were used there. The sites where it is found are: Learmonth, Brooman Point, 

and Kamarvik. Each site only has one specimen belonging to this type, and so it is the 

rarest of the Thule Type IV forms. Mathiassen called these 'salmon harpoon heads' 

(1927b: 20), and notes that a similar form was used by the Netsilik Inuit during his stay 
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with them. Interestingly, the distribution of this type in Thule sites overlaps the 

traditionally recorded territories of both the Iglulik and Netsilik Inuit. 

The relative frequencies and distribution of the use of various types of raw 

material in manufacturing Thule Type IV harpoon heads is represented in Figure 5-15: 
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Figure 5-15: Raw Material Distribution for Thule Type IV Harpoon Heads, By 
Region. 

Once again, we find that antler dominates in the west to the virtual exclusion of all other 

raw materials, bone as a raw material dominates in the central region and northern Hudson 

Bay, and ivory becomes very common in the east. Narwhal tusk is only used as a raw 

material in one region: northern Baffin Island, and it did not seem to hold any importance 

as a raw material as it is only represented by one Type IV specimen. This is more likely 

due to the distribution of narwhal than to any social differentiation. 

Lashing provision is very rare on closed socket harpoon heads, and so this 

attribute will not likely be a factor here. In the mainland western region, two of the eight 

Type IV harpoon heads (Morrison 1983: PI,. 2a,b) have lashing holes and grooves to aid 
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in the attachment of the harpoon head to the foreshaft, but this is the only region of the 

study area where Type IV harpoon heads have lashing provision. Both of the specimens 

for which this applies are from the site of Clachan, and belong to the Clachan Closed 

Socket variety of Type IV. Lateral waists are also very rare on Type IV harpoon heads, 

with only four examples occurring across the entire study region. This attribute is not 

common enough to be a significant geographical marker, and so it will not be considered in 

this analysis. 

The final attribute to be discussed for Type IV harpoon heads will be incised 

decoration. Only three specimens from the western region of the study area are 

decorated, all from Clachan. Two of these are of the Clachan Closed Socket type, and are 

decorated with the same incised triangle that is found on many of the open socketed 

harpoon heads from this site (Morrison 1983: PI. 2a,b). The third decorated specimen 

belong to type Allc 1, and has an incised ladder pattern on either side of the line hole 

(Ibid.: PI. 2h). Even fewer decorated Type IV harpoon heads are found in the central 

region of the study area, with only two examples. The first of these is from Learmonth, 

in the Boothia Peninsula/Somerset Island area, and consists of a simple groove running 

from the blade to the line hole on both faces (Taylor & McGhee 1979: PI. 19). The 

second decorated specimen comes from site M1 in the high arctic, and exhibits parallel 

lines running from the line hole to the tip (Ibid.: PI. X6). 

The eastern region of the study area boasts the most decorated Type IV harpoon 

heads, at seven specimens. Four of these are found in the area of northwestern Hudson 

Bay, and half of these, from Naujan and Kuk, include a Y -line motif in combination with 

parallel lines. A single specimen from Silumiut has a simple longitudinal line running 

down one side (McCartney 1977: PI. 3A), and a specimen from the Naujan graves has 
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two deep grooves on either side of the line hole, with a raised portion between them 

(Mathias sen 1927a: PI. 37(14». Only one specimen from the area of the Melville 

Peninsula is decorated, (Ibid.: 127) and this is similar to the specimen described from the 

Naujan graves. The two final decorated Type IV specimens are both from northern 

Baffin Island. One of these exhibits four dots below the line hole (Mathias sen 1927 a: PI. 

40(3», which mayor may not have been intended as decoration, and the other has a 

simple groove on one side (Mary-Rousseliere 1979: PI. 7c). In general, then, Thule Type 

IV harpoon heads seem to be very rarely decorated, but examples are found from all 

regions except for King William Island and southern Baffin Island. In general, the 

decorative motifs seem to correlate with the motifs found on the other harpoon heads 

from each area, in that incised triangles dominate in the west, and Y-lines in the east. 



VI 
Discussion and Conclusions 

With four hundred seventy-seven specimens in the sample being studied, harpoon 

heads can be expected to show much variation, a prediction which can be seen to be true 

from the preceding two chapter. The question that remains to be asked is whether this 

variation is regular and patterned across space, or whether it is random and idiosyncratic. 

The patterns of distribution have been discussed in terms of four of Mathiassen' s major 

types, but these major categories will be put aside for the time being, and the data will be 

discussed as one large group in an attempt to find patterning across space. 

Distribution of Types 

Mathiassen's typology (1927b: 12-13) is useful in breaking down his five major 

types into smaller groups characterised by specific attributes. Much can be learned by 

tracing the distribution of these types across space, though factors of function and 

chronology must also be considered. We have seen that Type I harpoon heads are very 

rare across the arctic, but the few specimens that exist are remarkably uniform in style. 

All belong to sub-type Ala, being barbless and self-bladed, and the only two regions 

where this type is found in substantial numbers is the Boothia Peninsula/Somerset Island 

region, and northern Baffin Island. These two regions are separated only by the Gulf of 

Boothia, and in historic times were occupied by two different groups: the Netsilik Inuit, 

and the Iglulik Inuit. 
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Figure 6-1: Distribution of Harpoon Head Types in the Western Central Arctic. 
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Figure 6-2: Distribution of Harpoon Head Types in the Central Study Region. 
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Figure 6-3: Distribution of Harpoon Head Types in the Eastern Central Arctic. 

Type Ala is said by Mathiassen to be " ... an old, generally known harpoon head, but one 

which was rarely used to any great extent..." (1927b: 15), yet this type accounts for 46% 

of the specimens at Spence Bay, on the Boothia Peninsula - a site designated as being 

historic in origin (VanStone 1962: 31). Qilalukan, where 26% of the harpoon head 

assemblage was type Ala, is generally considered to be a Classic Thule site (Morrison 

1983: 15-16). If Mathiassen's hypothesis that this type was used for salmon fishing 

were correct, then perhaps this restricted distribution is related to function rather than 

chronology. However, were this the case, we would expect to find specimens throughout 

the arctic, yet only two specimens are known from the entire western study region. 

Another possibility is that type Ala is a local variety centred around the Gulf of Boothia, 

but it remains to be seen whether other patterns conform with this. 
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Type Alb 1, with two barbs and no separately inserted blade, is the most common 

variety of harpoon head throughout the Canadian arctic. Mathiassen has suggested, on 

the basis of its wide distribution of this type, and its form, that this type of harpoon head 

was used for hunting seal (1927b: 17). It seems equally frequent in all regions but one -

Melville Peninsula. As stated earlier, almost all of the sites in this region are graves, and 

thus might be expected to provide different sorts of artifacts than one would find in 

dwellings. Type Alb2, with only one barb, is much rarer, but still occurs in all regions 

but the Melville Peninsula, and southern Baffin Island. It is most common on Victoria 

Island, where it makes up 17% of the regional sample. Once again, we see a situation 

where the western part of the central study area resembles the sites immediately to the 

west, rather than those to the east. 

The multibarbed form Alb3 is said to be a later derived form of type Alb 1 

(Mathiassen 1927b: 17), and though it is very rare in the Canadian arctic, it occurs in large 

numbers on northern Baffin Island, where it accounts for 20% of the specimens reported. 

A few isolated specimens occur in the mainland western region, the Boothia 

Peninsula/Somerset Island region, and northwestern Hudson Bay, but type Alb3 is 

generally restricted to Baffin Island, and could be considered a local variety. 

The Type II forms with separately inserted blades seem to have a central and 

eastern distribution in the Canadian arctic. Type Aldl, with one barb and a blade slot 

parallel to the plane of the line hole, is restricted to the region of northwestern Hudson 

Bay, and is represented by one specimen, from graves in the vicinity of Naujan. Type 

Ald2, on the other hand, is only found on southern Baffin Island. Two forms of 

bilaterally barbed, bladed specimens also have a restricted distribution. Type Ald3 is 

only found in the high arctic and the Boothia Peninsula/Somerset Island region, and type 
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Ald4 is found in all four local regions of the eastern central arctic, as well as the high arctic 

in the central study region. King William Island, once again, is more similar to the western 

study region in that no barbed and bladed forms are found there. 

Moving to the Type III specimens, type Alc 1 is consistently the most common 

form, and is found throughout the study area. Type AIe2, however, is much rarer, though 

little sense can be made of its distribution. It seems to have a north-central distribution, 

being most common on Victoria Island, where it makes up 25% of the harpoon head 

sample, and occurs in small numbers in the contiguous regions of the high arctic and the 

Boothia Peninsula/Somerset Island region. Type AIc2 is completely absent in the eastern 

study region, with the exception of the Melville Peninsula, where one specimen is found. 

The related Clachan form of AIe2 has an even more restricted distribution, being found in 

large numbers only on the western mainland. Individual specimens of this type are also 

known from the high arctic and northwestern Hudson Bay. The closed socket version of 

the Clachan form, belonging to type AIIc2, is even more restricted, not being found 

outside of the mainland western region. 

Type AIlc 1, with parallel blade slot, is generally the most common form of Type 

IV harpoon head, and is found everywhere with the exception of the Melville Peninsula. 

Type AIIc2, however, which is the form to which the classic 'whaling harpoon heads' 

described by Mathiassen belong, is not found in the western study region, nor in the 

region of King William Island. They are found in small numbers on the Boothia 

Peninsula, then become more common in the high arctic and throughout the eastern study 

region. 

In general, the region of King William Island seems to resemble the western region 

much more than the central region of the study area. The western regions (King William 
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Island included) are characterised by less variation in harpoon head styles, and two local 

varieties of harpoon heads that are only found as isolated specimens outside of the 

western region: the Open Socket Clachan type, and the Closed Socket Clachan type. The 

tendency in the eastern regions is towards more diversity in harpoon head styles, 

including multi barbed specimens and specimens having both a blade and barbs. If one 

were to propose prehistoric social groupings based on these data, two regions would 

stand out. The mainland western region would be one social grouping based on the almost 

exclusive appearance of the Clachan types there. The second region grouping would be 

northern Baffin Island, where types Ala and the multi barbed AIb3 occur in great 

numbers. 

Distribution of Raw Material 

Raw material distribution across the arctic is much more striking than the 

distribution of the types themselves. Antler is an important raw material throughout the 

arctic, but its use is much more dominant in the western study area, and King William 

Island has a very similar pattern of raw material use to the two western regions, with 

100% of the specimens for which raw material is indicated being made of antler. Bone 

only becomes important as a raw material as one moves further into the central region of 

the arctic, and becomes less common further east on Baffin Island. Ivory specimens are 

found in large numbers in the high arctic, northwestern Hudson Bay, Melville Peninsula, 

and southern Baffin Island, but they are absent from the region of Boothia 

Peninsula/Somerset Island, and are only represented by two specimens on northern Baffin 

Island. Perhaps this distribution could be found to correspond with the prehistoric 

distribution of walrus, or, failing that, it could indicate the boundaries of an eastern social 
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interaction sphere. Narwhal tusk as a raw material is only found in one region: northern 

Baffin Island. As this raw material is only represented by two specimens across the 

entire Canadian arctic, its restriction to the region of northern Baffin Island is much more 

likely due to the distribution of narwhal than to any social boundaries. 

I Raw Material of Thule Harpoon Heads I 

• Antler 

• Bone 

• Antler/Bone 

• Ivory 

• Wood/Baleen 
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Mainland W. o Unknown/Other 

a 25 50 75 lOa 
Frequency (%) 

Figure 6-4: -Relative Frequency of Raw Material Use, By Region. 

Rather than seeing sharp boundaries formed by the distribution of raw material 

use, the pattern that emerges appears to be one of a continuum, with antler dominating in 

the west, bone in the central region, and ivory in the eastern region. These divisions are 

not discrete, with considerable overlap between them. One general trend that corresponds 

with a trend observed in the previous section, though, is the tendency for more variety in 

raw materials being used as one moves east. 

Distribution 0/ Lashing Provision Types 

All open socketed harpoon heads have some sort of lashing provision for 

attachment to the foreshaft of the harpoon. This lashing provision most frequently takes 
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the form of elongated lashing slots, or round, drilled lashing holes on either side of the 

socket. This attribute seems to vary in regular ways across space. Lashing slots 

dominate in three of the study regions: the mainland western region, Victoria Island, and 

the high arctic, where they are found on 50% to 75% of the specimens for which lashing 

provision is indicated. Lashing holes dominate in the entire eastern study region, as well 

as the Boothia Peninsula/Somerset Island and King William Island regions of the central 

study area. Sunken lashing beds and simple lashing grooves do not seem to hold an 

important place anywhere, though they become slightly more common as one moves east. 

Lashing Provision on Thule Harpoon Heads 

S Baffin (n=33).~::~~=:=:= 
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Figure 6-5: The Distribution of Lashing Provision Forms, By Region. 

Once again, the distribution of the different lashing provisions does not suggest a 

situation of discrete social boundaries, but rather a gradual continuum of change across 

space from the dominance of lashing slots to the dominance of lashing holes. As each of 

these two lashing provisions requires different manufacturing techniques, we must be 

cautious in coming to any conclusions regarding the meaning of their differential 

distribution until the patterns are cross-referenced with the patterns of raw material 
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distribution. Lashing slots seem to occur in those very same areas where antler dominates 

as a raw material. Perhaps the raw material is a determining factor in the choice of 

manufacturing technique, and therefore lashing provision. In the western mainland region, 

of the forty-eight antler specimens for which lashing provision is present and indicated, 

thirty-six specimens, or 75%, exhibit lashing slots, while only nine specimens, or 19% 

have drilled lashing holes. In the region of Victoria Island, though 25% of the harpoon 

heads have lashing slots, the raw material for almost all of these specimens is stated as 

antlerlbone (Taylor 1972: PI. VIa,b), and so cannot be included in these statistics. Of the 

four antler specimens from this region for which lashing type is known, 50% have drilled 

lashing holes, 25% have a lashing groove, and 25% have lashing slots. 

Moving into the central region, of the eight specimens known to be made of antler 

and with known lashing provision from King William Island, 62.5% have lashing holes, 

and only 37.5% have lashing slots. In the region of the Boothia Peninsula and Somerset 

Island, twelve specimens are known to be made of antler, but only six of these have 

known lashing provision. Of these, 33% have drilled lashing holes, and 67% have lashing 

grooves. In the high arctic, there are twenty-five specimens made of antler with known 

lashing provision, and of these, twenty-one specimens, or 84%, exhibit lashing slots. 

Only 12% ofthese specimens have a lashing groove, and the remaining 4% have a lashing 

groove. 

In northwestern Hudson Bay, twelve specimens are made of antler and have a 

known lashing provision. Of these, seven specimens, or 58%, have lashing holes, five or 

25% have lashing slots, 8% have a sunken lashing bed, and 8% have a lashing groove. On 

the Melville Peninsula, only one antler specimen is known, and this exhibits lashing holes 

(Mathias sen 1927a: 125). On northern Baffin Island, a total of eleven antler specimens 
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have known lashing provision. None of these has lashing slots, but 18% have lashing 

grooves, 36% have a sunken lashing bed, and 45% have drilled lashing holes. Finally, of 

the six antler specimens from southern Baffin Island with known lashing provision, 33% 

have drilled lashing holes, 33% have lashing slots, 17% have lashing grooves, and the 

remaining 17% have a sunken lashing bed. 

From the above information, it would seem that while the general distribution of 

lashing slots appears to correlate with the distribution of the use of antler as a raw 

material, this correlation is shown not to hold at the level of individual specimens. 

Lashing slots are only the dominant lashing provision type on antler harpoon heads in the 

mainland western region and the high arctic, drilled lashing holes being the dominant form 

almost everywhere else, regardless of raw material. 

If lashing provision type is not dependent on raw material, then we must ask 

whether it could be dependent on chronology. Lashing slots on harpoon heads have long 

been thought to indicate an Early Thule presence (e.g. McCullough 1989: 248; Morrison 

1983: 86-87; Schledermann 1975: 240-244; Taylor & McGhee 1981: 51), and if this were 

to be the case, we would expect them to outnumber lashing holes at those sites considered 

to belong to this early period of Thule culture. Some sites generally believed to belong to 

the period of initial Thule occupation are: M1, Brooman Point, Crystal II, Malerualik, 

and the lower levels of Naujan (Morrison 1983: 11-14). At MI, on Cornwallis Island, 

75% of the four harpoon heads with known lashing provision exhibit lashing slots, while 

at Brooman Point this number rises to 79%. At Malerualik, on King William Island, only 

33% of the harpoon heads with known lashing provision have lashing slots, and at 

Crystal II on southern Baffin Island 57% carry this attribute. Naujan is more complicated 

because it represents such a long occupation, so although lashing slots are only found on 
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27% of the harpoon heads with known lashing provision from this site, they might be 

found to be much more frequent were we able to isolate those harpoon heads from the 

early part of the occupation sequence. While it appears to be the case that lashing slots 

dominate in most of those sites designated as Early Thule, one must keep in mind that 

many of these sites were defined as Early Thule because of the dominance of lashing 

slots. Also, we have seen that lashing slots dominate at Clachan in the western region, 

yet this site is not considered to be Early Thule. Regardless of the chronological 

implications, the fact remains that in general, lashing slots are less frequent in the east 

than in the western central arctic and the high arctic. 

Distribution of Decorative Motifs 

Incised decoration on harpoon heads occurs rarely, but seems conform to a finite 

number of motifs. In general, decoration is most common in the mainland region of the 

western central arctic, where it is found on at least forty-nine specimens, or 58% of the 

total sample of harpoon heads reported from this area. This incised decoration seems 

most frequently to take the form of an inverted triangular hatched field, this motif being 

found on thirty-seven specimens, or 76% of the decorated sample. It must be noted that 

almost all of the decorated harpoon heads from the western mainland study region are 

from the site of Clachan, and all of the specimens exhibiting an inverted triangle were 

found at this site. Such a concentration of the same decorative motif seems to imply a 

sense of social cohesion at this site. Only four decorated specimens are found on Victoria 

Island, 33% of the total, and three of these carry the same triangular motif so common at 

Clachan - not surprising considering the geographical proximity of these sites to Clachan. 

Only one decorated specimen is found in the region of King William Island, or 9% 
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of the harpoon heads from the area, and this seems to be unique in having a longitudinal 

incised line above the line hole, and knobs on the sides of the harpoon head at the level of 

the line hole (Mathias sen 1927a: 322). Three decorated specimens are known from the 

area of the Boothia Peninsula and Somerset Island, or 5% of the sample, and each of these 

has a different motif - one has an incised 'V' anterior to the line hole (Taylor & McGhee 

1979: PL If), one has a simple groove running from the blade slot to the line hole (Ibid.: 

PL 19), and the third has an incised Y-line (VanStone 1962: 15). Decoration becomes 

much more frequent as one moves into the high arctic, where at least twenty-two of the 

ninety known harpoon heads (24%) carry some form of decoration. Seven specimens, or 

32%, have some form of a Y-line motif, and five specimens, 23%, have incised triangles 

similar to Clachan. The remaining decorated harpoon heads from the high arctic have 

lateral buttresses (23%), vestigial side slots (18%), or simple parallel lines. Once again, 

we have a situation where most of the decorated specimens are concentrated at one site, 

with 73% of the decorated harpoon heads from the high arctic being found at Brooman 

Point. This site differs from Clachan, however, in lacking the uniformity of decorative 

motifs displayed at the latter site, with four specimens exhibiting Y -lines, three exhibiting 

incised triangles, five with the ventral ends of the lashing slots extended by lines into 

lateral buttresses, and three with vestigial side slots. 

In the area of northwestern Hudson Bay, at least thirty-nine of the one hundred 

twenty-one known harpoon heads (32%) are decorated. Here there is more uniformity 

than in the high arctic, though, with 59% of the decorated specimens exhibiting some form 

of the Y-line motif. Many specimens carry more than one motif, and when each 

decorative element is considered separately, 10% exhibit a triangular hatched field, 18% 

have a vestigial side slot, and individual specimens exhibit simple grooves or longitudinal 
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lines. Naujan is the core area of decorated harpoon heads in the region, with twenty-two 

of them, or 56%, occurring here. Of these, 45% exhibit some form of Y -line motif, and 

32% have a vestigial side slot. All ofthe six decorated specimens from nearby Kuk have 

Y-lines, and 83% of the time the Y-line has the additional decoration of two longitudinal 

lines on the sides of the harpoon heads - perhaps a local motif. 

Only three decorated specimens are known from the area of the Melville 

Peninsula, 33% of the total sample often harpoon heads. Two of these exhibit the Y-line 

motif so common at nearby Naujan, and one demonstrates a vestigial side slot. On 

northern Baffin Island, only five of the fifty-nine known harpoon heads (8%) are 

decorated, and each carries a different motif. One has an incised triangle like the Clachan 

specimens, one has a simple groove, one has four dots below the line hole, and two have 

vestigial side slots. On southern Baffin Island only four decorated harpoon heads are 

known, 12% of the total sample. Three of these decorated specimens are from the site of 

Crystal II, two with a Y -line motif, one with a longitudinal line above the line hole. The 

fourth specimen is from B-1, and has a raised median ridge, which mayor may not have 

been intended to be decorative. 

Decorated harpoon heads are widespread across the central Canadian arctic, but 

there seem to be at least three, or perhaps four, areas of concentration for these decorated 

specimens. Clachan is one such centre, and the motif of incised, inverted triangles seems 

to be characteristic of this site. Another centre is Naujan, where the Y-line motif 

dominates. The third centre for decorated harpoon heads, Brooman Point, seems to have 

more diversity in the motifs being used, with an almost equal number of Y-lines and 

incised triangles, as well as motifs not present in the other two sites. This suggests a 

continuum with incised triangles decreasing in popularity, and Y-lines increasing in 
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popularity as one moves east. The final centre for decorated harpoon heads is Crystal II. 

Although only three decorated specimens are found here, this site has a much higher 

frequency of decorated specimens than any other site on Baffin Island, and so it could 

also be considered a centre, though ofless importance. It is interesting that the Y-line 

motif continues to dominate here, though the site is so isolated from northwestern 

Hudson Bay. 

Incised decoration has also commonly been evoked as a chronological marker, and 

so this factor must be considered before the observed patterns of distribution are 

interpreted. It is interesting that of the proposed centres for decorated harpoon heads, 

three of the sites are generally considered to belong to the Early Thule period: Crystal II, 

Naujan, and Brooman Point (Morrison 1983: 11-14). However, the location ofthe fourth 

centre causes problems for this chronological interpretation, as Clachan has been 

interpreted as having been occupied during a period of a few centuries from A.D. 1150 to 

1450 (Ibid.: 201-204), and thus spans the late Classic Thule period and the Modified 

Thule period. Of the other two Thule sites believed to belong to the Early period, 

Malerualik provided not one decorated harpoon head, though M 1 on Cornwallis Island 

provided four specimens, or 33% of the assemblage. Incised decoration could be an 

indication of an early Thule occupation for some parts of the arctic, but this does not 

appear to be the case for the western central region. Regardless of chronology, the fact 

remains that the most commonly used motif changes as one moves from west to east, and 

this could be an indication of a Thule cultural continuum across the Canadian arctic. 

Regional 'Tribes '? 

Robert McGhee has perhaps been the strongest advocate of the existence of 
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regional Thule 'tribes', and he provided us with many predictions regarding the 

distribution of these social groups. McGhee referred to his social units as "cultural 

phases", by which was meant a group which inhabited a localised area of roughly one 

hundred thousand square kilometres, that was characterised by a relatively uniform 

environment and equal access to resources (McGhee 1984: 89-90). According to 

McGhee, a cultural phase could be identified through material culture, when " ... the degree 

of stylistic similarity between structures and artifact assemblages is on the order of 

similarity which might be expected between the houses occupied contemporaneously on 

the same site" (Ibid.: 90). 

McGhee's definition of a cultural phase is difficult to apply in a practical sense. 

First of all, Thule chronology is too loosely defined to permit the archaeologist to isolate 

contemporary components from separate sites. For example, it would be virtually 

impossible to conduct research on the scale of the study at hand that could isolate only 

those artifacts which originated from the period of A.D. 1100 to 1200, in order to define a 

cultural phase. This study has considered all of the material evidence as one group 

without attempting a chronological breakdown, and so McGhee's definition of a 'cultural 

phase' cannot be applied without modification. Another problem is the vagueness with 

which McGhee discusses the degree of stylistic similarity one would expect to find 

within a cultural phase. This issue has already been addressed in chapter three above, but 

as style is virtually impossible to quantify for the purpose of comparison, subjectivity is 

necessary in determining how different two artifacts have to be in order to be considered 

to belong to different cultural phases. 

McGhee predicted at least five cultural phases, based on his definition of the term. 

The first of these, the 'Ruin Island Phase', is outside the study area, and so will not be 
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discussed here. The second phase defined by McGhee is the 'Resolute Phase', named for 

the sites excavated by Henry B. Collins on Cornwallis Island. This phase is said to 

include the following sites: Ml, Lake, Brooman Point, site RaJu-7 on Devon Island, and 

Nunguvik on northern Baffin Island, and is suggested to have existed around A.D. 1200, 

and is characterised by Sicco-like Thule Type III harpoon heads l5 
, Thule Type II 

harpoon heads with lashing slots, and Thule Type IV harpoon heads with dorsal and 

ventral ridges, among many other attributes for artifact classes not discussed here 

(McGhee 1984: 91). This phase, were it to exist, would span two of the study regions 

discussed here: the high arctic, and northern Baffin Island. 

Another cultural phase suggested by McGhee is named the 'Learmonth Phase', 

and includes many sites in the region of Creswell Bay on Somerset Island, such as 

Learmonth and Quoak. This phase is said to date to a different period than the above 

phase - the thirteenth century A.D., and thus overlaps that territory to include Deblicquy 

on Bathurst Island, and Qilalukan and Mitimatalik on northern Baffin Island. This phase 

is said to be characterised by the use of heavy stone implements and harpoon heads with 

drilled lashing holes, and has many similarities to sites from the western coast of Hudson 

Bay (McGhee 1984: 91). 

The 'Silumiut Phase', named for the site at Chesterfield Inlet, includes such sites 

as Naujan, Silumiut, Kamarvik. This phase, like the Learmonth Phase, is characterised by 

the use of heavy stone implements and a wide variety of sealing harpoon heads on which 

lashing holes dominate and double basal spurs occasionally occur (McGhee 1984: 91). 

Finally, the 'Clachan Phase', first suggested by David Morrison (1983), is defined by its 

similarities to the Western Thule culture of Alaska, including the Clachan variety of 

15 Some traits considered to mark a harpoon head as being 'Sicco-like' are facial facets, ornamental side 
blade slots, and a lateral waist (Morrison 1983: 184) 
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harpoon head. This phase, like the above two, has been given a date of the thirteenth 

century A.D. for the occupation (McGhee 1984: 91). 

McGhee's breakdown of Thule cultural phases was considered by him to be 

tentative, and subject to change as new Thule sites are discovered. While McGhee 

considered a wide variety of artifact classes in his hypothesis, this study has focused 

only on harpoon heads and the many different combinations of attributes this artifact 

class can display. I have spent rpuch time dissecting the harpoon head data in an attempt 

to find patterns in the distribution of individual attributes, and now it is time to ask 

whether the patterns I have identified conform with the cultural phases suggested by 

McGhee. 

First of all, regarding the 'Resolute Phase', it is apparent that harpoon head 

assemblages from the high arctic resemble most closely those from the western study 

region rather than those from northern Baffin Island. This pattern is seen in the 

frequency of lashing slots on harpoon heads, with 44% of the harpoon heads from the 

mainland western region and 35% ofthe harpoon heads from the high arctic exhibiting this 

attribute. On northern Baffin Island, a mere 5% of reported harpoon heads have lashing 

slots, with lashing holes being the dominant form of lashing provision. McGhee's 

definition of this phase was very specific in which sites were to be included, and so the 

data should also be considered according to these terms. As he specifically spoke of 

Nunguvik as belonging to this cultural phase, and excluded Qilalukan and Mitimatalik, we 

should isolate these attribute patterns. At Nunguvik, only two specimens are known to 

exhibit lashing slots, but if the specimens with unknown lashing provision and those on 

which lashing provision is absent are excluded, these two specimens account for 100% of 

the reduced sample. At Brooman Point, lashing slots account for 79% of the specimens 
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for which lashing provision is indicated. At Ml, also mentioned by McGhee as belonging 

to this phase, 75% of the four specimens with known lashing provision have lashing 

slots, and at Lake this number rises to lOO%. Nunguvik does appear to have a similar 

frequency of lashing slots to the high arctic sites said to belong to the 'Resolute Phase', 

though two specimens can hardly be seen as a large enough sample size to come to any 

firm conclusions regarding this frequency. Additionally, these numbers are very similar to 

frequencies of lashing slots on harpoon heads from many western sites: 67% at 

Memorana, 79% at Clachan, lOO% at Beulah, and 100% at Lady Franklin Point. 

Although it will be accepted that harpoon heads from the western central arctic carry 

many attributes not found in large numbers elsewhere, the fact remains that this particular 

attribute - lashing slots - does not differentiate McGhee's Resolute Phase from other 

Thule sites. 

Another attribute linked to the definition of the Resolute Phase are lateral waists, 

one of the Sicco-like characteristics mentioned. Lateral waists are relatively common in 

the high arctic, being found on 32% of the Type III specimens for which this attribute is 

known. At Ml, lateral waists are found on 75% of the four Type III specimens, at Lake 

site, the one Type III specimen has a lateral waist, and at Brooman Point, 44% of the 

Type III harpoon heads carry this attribute. At Nunguvik, there are only two Type III 

harpoon heads, and only one of these has a lateral waist. In fact, this is the only waisted 

specimen in the entire region of northern Baffin Island. In the mainland western region, 

though, the frequency of lateral waists on Type III harpoon heads is much more similar to 

the frequency of this attribute in the high arctic, being found on 37% of the specimens. 

However, this number is artificially low due to the large number of Clachan type harpoon 

heads here, none of which is waisted. On Victoria Island, only 20% have lateral waists, 
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and in the region of King William Island, 25% have this attribute. Once again, we have a 

situation where the high arctic, rather than resembling the region of northern Baffin Island 

as would be predicted by McGhee's scheme, is most similar to the mainland of the 

western study region. 

Similar patterns can be observed when comparing raw material of harpoon heads, 

where antler is dominant in the entire western region, bone takes over as the dominant 

material in the Boothia Peninsula/Somerset Island region, then antler once again becomes 

dominant in the high arctic. In fact, this distribution is so similar to the distribution of 

lateral waists, one must ask whether these two variables are correlated. In the mainland 

western region, there are thirty-six antler Type III harpoon heads, of which twenty-four 

belong to the Clachan type. Of the remaining twelve specimens, nine, or 75%, are 

waisted. On Victoria Island, there are only three specimens known to be made of antler, 

and of these, 33% have a lateral waist. On King William Island, all four of the Type III 

specimens are made of antler, but only one specimen has a lateral waist (Mathias sen 

1927a: PI. 82(2)). In the region of the Boothia Peninsula and Somerset Island, there are 

only two harpoon heads designated as being made of antler, but neither of these appears 

to have a lateral waist. In the high arctic, fifteen antler Type III harpoon heads are 

reported, and at least ten of these (67%) are waisted. 

In northwestern Hudson Bay, of the thirteen antler specimens, only one (8%) 

have lateral waists. There is only one other waisted specimen from this region, and this is 

made of ivory. No waisted specimens are known from the Melville Peninsula, and of the 

two antler specimens found in northern Baffin Island, only one is waisted - this is the one 

from Nunguvik mentioned above. Only one antler Type III specimen is known from 

southern Baffin Island, and it is not waisted. 
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Although it is tempting to argue that the presence of lateral waists on harpoon 

heads and the use of antler as a raw material, this is not consistently the case. Although 

almost all antler Type III specimens not belonging to the Clachan type in the western 

mainland region have lateral waists, the frequency becomes around 50% in the central 

region, and gets even lower in the eastern study region. The high frequency of this 

attribute in the western mainland region and the high arctic, then, could be indicative of a 

social grouping encompassing those two areas. 

The 'Clachan Phase' was first defined by David Morrison (1983), based on his 

observations regarding the unique nature of assemblages from the mainland western 

region. While there is no denying that the Clachan harpoon head types are unique to this 

area, and likely indicate a social grouping of some sort, we have seen that other attributes 

on harpoon heads from this site resemble those from the high arctic, such as lateral waists 

and lashing slots. Other attributes link this region with contiguous lands to the north and 

east. Antler harpoon heads dominate in the western study region, being the chosen raw 

material for at least 94% of the specimens from the mainland western region, at least 42% 

of those from the area of Victoria Island, and 91 % of the specimens from the region of 

King William Island, immediately to the east. This distribution is just as likely to be the 

result of differing economic patterns as to social group cohesion, but the fact remains that 

antler becomes less frequent as one moves east within the Canadian arctic. 

The site of Clachan is unique in the western region for its wealth of incised 

decoration on harpoon heads, and for the Clachan type of harpoon head. Sample sizes in 

the surrounding sites are often too small to produce meaningful patterns, but the 

distribution seems to suggest an area of concentration at Clachan, with decreasing 

frequency of this type as one moves out in all directions. Perhaps if more sites are 
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discovered in the western study region, it will be found that the Clachan type sees a 

gradual decrease in frequency in all direction from Clachan, until it is entirely replaced by 

other forms. Isolated specimens found in the high arctic and northwestern Hudson Bay 

could be the result of trade or migration. Once again, the situation is not one of abrupt 

social boundaries, but of gradual alteration in material culture norms, and thus possibly a 

social continuum, from west to east. 

McGhee's 'Silumiut Phase' corresponds with the northwestern Hudson Bay 

region of the study area. One of the attributes said to characterise this area is the high 

frequency of lashing holes, and this is certainly the case as 67% of the specimens with 

known lashing provision from this area have this attribute. Lashing slots are the second 

most common form, being found on 20% of the analysable sample. This pattern holds for 

the most part at the site level, with lashing holes being found on 77% of the harpoon 

heads with known lashing provision at Silumiut, 67% at Kamarvik, and 80% at Kuk. 

Naujan is the only site that is not dominated by lashing holes, with this attribute being 

found on only 47% of specimens with known lashing provision. The remaining harpoon 

heads from this site exhibit lashing slots (21 %), a lashing bed (11 %), or a lashing groove 

(11 %). If it can be shown that the frequency of lashing holes continues to decrease to the 

northeast and the northwest, then we have another example of a continuum. The sample 

size on the Melville Peninsula is very small, but of the five harpoon heads with known 

lashing provision, four (80%) have lashing holes. On northern Baffin Island, 46% of 

harpoon heads have lashing holes. The frequency of this attribute is very similar in 

southern Baffin Island, where it is found on 44% of the harpoon heads with known 

lashing provision. 

To the northwest is the region of Somerset Island and the Boothia Peninsula. 
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Here, lashing holes are found on 41 % of the harpoon heads for which this attribute is 

known. We have seen that lashing slots dominate in the high arctic region to the north, 

and lashing holes are only found on 17% of the specimens here. To the west of the 

Boothia Peninsula/Somerset Island region is the region of King William Island. Here, 

lashing holes are found on 56% of specimens. In the western mainland region, this 

number decreases to 16%, and on Victoria Island, lashing holes appear 34% of specimens 

with known lashing provision. 

Finally, McGhee's 'Learmonth' Phase is said to be centred in the Boothia 

Peninsula/Somerset Island region, with some overlap into the high arctic region and 

northern Baffin Island. This phase is said to be very similar to the Silumiut Phase, with 

sites being dominated by lashing holes on harpoon heads. The sites belonging to this 

phase are Learmonth, where 50% of harpoon heads with known lashing provision have 

lashing holes and Deblicquy, where both of the harpoon heads with known lashing 

provision have lashing holes. Mitimatalik and Qilalukan on northern Baffin Island are 

also said to belong to this phase, lashing holes being found on 47% of the harpoon heads 

at the latter site, and on the only harpoon head for which this attribute is known from the 

former site. Nothing from the above figures seems to contradict the hypothesis that is 

being made here: lashing holes are most common at Silumiut, and seem to decrease in 

frequency to the northwest and northeast. Although the frequency of lashing holes at 

Deblicquy is very high when compared to the other high arctic sites, this anomaly could 

be explained by the extremely small sample size at this site. 

Conclusions 

While it would be tempting to argue for discrete culture units in the Thule culture 
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period of the Canadian arctic, this hypothesis does not appear to be borne out by the data 

presented in this paper. The general picture that emerges is one of culture continuum, or 

gradual change across the arctic, with individual attributes being very popular in a specific 

local region, then slowly decreasing in frequency as one moves out of that region. The 

patterns for certain attributes, however, seem to suggest the presence of cultural centres 

in some regions of the arctic. This is seen in the restricted distribution of the Clachan 

types of harpoon heads, in the restricted distribution of the multibarbed form AIb3, and 

in the wealth and uniformity of decorated harpoon heads in a few specific sites. It is 

probably not a coincidence, though, that these 'centres' are also among the few sites in 

the Canadian arctic from which we have substantial sample sizes: Clachan, Naujan, 

Brooman Point, and Qilalukan. The data are likely strongly biased in favour of these sites 

based on the huge discrepancy between the size of their harpoon head assemblages, and 

the size of the sample from most other sites, often under ten specimens. 

The idea of a continuum of material culture is less difficult to demonstrate, with all 

attributes investigated showing gradual change from west to east. First of all, for raw 

material, we have seen that antler dominates in the western study region, as well as the 

contiguous region of King William Island, and the high arctic. Bone becomes the dominant 

raw material in the southern portion of the central study region, and eventually makes 

way for ivory in the eastern study region. The pattern of distribution is almost identical 

for the different forms of lashing provision, with lashing slots dominating in the western 

region, King William Island, and the high arctic, with drilled lashing holes becoming 

gradually more common as one moves east. 

This research must be considered preliminary in nature. Harpoon heads are just 

one class of artifact among hundreds, and no firm conclusions can be made until these 
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other artifact classes are also considered. Additionally, at this time it is impossible to 

accurately control for chronology in a study of Thule material culture. The findings from 

this research may have been clouded by the fact that sites from the entire range of Thule 

occupation were considered as one study unit. As more Thule sites are completely 

excavated, and our understanding of Thule chronology improves, arctic archaeologists will 

be able to say much more on the topic of Thule material culture variation. For the time 

being, it will suffice to say that the patterns of distribution of individual attributes of 

Thule harpoon heads do not support the contention that discrete social units existed in 

this period of arctic prehistory. More substantial conclusions must be left for future 

research. 



Appendix 

Region Sitel:.aa~erial Waist I Lashing ! Type Decoration Notes I Reference 

Mainland W 11 Clachan I antler absent i slots Ala absent ---_,_--_- I Morri~oo19iiPl5;-
, " "'doc. p=~! ! ~~r I AAllaa' ,j uSindkenSolowtn facetted I Ibid.: PI. 5b 

Boollii. Sp"" I bo", ""~! 6 h.,~ 1 VMStOO' 196""X'-

~om'"'' I ~,y 1 bo,,- ,b,rn! "0'" ,AI, : ""'m~I.' ,~r Ibid.: PLX2---=__~ 
" -" _ bone I present groove I Ala unknown . ,Ibid.: PI. X6 __ 

" " I bone unknown unknown Ala I unknown Ibid.: 28 

, •• ~ ookoow, oolrno~ AI, ,.;,;,;o~ ! l'b".'-2-8-----'---

" " ==~_I ~::~----t;knownl unknown: Ala unknown Ibid .. 28 

.. . ',.''''9'; bo';; I ,h~", I~I' '"""' , . T'y'm & M,Gh" [979 

mgbA;;", ,~=:: I wood I OOIrn°Tk'-r A', '""1rn9~ I·,;y I:':::" [984 49-,-_-

::dson ::-i bone-----<-, , absent ! 6 holes I Ala 1 absent _I 'toy'? II ~~~~Dsen 1927a: 

NW Hudson I Naujan I antle~r absent,,' bed I Ala abse."t=+== ____ -t_Ib_I,d.: PI_. _1(_1_) ___ '_ 

" I " , antler unknown 4 holes Ala I groove Ibid.: 24 
'- - -----'1------'-

" " I unknown. unknown I 4 holes I Ala absent I Ibid.: 24 

N Baffin Qilalukan unknown II' unknown I unknown' Ala unknown no description Mary-Rousseliere 1979: 
,I 57 "----,-"r' -,,- -~now~ I unkno\V~1 ~nkn~wn Ala unkno-w--n--+'-n-o-d-e-sc-rip_t_io_n __ -ti_lb_id.: 57---- --

~_, " I antler : absent _[2 holes i Ala absetlt off-centre line hole Ibid.: PI.40(5)= 

~
" I" I antler unknown I 4 holes Ala unknown off-centre line hole Ibid.:_1_4_6 ____ ,_ 

" '.~" ___ antler unknownj4 holes Ala unknown off-centre line hole i Ibid.: 146 _____ _ 

" " antler unknown I bed 1 Ala side slot Ibid.: 146 
f---- -t ' "I I - - ----+------------ --
" • " I antler J present I bed Ala unknown flat base - no spur Ibid: PI. 40(7) 

~_ I" II: antler r absent ! be~ _, i Ala i absent ~:~~:~tre line h:L:'1. 4-0-(-S~) ~~-_-_- '-

" i" unknown I absent unknown Ala I absent I off-centre line hole, I Ibid.: 148 --k 'I 'nospur' 

I~~" I unknown: unknown! unknown Ala I unknown ~~f~~:~tre line hOle'-L-lb-i-d.-:-14-S-

N R,ffi, i Botto,~."~ 1 ,boo" g~" AI, I ,b~", ! flo! bM'·"" 'po. ! lbid.,"'61(I8) 
Pomt I 1 

f-;; "l~nknown . ~nknown unknown, Ala+1 u-n-k-n-o-w-n-+-n~ d-e--sc-r-ip-tJ-'o-n--- i'l-b-i'-d-.:-2-0S---2-0-9 

Table 1: Thule Type I Harpoon Heads Being Used in this Study (n=26). 
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Region I Site ~aw I Lashing I Decoration i Type I Notes i Reference 

Material 

I McGhee 1972: PI. Ie Mainland W. t-Memorana '. antler 
I _._.' ._-

I slot + bed I Y-line Alb It-
~=l~::: .i~:: I converging lines. Alb ~ _ 

--

: Ibid.: PI. If 
-- -- -

r;;---' - : " --- antler" 1 slots 

I absent I Alb 1 Ibid.: 24-27 
T- --
, absent Alb 1 I Ibid.: 24-27 

I:: 
- .. - .- --------

" 

Ta~ 1 ,100 I absent AIbl I Ibid.: 24-27 
r;----- - .-l--~_ --------

antler slots I Alb 1 Ibid.: 24-27 absent 
~~. _._- I ... ----.-

. " ~ntle~ unknown i absent Albl Ibid.: 24-27 
-" I:: ..MU" i unknown i absent Albl ' Ibid.: 24-27 

r;;------- " '-fantler 
-~-----

bed I converging lines: Alb 1- asymmetrical Ibid.: PI. Ie 
, barbs 

r;;-- - --c- -, . .. -

" 
i antler bed : Y-line Albl asymmetrical ! Ibid.: PI. Id 

i 

-1"1,, -..• 
! I barbs 

" 
I" 

I unknown ! abs~nt i Albl I asymmetrical Ibid.: 24-27 

i barbs 
I , 

" " antler slots i proximal Y-line Alb2 ! Ibid.: PI. Ib 
~-- I,:t;::: 

I __ 
--

[SlOts absent : Alb2 Ibid.: 24-27 
._. -.-- I --

" bed ! converging lines Alb315 unilateral Ibid.: PI. Ia 
, barbs 

--.... - -+-- -
Mainland W. 

CI~h==EI" I;; _{Ii"' . Alb I I asymmetrical i Morrison 1983: PI. 3a 
I I barbs 

1 Ibid.: PI. 3b . . . 
.---

" " antler slots incised triangle AIbl i 

[ II' 
" ---

" antler . slots : incised triangle Alb 1 i Ibid.: PI. 3c 

i slots 
I 

! Ibid.: PI. 3d 
-.. ~ 

" I " : antler I incised triangle Alb 1 

" " antler I slots incised triangle i Alb I Ibid.: PI. 3e 

" ! " antler I slots I incised triangle AIbl asymmetrical Ibid.: PI. 3f 
barbs 

" .. i . --
" i " antler i slots incised triangle , AIbl Ibid.: PI. 3g 

-~~- .. 
_._---

" " antler I slots incised triangle I Alb 1 i Ibid.: PI. 3h i 

~ " 
_._--- -_.-

'1 slots : incised triangle 
_._-

" I antler AIbl Ibid.: PI. 3i 
.... - _. 

" " antler , slots I incised triangle Alb I Ibid.: PI. 3j 
i 

~-··r -1""" i slots 
--

incised triangle Alb 1 Ibid.: PI. 3k 

I slots 
---_ .. --

" " Lincised triangle Alb I I Ibid.: PI. 31 _ .. 
antler 

_ .. 

" " , antler i unknown I incised triangle 

I~::-f-
I Ibid.: 82-83 

-;;--. , 
..-

J" 

i antler i unknown .li.ncised triangle ' Ibid.: 82-83 
-_. t 

I unknown " J antler I incised triangle Ibid.: 82-83 " 
~-.... I I ' .- -, i , " antler unknown I incised triangle AIbl Ibid.: 82-83 

---------- ~---

" i " antler unknown incised triangle AIbl : Ibid.: 82-83 i i _. . -- _. -'-

" 
I , 

incised triangle I AIbl : Ibid.: 82-83 

"" I :"" I ""k""~ I I 
Mainland W. Clachan antlerj~nknown absent ,AIbl ! Ibid.: 82-83 

~ i 
I Taylor 1972: Victoria Lady antler/bone I slots I incised triangle Albl 

I 
PI. VIa 

~,-., --
i Taylor 1972: Victoria I Pembroke antler i groove i incised triangle Alb2 Natchuk Open PI. VIIIu 

Island 
i 

Socket Type 

Victoria Bell unknownl~nknown absent ,Albl middle fragment i Taylor 1972: PI. Xy .. .- . 

I Alb2 I I 1'a;lor 1967: Fig. 7r 
--

" " antler I unknown absent 

Table 2: Thule Type II Harpoon Heads From the Western Study Region (n=37). 
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Region, ~~~erial I Lashing I Decoration 

King William. I Malerualik I antler 4 holes absent-Alb I j - I Mathiassen 1927a· 
Island ; '. PI 82(1) " ·-----1" .. 'anti;---l4 holes .• unknown Albl ----~===nbid.: 311-~ 
" -~_ +_" __ ._ 1 a.ntle~- :slots-~I; unkn~ I Alb I 1--- 1 Ibid. 311-312 _-

_" ____ .~- .antler_lunknown unknown ~ ___ _ Ibid.: 311-312 

King William, .Kangerarfi I. unknown~' slots ' Ion. gitudmalline I Alb2 I knobs on sides Mathiassen 1927a. 322 
Island-----l gssuaq, ~ + ' I 

~:~!tilliamIPellYBaYlantler· L IU~~ I Alb-l L ~senl927a:323-

B_i;;;-rs~ore Boy \00' - 14 hol~ ~rn' I Alb'l off~rntr' Ii" ! VmStoo' 196HI X7 
S~merset .. ~' _ ~_~,:::-:-_ i .. ~_ hOI~~_ 
" __ l" ~_~ 1 ab~ --.J Alb2_, weak ~ar~b~: PI. )(3 __ _ 

Boothia! I. Nudlukta I bone ; groove ! unknown - [ATh2 ~. I VanS ton. e 1962: 18 
Somerset i '----+. I ' 1 ______ .. 

" I " I bone i groove : unknown I Alb21_ i Ibid.: 18 ______ _ 

" ___ " _ ~ne 14 holes j absent • Ald3 lIbid.: PI~~ __ .. 

Boothia! I Levesque I antler/bone I slots 'unknown I A~ VanStone 1962: PI.1l3 
Somerset Harbour --1-- ----1- 1'-' 1 

"-----=- --+ _ _ I Mtl"Ibo~' I ."," I oolrno~ I Alb I i I Ibid ,PI 114 _ __ .. 
" " antler/bone slots I' unknown Alb I Ibid .. 8 

"--- _ r" ------+ antler/bone slots_ ' unknown _ I Alb 1 +---- I IbId .. 8 ~--
___ _ "----1 ~ntler/bone I slots __ II unknown Alb I 1___ _ Ibid._: _8 __ _ 

"===t: I antler/bone slots unknown Alb I 1 ____ ~-8--=====---1 
" " ,antler/bone slots unknown Alb I I Ibid .. 8 

Notes , Reference 

Boothia! : Fort Ross 
Somer~ 
Boothia! I Quoak 
Somerset 

unknown I Albl I unfinished- I Ibid.: 8 

----l- -----rArb1 I VanStone 1%2: 23 . 

'unknown ~ I Taylor & McGhee 1979: 
I j I I ~w 1 I I PI. 16a 

~~:~:~t -Fonth c: -I u~ : ~rlbl_ i ·_-__ ---1 ~~ M~Ghee 1979: 

I " , antler ~ove I unknown ~ t---- Ibid.: PI. 2g 

__ ~ "___ i antler I groo~ncised V-line ~ f ___ Ibid.: PI. If 

" -f;-- antler ~ove I unknown Albl Ibid.: PI. 2d 

,,---'- " __ . liVOry~nknown :~~~-~lr= Ibid~--_ 
-+._ 'I antler /4 holes I unknown Ii Ald3 'I Ibid.: PI. 2c 

1 bone ,4 holes ; unknown Ald3 Ibid.: 63 
\-----------'-------I·----+-I -- 1 .. -" ____ .--t- _ ,antle_r __ f.groove _ j unknow~---+~1~3 I asymlTI~trical . Ibid.: p.1. 2a __ _ _ .. ____ ~. r ntler ,unknownlunkno\\,~Albllblank ___ E~I~--
High Arctic -f'-M-I-- _' antler ~ts unknown : Albl ' i Collins 195~ PI. XI,,4 

" " antler· groove ' Y -line I Collins 1952: PI. Xl 

: antler/bone 



_-+La_S_h_in_g_-+_D_e_co_r_a_ti_o_n_--+l Type I Notes_ I Reference 

unknown ' Alb 1 , I Collins 1952: PI. X2 

Region ! Site 

High ArC~iC I Ml 
_._---------- -------, 

" " ! absent -/AId4:~p~bed ,IbId.: PI. X5 ,,' 'r-" : ivory unknown- 'I ''''redtdoogl, !Aib2, ','<k ,lot 'Ibid. PI X4 ," 

H-ig-h-Ar-c-t;~~_e_-_+I bo~e " i slots' ,modIfied Y-h~e~ AIbl i _ ! Collins 19~1:PI. XIV5 

High Arctic i Brooman i bone slots I Y -line Alb 1 ·unsure about : McGhee 1984: PI. la 

Point· ii' specific [' 
: i specimens 

1---------1- -bone-Islots I Y-Iine -+:-lb-i-d.-:-P-I.-1-b-

-~ ---,-lhOO~ 1<1;. I:::~~~:b~om"i:l- _ - IIb',"1 I, 

'" I ::-I;;:~ =k I :::;:: ::::~+~:: I '-~i::::~ :: -:-
--",,1-"- ------riv~ I sl~t; I unknown Ald4 coppe~~bid.: PI. If -----

1 ivory ~holes unknown I Ald4 ~ PI. Ig 

--=t-~_ II' wood - groove I abs:nt : 'toy' --_tIbi~~ Pl-. -lh-_- ___ 

, " wood groove ! absent 'toy' I Ibid.: PI. Ii 

I-----'-f-,,---_ I wood __ i groove absent : 'toy' I Ibid.: 444-_,-5_-_-_-_-_-~'---I 
" ~ tbed , unknown . Ibid.: 44_45 

H'gh An>', ::'I~m 'I oolk, , : '""I V,I'", --I Ibid , 444_5 _____ __1 

, " , antler slots j Y-Iine Ibid.: 44_45 ___ _ 

,_~__ ' I antler :nn~::dinalline i Ilbid.:44-45 

: " -----t;tler I unk~own : buttresses Alb I I : Ibid.: 44_45 

'I " i unknown I buttresses ' Alb 1 t I Ibid.: 44_4-5-------1 

" unknown ! buttresses Albl ! Ibid.: 44_4-5-------1 

-t'" ,ivory unknown i buttresses ,Albl I Ibid.: 44_45 

" " __ -==tVOry---l:-u-nknown I buttresses AIb-l--!-, ---_-_~~~~:f_i-I-b~id~.:-4-4--4~-5----_--

H'gh A"lio D,bl',,!",' boo, ookn_! "rnl , ,AIbI II" fugmrnl I i:'Io< & MoGb~ 1981 --+' " '~e - unkn,own I absent '--~ i -- IbId.: 28 ---- -

, , ,,-' I bo;e' 14 holes " absent ~t-- i Ibid.: PI. ld 

High Arctic i Port Refuge I' bo-ne---+I-u-nk~own I unkno~n I ~~ Park 198-3-: P-l-. 2-3j-

I "_! a~tler I unknown ,unknown Ald4 'unfinished Ibid.: PI. 23e 

'1 antler 1'4 holes 'absent ----+I-lb-id.-:-Pl-.-23-i---'---

High Arctic [~mde~ bone I Park 1983: PI. Ib 

antler ' Ibid.: PI. la " " ! -=t. ! :_:_-:-_~:_rn_-+_ 
I wood 

High Ar:,tic I RbJr-!_ I-a~tie-~_-.. -+--

" " ,antler 
----'- 1 ---+

I antler 

Ibid.: PI. Ic 

! Ibid.: PI. 12b 
----

i Ibid.: PI. 12c 

I Park 198-3:-P-I.-I-9b-

, Ibid.: PI. 19c 
----t--

I Ibid.: PI. 19d 

Table 3: Thule Type II Harpoon Heads From the Central Study Region (n=69). 
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Region 

'I', Site I, Raw I Lashing !Decoration 1 Type I Notes ! Reference 
j Material . I' i 

" . I" -----+ antler I unknown I Y -line ! Alb 1 I . I Ibid.: 24 ._ 
r;;--'-'- -t.-. - - i antkr lunkn~'fi~~~fAThlt I Ibid.: 24- - --:--t-jantler ~nknO~~-line__ ! Alb I !_._._j,rhid.: 2~-=--=--_ 
:-. ___ -i· __ ~antl~ 'unknown_ iunknown __ -=i'Albll __ ._ Ilbid.:~ ___ _ 

" ___ L-._._~t~~unknown Tunknown_.-+AIblt-. ___ Trbid.:2~ ____ _ 

_ " ___ ._ C-- ~antler_ ~known I unknown ~Iblt=-_. __ J:Thid.:24 ___ _ 

_ " ____ 1_" _._~ntler_+nknown [unknown ~+--_. __ I lbid.:~ __ ._._ 

" I". I antler. 1 unknown 1 unknown ~~. iIbid.: 24 
-;;--.- - -F---t antJe;:--1 unknown---tunknown--I Albl 1--·-·-iIbid.; 24----

,,----~--:;;tler I unknown I unknown 1 Albl 1 ! Ibid.: 24-

~-. . I " _~;Ory_ ·'1 unknOWn~iSed triangle I A~I. iMathi~ 1927a: 24= 

~. __ t_._~VOry_. i unknown I Y-line IAlbl ! ! Ibid.: 24 __ _ 

" ~ : ivory Tunknown i incised triangle I Alb 1 r- i Ibid.: 24 -.----+ I . I I I . .-
~ __ -+." __ ...liVOry_~ unknown -.lunknown_.---1 Alb I . ____ 1 Ibid~~ ___ _ 

; __ --+_" _. __ J ivo~_! unknown--l unknown __ ~brt __ ~d~4 ____ _ 

;,... __ L __ .J.iVOry __ +.llnknown I unknown I AI~ I Ibid.: 24 

; ____ I" [ivo~unknown I unknown i Albl i I Ibid.: 24 

[ " I ivory i unknown I unknown I Alb I I ~bid.: 24-==_ ._ 

I" [ ivory I unknown !unknown I Albl I . Ibid.: 24 
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Region I Site 1 Raw. [LaShing I Decoration 1 Type 1 Notes ! Reference 

I I Matertal . I '" I - .. -~ 
~ Hudson I Naujan ! iVO~~knOwn _ : unknown I Alb I j __ ~ __ ----+ Ibid.: ~ _~ __ 

" . "~ory .~ unknown 1 unknown --0-~. I Ibid.: 24 

:-_~" __ - Iwood. ,absen1:~s~ __ IAlbl "t~y'----=- .1 Ibid:: PI. 2(6) _. _= 
~ .. __ .+ ___ . ,wood .. _ tknown_ unknown A~bl I'toy' __ ._ I Ibid.: 26 ___ ~. ___ _ 

" ." ~ntler ~roove ~known iAlbll 'toy', unfinished i Ibid.: PI. 2(4) 

.... _____ - I" JoOd lunknown ~~ fAlbll'tOy,-lIb!d.26===-

" I " I wood ------[ unknown i unknown 'Alb2 'toy' ~Id.: 26 

~_ --f ___ 1 ~VOry ~s~ (absent ~b~i~y,,~iShed I Ibid.: .PI. 2(5) _ _= 
NW HUd.son 1 NauJa.n , IVOry .14 hOle. s : Y-hne I Albl I ,Math.lassen 1927a: Pl.. 

Graves I I ~ . 137(2) 

=-----J-;~' - I unk~~ 14 hOlespn-e---- ,Albll--- ___ flbid.: PI. 37(3) - ____ .. _ 

" : " I ivory 14 holes 'longitudinal line I Alb3 14 bilaterally I' Ibid.: PI. 37(9) 
I. i ~ I. + lines on barbs I 1 symmetrical 

1 " barbs " 

~---_~==-_+I ';~--=-I antler _ 14 h~les. _~~--.. 1 Aldl 1 unique:1 barb ---tbid.: P1.37(4) --= 
Melville 1 vansittart. I unknow.,n 1 unknown I unknown 1 Ald41". tent ring I Mathiassen 1927a: 12.4 
Penmsula Island : ___ L ___ ~ ____ .~--._~--.-
Melville ! Lyon InlettOry 1 unknown : Y-line 1 Albll "I Mathiassen 1927a: 124 

Penmsula -+ ----1 I-+d =-- ____ . ';--=-__ +orY-t4h~les -[ab;;;t-~ ·1 Ald4 ,~~etrical. I Ibid.: Fig. 36--_ 

Melville IlgIOOlik I ivory 12 holes I unknown 'Albl I no provenience I Mathiassen 1927a: 125 

:e:::~aJI NunguvUZ-I.- unknown ~I' slot~- --r;bsent · ___ --.ll'. Albljl-~ ~--.-- t Mary-Rousselie-;;-i979: -
, . ~la 

r;;---~.-~ -~ --~---t~~~;;-~~-:U~known t Albll unfi~ished-~·- i IbiU.1b -----

~_~ _1,,- __ .~knownJ.lln~ow~absent_~_1 Alb I 1 broken at base i Ibid~~ ___ ~ 
N Baffin I Qilalukan * I unknown i 4 holes ! absent I Alb I I ' Mathiassen 1927b: Fig. 

, ---l ' I ---t----j II (5) 

r;;- ..==--t.- .--- I· ~o;;-~own I abs;t-~· ! Albll asymmetrical r Mathiassen 1927a: 147~ 
" !" unknown I bed . . I abse.nt. 1 Alb I 12 unilat.e. ral I Ibid: PI. 39(2) +. --.l I -0'0 " barbs ---l 
~_.. -t-"---I antleri~nknO~ ~~-~ 'I Ali;}f.1 ;nfinished_ 1 lbid7pl.4o(l) - -

" . ." ---+ unknown Tunknown i unknown Alb2 . I Ibid.: 147 

,,----. --t,- -~ 'antler--I groo~~sent ---tAIb314 asymmet~icall Ibid.~39(3)-··- -

-.----1- i-l--, 1 1 barbs t-----·---
" .'1" I. antler : bed I absent I Alb3 "16 asymmetrical ! Ibid.: PI. 39(4) 

, I I barbs ---to .... ---=-_ I ,;----l;;;;kn~Fkn~~~ -~--Y§J3b;;;bs-~-· i ihld:l47 ---.-

~ ______ In __ ._~_ I unknow~nknO\\'ll....1 absent t Alb3 13 barbs 1 Ibid.: ~ ____ _ 

~ .. _~~ __ L r;;;;known 1 unknown t absent 1 Alb313 barbs Ilbid.: 147 ___ _ 

"_~~_-r-_~_--1unkno~unknown .1 abse~ ____ i Alb3 i 3 barbs ! Ibid.: 147 ___ . _ _ " ____ --+ _~ ----l unknown unknown 1 abs~____ I Alb3 . 3 barbs I Ibid.: ~ _____ _ 

" . " I unknown I unknown i absent i Alb3 14 barbs i Ibid.: 147 ____ _ 

" I ") unknown 1 unknown ,absent ! Alb3 15 barbs , Ibid.: 147 

" ~ I bone 1 unknown ! incised triangle I Ald41 blade bed Ibid.: PI.39(6)--.-

r;;---~l~"- --I~~~ i~-;;;;;-tb~~---1Ard41 --~: 1hld:147----·-



Region ! Site 1 Raw 'I Lashing I Decoration !Type II Notes I Reference 
I 1 Material . 1 

N Baffin 1 Mitimatalik ; antler 14 holes? I absent I Albl 1 I Mathiassen 1927a: __ -+ __ I I . 1 +-__ ----l!1.35(_1) _______ _ 

" ____ ''' ___ ~~Jnknown labse~_~_~~------- IIbid.:Pl~~ __ 
N Baffin I Qilalukan I antier + 14 holes !absent 1 Alb3 -1- composite lMathiassen 1927a: PI. 

1 Graves I ivory, I : harpoon head, 4 163(\) I. I I 1 barbs -
1---" .. -_ -_ -_-.~=-I-,, __ -~~ ____ l unknown--tnknown_1 unknown I Alb3 I composit-e=-~---+l-lb-id-.-:-2-1-6-------1 

" ~ I unknown 1 unknown 1 unknown I Ald41 IIbid.: 214 

N Baffin 1 Button Point 1 unknown bed ~sent 1 Alb I I' flat base - no I Mathiassen 1927 a: PI. .-
I 1 I I spur, off-centre I' 61 (19) 

I 1 line hole. ' 
f;;---' ! " Tantler groove I longitudinal I Alb2 121ateral spu-r-s -+I-Ib-id--.-: P-l-, 6-1-(l-7-)~----

I" ~known unknown I unknown Alb3_i3 barbs fibid:209------
I Anarnitung i antler unknown I absent I Alb 1 I' .. I Schlederman;;]9~Pt 
, (A I) :, I Id 

c----- i - i t ill - J..1.<1...------f c"-,---..L-- ~I~ ,4 holes __ e~_---+Alb~ I 6 asymmetric~ Ibid.:~l~ ____ _ 

SBaffin IB-I -t'0ry --t(;holes I absent I Alb I I _ jSchledermann 1975: PI. If 

~_~...=T,-, - ,- jivory !~~-;;;-Ja~--~1Ia~~etrical~id.: PI. Ig ~~-
:-----J-' __ ..gvory _ Igroo~_-+absent ___ ~ I Alb 1 1_. __ ~_id.:Pl:2i... ___ _ 

" I" I' bone I hole + 'I absent iArhlT I Ibid.: PI. Ih 
. j!roove, 1 +- . 

r;;----'-G- -- -lunknow~u~knOw~r;;-known-1Alb316ru;ym~etri~~Ibid:106 --- ___ 

r;;--------~I~" - - T;;tl;;- I ~nkn~~taised ~edi;- Ald4 I -- - - r Ibid,~ Th - --
t------+---l I I ridge i· I _____ _ 
" ~----1 antle_r_ 14 holes I absent I A1d4i asymmetrical ! Ibid~ __ _ 

" _ ---t" ..lantler ~nknown I absent Ald41 ...Jlbid::PL~ ___ _ 
f-;;--~~~ 1-;;-- .l!J~ ~~~~n-~ - Aid21 blade bed I Ibid.: PI. Ie __ 

S Baffin i Crystal II I antler ! slots, I Y-line ,Alb1 i ~llins 1950~~ ,". ____ +' __ ~ntler _lgro~-.lY-line_. __ !A~I ____ ~d.:PI.VIO-.--
" ___ ----+'~' ~ _ ..1antler_~S_,_~IIOngitudinallin$lbll ___ ..Jlbid.~VI4 __ _ " -+" 1 unknown t4i;oles I absent ,Albl r ~d.: PI. Vl5 
r;;----. [,-, ---'~!u~;;;!unknown [unknown iAlbl1 -~~---llbiG2----'---

112 

Table 4: Thule Type II Harpoon Heads From the Eastern Study Region (n=95). 

*Lashing provision is not discussed for individual specimens at Qilalukan and 
Mitimatalik, but Mathiassen states that four specimens from these sites have a sunken 
lashing bed, three have two pairs of lashing holes, and three have lashing grooves (1927a: 
147). 
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Region I Site I Raw. I Lashing I' Decoration I Lateral '1 Ty.pe 'I Notes [Reference 

Material 1 . ' Waist 

Mainland w··1 Claehan 1 antler : 2 holes I incised triangle! absent I AIe2 Claehanl 1 ~orrison 1983: Pl 

~.. . I" .-----.1 antler I SlotsJ~sent ~~nt 1 AIe~a~ ______ '-§d:~I~_ 
" I" '1 antler [4 holes I incised triangle I absent I AIe2 Claehanl knobbed + I Ibid.: PI. Ie 

r----- --. ,+.-- ' .. 1 . , double spur +--______ _ " -r. " I antler ,4 holes ~eised triangle absent I AIe2 claehanl double spur i Ibid.: PI. Id -L + oval I if' 
~- I "--I antler -- I sl~;-- ii;;"eised t;ianglel absen0Ie2 Ci~ehan, --"-- --:rbid.: Pl.k -. 

r;;----+.-. - --i~ntlerlsIo;---*~r~~~th~IaCI.l fragment ... ; Ibid.: ~i. If_~ 
" I".. I antler I slots I incised triangle 1 absent I AIe2 Claehani fragment I Ibid.: PI. Ig 

,,-------p- -- 1 antl~ I slots I incised trianglel absent' i AIe2 Claehanl fragment--.. ~ Ibid.:PUh-.. '-

-"-----T -- I antler 14 holes . i inei~ed triangle I absent~e2 cla~h;ffragme~-t- t Ibid.:Plli- '-
t-----+-----f---- . ,.-" i" . antler I slots i incised triangle I absent I AIe2 Claehanl fragment I Ibid.: PI. Ij 

" __ . __ .'" __ I antler ~known'l incised triangle~n~AIe2 Claehani. fragment. ~bid.: P~ __ _ 

,,_. __ . __ ~ __ . Tantler +nknown~known __ .. 1 absent I AIe2 Claehanl fragment ---0bid.: 76-78_. _ 

" F lantler ~known I unknown I absent[ AIe2 claehan1"fr;:gment i Ibid.: 76-78 r;,----= I" -= I antler d I unknown_I unknoWTl-, absent I AIe2 Claehanl fragmentftbid.:_76-7S-

:----.--L'-' _. __ .. [antl~Fnknown 1 unknown. ~ent AIe2 Claehanl fragIllentllbid.: 76-78. __ ._ 

~.---.---b--- .. ant~.l unknown 'E' un~nown ___ j absen~le2 Claehanl fragment .. -1bi~76-78 __ 

~_. __ •. _ . u __ .. _ttler __ l unkllOwn , unknown-Jabsent AIe2 Claehan' fragment ...JIbid.: 76-78 __ 

-"-... ---t, ra;rtJer 1 unknown t unknown . 1 absenttle2 Claehani fragmen_t _llbid~-~ __ . 

" I" Jantler --+nknown unknown -fbsent I AIe2 Clae~ragment Ibid.: 76-78 

~---'-I-"-'-- ~t1er '.', unkno~~known .• abse~e2 Claehanl fragmen~~d.: 76-78~ 
_"____ ," . __ . __ jantler __ : unkno~unknown I absent~e2 C1~ehanl fragment. Ib~76-78 __ _ 

" --r;; ! antler I unknown i unknown labsent+e2 Claehanj fragment IIbid.: 7_6_-7_8 ____ -1 

" I" : antler ! unknown ; unknown 1 absent ,AIe2 Claehanl fragment I Ibid.: 76-78 

-;;-----F,---- T;;tl-;-~s--I incised triangle I pre~~-;;iAlel .-- Taroup 1'--1 Ibid.~Pl4;---
'I I + vestigial side I I 1 

I -L_~t . I '1 I 1-·---
" I " I antler I slots I double line + I present Ale I 'Group I' I Ibid .. PI 4b 

1 

I vestigIal SIde 1 1 r;;--'=i_ - e ler ~ts--fn:~;;;;~~dPr~sent 1 AIel - I'GroUP·I' ~id.~ PI 4e --

" " '1 antler 1 slots I" t present~Iel ~roup I' I, Morrison 1983' PI. 

--_I --.--]-----1----.1- --+---.-I~---
'_' -.---X----I antler __ F'0ts~' j presen~I~ __ 1 'Groll!J...'.'..~b~!1 4e . __ 

~ i" I antler~ts ___ I_, " ______ [ present ! AIel ~uP I' ~.: PI.~ __ _ 

1" I antler I slots I absent absent I Ale I i 'Group 2' Ibid.: PI. 4g 

" . ! " , antler I slots ~absent . I absent. I AIel ---+'Group 2' ! Ibid.: PI. 4h 

c;;------l"--··--I antler. 14 holes. 1 ~dtrian~resent . AIe-I-- 1 'GroUP3-'-. - I Ibid.~Pl4-i -'-.-

"-----=.1" '-, antler ~holes _ ,incised triangle I present LAIC 1= ' 'Group 3' t"Ibid.:-PI. 4j--

" ________ ~.--Tant~~holes Tneised triangle) present I AIel ___ I 'Group 3' --+Ibid.:!'1. 4k __ _ 

" '" " __ ~vory I abs~ [abse~ ____ . prese0Ie2 I---Llbid.:~e __ ._ 

Mainland w.
l
l Bloody Falls I: unknown 14 holes 1 absent I absent I AIe2 Claehanl I McGhee 1972: PI. 

.J. 1:·' 1 VIa 
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Region I Site 

M;.-nland W [Beulah 

I Raw .1 Lashing I Decoration I Lateral : Type I[ Notes II. Reference 
, Material, I Waist I . . 
~Ier [SlOts [ V-shaped' II prese~tfAle2 Claehanl I Morrison 1983:N 
1 . groove ___ I ,31a 

" ~---+-+b-o-n-e ---tSlots I absent J.!>resent~2 Claehan -----rJ-b-id-.:-P.~I-.3-I-b--~ 
=-- _____ I" -=_+IJ~e Tunknown [absent ~- I pre;;; 1 AI~2 Claehanl-_-=Vbid.: ~!!3 _ .-= 
" .~ 'bone I unknown 1 absent. I present I Ale2 Claehanl .' Ibld.:183 

==~,,----t;;-t~ 1 slots=t:stigi;;I~- pres~Alel =TSiZeo-like ; Ibid.: PI. 31e_ 

Victoria 1 Memorana 1 antler I: slots I' vestigial 2nd I absent [ Ale 1 I copper blade: McGhee 1972: PI. 

~sland . __ . I ~ spur I _ _ __ . __ ~. __ . _____ _ 
Victoria I Lady 'I antler/ I slots I ineised triangle 1 absent 1 AIc2 Claeh-;t--- Taylor 1972: PI. 
Island I Franklin I bone I 'I I 1 '-'[ Vlb 

. Pomt ---L_~ [I' 
1-,-, ----T-I" --- I antler/ I unknown 1 unknown 'I absent , Ale-2-?-~--+1 N-o-il-lu-s-tr-at-io-n'l-lbi-d-.: -39--'---

! 1 bone I I' 'I' 1- Claehan I 
[ I i ,type? I 

I-"----~I-"---~I-a-nt-Ie-r/~-+I-un-kn-o-w-n-L!u-n-k-no-w-n--+lla-b-s-en-t~I-A-I-e2-?---+I'~'~---'I-Ib-i-d.-:3-9----

_--+ ___ -l-Ib_on_e_ 'I [ k----. 
\Tict~ria I BelJ 1 antler '14 holes I absent 1 absent I Ale 1 - 1 I Taylor 1967: FIg. 7q 
Island I 'I 
f;;' .. ---- (---T~ihcle0-ll-a-b-se-n-t ----+1 p-resent I AIe2 In;-Un~?Jlli~~----

Table 5: Thule Type III Harpoon Heads From the Western Study Region (n=47). 

Region i Site II Raw I Lashing I' Decoration ILat~ral'l Type [Notes I Reference 
Material I WaIst , ' i 

,.-
King WIlliam I Malerualik I antler I 4 holes ! absent 'I present I AIel 12 side slots : Mathiassen 1927a: 
Island , I " +- ! PI. 82(2) 
" 1-" - - -t;;;tler -1-4 holes --:~mknown I unkno~Mcl--+ ---- Tibid~3ii-_.-
" 1-'--~~-!-SIO~ lunknown -~nknownIAIe1 ' ----Tlliid.:312----

King Will-iam I Kangerarfi I antler -l4holes~bsent-- 1 absentiiie1 I bone bladefrbid~g109---
~~--+ gssuaq_-L_--+-_ -+ ~----t--.. --L-::-t- - -.-
Boothia! 'I Spenee Bay i bone ! unknown I unknown [ absent 1 Ale 1 I bone blade VanStone 1962: PI. 
Somerset ! l t--" I X5 =-_____ ---J" --Tbone---t4holes ~nt 1 absent IAlel--t-==~id.:i'I.X9 .-.-= 
:-.. __ L _ ~o~ -+, 4 holes __ 1 absent __ --+absen~Ie2 ___ 1bI~de be~~d~~ XIO __ _ 

" I" I bone I unknown I unknown I unknown I Alc2 ihlade bed I Ibid.: 28 ~_ 
Boothia! I Nudlukta I bone ' slots I absent 'I absent I AIel I " VanStone 1962: PI. 
Somerset 1___. I! VI8 __ 

" I" 1 bone 1 groov;-tabsent ~known! AIel! I Ibid.: 18 

"--'--'-1-"" I antl;;;:--~~s + I absent 1 present I Alc-2--1 no line hOle';+-l Ibid.: Fig.7~-- -
, ' I groove ' " i 

BoothW --f-Levesq~~11 antled l4h'oi;- ~e;;- -T;;bs;;t ! Alci--i -- --. !vanSton~962 PI. 

~ome~~~rbour bone~ __ . '. i I _ 1121 ____ ._ 

" I'," I antler/ ,4 hOle0 unknown 'I unknownl AIel I • Ibid,: 8 
bone I +. I --1 I -;;--'--1-" -.-- ~t1er/ ~o;- . u~known--Tunknownl AI;-I-' :----lIbid.~ 8- - -

I I bone· I i I I ' 
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Region __ ~~_aw . _ Lashing Decoration ~at~ral I Type __ 1 Note_s ____ ~.~ferenc~ __ 

Boothia! I ~evesque ! antler/ I unknown ! unknown unknown Ale I l I Ibid. 8 
Somerset ~arbour bone -------+ 
,,-- I" i:~~' !~kn'~l~lmo~ lonknoT'd -.-1-- --tlbid.:8--

Boothi;;-- I Creswell I bone~nknown-I' y-Iine----l unknown A~-I- --I----ivanSt;~e 1962: 15 
Somerset Bay Site A -.-l.. I 

Booth~ I Learmonth I' bone - 14 h~t absent i unknown I' AI-el-------T---"I'----~' Taylor-& MeGhee 
Somerset. , I I I . I 1979: 65 "---r-- .1 b;ne_ -I groo;e _I abs~ : absent -G§: ·--ibroke.;~~.:-~e--" __ + __ .1 bone __ ' _4 holes ... 1 absent I present 'I Ale 1..1.- Ibid.: PI. la __ 

", " I antler I groove/slot, absent : Ale I ---liVOry blade . Ibid.: PI. Ie 
;,--·--t,-, --···--I-bO~-·i3holes[ab~ ,absent AIel ! ------I~P1.lb--

~. ~tler 2 holes I unknown ',absent IAle2 .L ;Ibid.:Pl.ld 

Hi~tie '. ~I - I antler J unkno~~~;gqpresent _I Ale I . -t-= I ColI~s 1952: PI.X9 

"___ I " __ . 1 anth:_-Lslots . ! absent I present AIel '---.--1 C?~lin~ __ n_--__ 

" ------1"-- i an~: slots _ I absent ,present I' AIel C--- . Ibid.: PI. XIV3. __ 

, " ----rt;one I unknown : absent I absent I' AIel I I Collins 1952: PI. X8 

High Areti~ __ I Lake .. I_antler i slots . .. t ab~ent' present Ale I -.-I~___ -j ~o~lins 1951: ._ 

High Aretie I Brooman I antler ,slots parallel eurvedl present 1 AIel r line holes i McGhee 1984: PI. 
Point -+ lines, side slot i ' ~a =n I:: - ·1 :z[ ,~:'''·I :::----j ::::: I' :::~-i. i ::::: ~:--

~ ___ -1"--- iVOry __ !4hol~S .a~ [absentAIel____--- IIbid.:PL2d '-_.-

" ____ -k-----l antle~~-=Es~-------JI'resent I AIel. _I ___ +id.: PI. ~_ 
" _____ ,_" __ ~antler • unknown ~t ___ .. I ,[pre~ent IA~_=r_ Ibid.:PI.2f __ 

" j" , antler I slots i absent ~sent ,AIel, I Ibid.: PI. 2g 

.,-,---- I" -=--iantl~~ I;Iotsl;;b~ent '-~p~ AIel--I_· IIbid~Pl2h--_ 
"--.. ---L....-___ } antler sl~ I absen_t ___ . pre~i\!.:2.... __ .--___ ' Ibid.: P~ __ 
" I" I ivory ~ts ,incise? ~known AIel! tIbid: 46-47 . 

" 1 " I. antler I'slots I vestigial side I unknown I AIel 1 I' Ibid.: 46-47 

-=--t" . I antler' I slo.;--I :::ent-_---F~lcl"-+ =- IIbid.:~46-47= 
---+1-"-- I antler slots --: absent : unknown Ale I =t= ____ ~: 46-47 

," 'antle_r __ 1 slots i unknown I unknown AIel 1 blank ~d.: 46-~ 
I" I antler j unknown I unknown ~ unknown AIel .' blank I Ibid.: 46-47 

___ --1 ,,~ Ib~n-e--!~o~unknown 1·~wfArc-I---1hlan-k-- iThii:46-47 

__ -f--___ ~e I slots. I unknown ,unknown] AIel [ blank __ .. I Ibid.: 46-4_7_. 

: " : unkn~ unknown i unknown junknown. AIe2 I "Type II" lIhld.: 45 

I--H-I-'gh-Ar-e-ti-e-+I OebJiequy I ivory 12 holes ,absent i absent I AIe2 Claehan. 'toy'? I' Taylor & McGhee , ± I I I, I , 1981: PI. Ie 

Hi~h Aretie I ~ort R~fuge I ~ntler 14 hOles-\ab~lab~~-.......1alee~ ~Iade ~ i9s3: Pl.23a 

" ---I---! ivory '4 hOles=1estigialSide I absent I AIel I 2 id .: PI. 23b __ _ 

" " I unkn~ unknown I unknown i absent I AIel I unfinis~!, Ibid.: PI. 2~_c_ 
" " , wood .1 absent i absent l absent ,AIel 'toy' i Ibid.: PI. 33a 

HighA~p~n ptfw-;;;;d: groo~~;~ --I ~-~2--~-Y;;k -l9s3: P112a 

Table 6: Thule Type III Harpoon Heads From the Central Study Region (n=51). 
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Region I'. Site 'I'Raw!, Lashing 'I Decoration I Lateral 'I Type '1 Notes I Reference 

i Materialj I Waist , ------+I------~___J 
NW Hudson I Silumiut I, bone '1 4 holes I modified 'I' absent I, AIel I ' MeCartney 1977: +. _ I Y -hne I! PI. 2A 
I--n---~ ,n' I ivory I slots 1 modified I absent !Ar~1 partial open I Ibid.: Pl.2B 

1--__ -L-.--L-~ , I Y-line I I .--1soeket ._ 

~ __ ~ ---+'~' ____ ~_' bone 14 holes I absent, I absent I Ale I _~ +-_~,~bid,: PI. 2C _~ _ 

n, ' n I, bone =Eles ~bsent I abse;;tl AIel' : Ibid.: PI. 20 

;=.. . r ... I:::: .1:::1:::: . I::::: I~::.. I.· I::::~:;:.· .. 
n I n I ivory ~known I unknown I unknown I AIel I ~::~~ent " Ibid.: PI. 2G 

n I n -'F~r-~s _ I Y-line ! absent I AIel I '" ---~I~Pl.2H-~-= 
n l_~~ntler 14 holes I Y-line 'i absent I AIel r ._~ -tbid.: PI. 21 _~._ 
n In. I antler I unknown I unknown unknown I AIel I tip fragment 'Ibid.: P~_ 
n . : n iVOry. 14 holes I unknown I unknown I AIel 'I base --tlbid.: PI. 2K 

I --1 ' fragment ~ 
;'-~--~I ,-, -~- I ivory lunknown I unkno~n-~- I unknownlAlel --~n~ I Ibid.: P1.2L- ~ __ __ +--_~ I I I fragment , I_ 
n I n I antler/bo I unknown i unknown I absent I Ale I unfinished I Ibid.: PI. 2M 

: _____ In _ I an~ unkIlown ~known I unknown AIel -tblan_k_ -+.bid.: PL. 2N_,,~ 
~n _ _ In __ I ivory I unkno~ unknown ,unkno~~ I blank_~ Ibid: PI~ __ 

-"-. _ ---J '~' __ I bone I slots _~j absen~t _ !absent ~e2 claehanj reworked -ti~I~ __ 

NW Hudson Chesterfield ivory 14 holes '13 para\lellines i absent I AIel I Grave IMathiassen 1927a. 
_~_ Ilnl~~ __ +__ . on eaeh Side I ' ' lIB 

~,_~--+' __ ~_I unknown I 4 holes !unknown i unknown AIel laravel Ibid.: 1\3 ,_ 

NW Hudson ,Kamarvik I bone-J holes I absent I present I AIel I ' MeCartney 1977: 
! -L' I· • I PI. 87B 

'~--~--I-n "--'-~I'~~ .' slots ,- I absent- I u~J;;~;;;;;~-I- -1-~4 Ibid.: 318= ~ 
NW Hudson I' Kuk I ivory 14 holes I Y-line + 2 : absent Aiel I~ I Mathiassen 1927a: 

, I: lines on eaeh I I' I I PI. 69(3) 
I I I Side . ' 

",_~. __ i n _~, ivory I unknown--t __ ~_, I absent ~_I __ ~L,_~, ! Ibid.: 2~_,,_ 
n . ~ Jantler I ~ hole~ i absent_~ !absent I Aiel I Ilbid.: 243 __ ~, _ 

n I n ~ bone I unknown 'unknown ~sent ,Aiel I' unfinished I Ibid.: PI. 68(2) 
r;;-'-~'--~i-n- '-~ -~known I unknown I Y-Iine + 2 ---+1 ~bsentiAicl'-~I-~-'--' jlbid.: 249 -

,i I lines on eaeh I' 

I 1 -L 1 side I I __ +-_____ _ 
NW Hudson i Naujan I ivory I slots I absent I absent I AIel I meteroie iron I' Mathiassen 1927a: 

I I 
blade PI. 1(6) 

f--- I I I --~ 
n_~ ~ __ ' n_~_1 antler __ I sl~ ~bsent _~ ~esent ~I __ ~opper blade ~.:~I~ _ 

n_~ __ ~ ~I~n_~ ___ , bone ~holes ~sent _~ I absent I AIel __ bone blade--1lbid .. !~)_,~ 
n In ! unknown slots_~ 13 Y-linesj pres~Alel ! I Ibid.: PI. 1(9) ,_ 

n __ '_~ +.-_~ Jbone. ! 4 holes . JY=line I present I Ale I I , __ ----1lbid.P~I~ ~ 
n" , ,u , 'ivory I groove 1 ineised triangle' absent jAlel L " Ibid.: PI. 1(12) 

~, --tn=Jantl~r I unkno~-;-[v.~~e-y;,;sent :'Mc1--- 1----- I Ibid.:'PI. 1(10) -= 
n ---r. ! antler ~known ,n , I unknown! Ale I .1, ~id.: 25 
,~, -'--~-Y--~'Tan~' 1 unk;;;;;-r---~-'~o~IZl--I-~ j Ibid.:'25-~'--
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NW Hudson I Naujan I antle~nknown I "I unknown I AIel . . I Ibid.: 25 .. :-=-. I "-.1 antler i un~t=--. ' unkn_ownj AIel-I--~d:i5 __ _ 

==_--F I ~:~ I :::: 1>-- \ :::::1 ~:: -:+-=- : ::: :::- • 
_" __ =I'_' ___ li,""'----!,"Irnowni"clm- _ i-"~IA["_I __ I __ ._~d:~~ __ 

:--. __ ' ". iivory ... I unknown : unknown J unknown Ale I .---+. ___ ._~' Ibid.: 25 __ . __ 

:-___ . I" _ --1 ivory~nknown l unknown i unknown I AIel .... __ .. ___ I Ibid.: 2_5 __ . __ . :.------+' I bone I unknown I unknown : unknown I A~_el __ r __ ~id.: 25_ 

" I" : bone I unknown unknown I unknown: AIel --L : Ibid.: 25 

Melville ! Lyon Inlet II unknown i 4 holes ! Y-line i unknowni. AIel! ' Mathiassen 1927a: 
Peninsula -+ ! 126 

" I " ·~known ' bed I absent ; unknown I Aiel. I Ib·id.: 124--'-

~i~ep'l IgIOOlikl antler --+:O;~les I-~~~I unknownr AIe2.. l---- ~:-~5_ 
N. Baffin :.' NU. nguvik ~ unknown I slots .. ' ves.tigial side I abs.ent I A. Ie Ii. I M.ary-ROU. s. seliere ---l + i I slots : ~ -1.. . 1979: PI. Id 

,,-- . ,,- - ,unknown I unkno~~~ =tr~sent Ale I.-Ffinished~ I Ibi~.: pl.le= 

N Baffi;-! Qilaluk~bone I' 4 hO~ absent I' absen~el: I Mathiassen 1927a: 
.. I,' I PI. 39(7) 

~-.. .=r.-- --1b;ne m _ '1 bed . -t-b~--i ~.~.--. -r ?ff-eentrej Ibi~.:PI. 39(8·)_ 

~ .. __ h-__ I.bone.. . 4_holes I unknown I unknown I AIel ~ __ ----1!~ld.: 147-48 .. __ 

" , " : bone ---t4 holes i unknown I unknown I Aiel I I Ibid.: 147-48 

~---r--I bon04 holes ~known I unknown I AIel· I lJhld.: 147-48-
. ..-

~_ 1"---.. 1 bone_---tbe_d __ ./ unknown ! unlrn°wnl A~ __ l ___ .., Ibid.: 147-48 __ 
" " . antler i 4 holes ,unknown I unknown, AIel I Ilbid.: 147-48 

"=~~n______ t a~tler I unknown I unknown I ~nkno~~1 AIel ~i--=-I Ibid.: 147-48_ 

.". I " ~a~hal ! slots.. j unknown i unknown] AIel 1= ! Ibid.:'. 147~~_ 
N "run" : B,",," Poi" i 1m-=- 14 h"'~ i ,"know" I ""k""~l AId I ~"'i~~" [927, 

S Baffin ---+ A.narnitung I bo .. ne ~ i abse. nt I ab .. sent j' Ale I I, Sehledermann 
~-I) , I· i 1975: PI. 2e 

~-- i --. iant~lbed-~se~-ib;;tiMcl-~I--·--IIbid.:P1Te--
S Baffin I 8-1 ! ivory I' 6 holes , absent I absent I Ale I: ISchkderma';---

, I _ I • I I ~:pI.2a_ 
" ----t,;-- I ivory 16 holes, absent I absent iAIzl. i·'· 1 Ibid.: PI. 2b 

f;;---- T -. - ~ry--; J;d. !abS~rb~t~ ._- --- --IIbid:~PI. 2d -= 
" , " I bone '.4 holes I absent absent I AIe2 ] blade bed, , Ibid.: PI. Ij 

,s~,ffi"- Ie""" IT Ii"" : ,"". I ,b~"' t~,! AI, ITypcIr' : ~;':i;; [950 PI 

:-----~-r i groove I absent I present I AIel' ------+bid. PI.VI2_ " ," --t' I slots 4bsent : absent~ I Ibid.: PI. VI3 
r;;------t~-, --.- ';--~~wn i absent I prese~t I AIei IJi;id~:Pl~-

Table 7: Thule Type III Harpoon Heads From the Eastern Study Region (n=68). 
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::~ ___ If-:._a_aW_te_r_ia_I_+!i D_ec_o_r_a_ti_o_n--+_L_a_te_r_a_l_waist I Type I Notes I, Reference 

Mainland W'

I 

Clachan : antler I incised absent ~2 : lashing holes I' Morrison 1983: PI. 2a 
_ ____ 1 , triangle I I ~~~han I ~ , 

" " I, antl~r I " I absent IAIIC2~groove 1 Ibid.: PI. 2b~~-- ---

----k- ~ I absent ~CAllaIcC2h~ 1 Ibl·d_.' Pl. 2c --~ I" -- 1 antler !absent - I -

~__ 1,1:: _ __ --1 aannttlleerr - -~I'ahbb,sS~eenntt-----+I-a-bs--e-~-t ~--1 ~~::~an - r----- --hili: PI 2<1 -~~ -~ 
I< I absent ---='AIlcl I ---- 1 Ibid.: PI. 2e

n

-_-- -

~u l_-IMtI" :b,rn' ""'~, --f,\lld I-w------ Ibid.:PI.2f ___ --_---__ 

~_ • " _ an_t_Ie_r_-+I_a_b_s_e_n_t ___ !rP_r_es_e_n_t ___ Jl--A_I1_C_l_-+ ______ if-I_b_id_.:_P_I._2_g ______ _ 

" I" ~ler ,ladder _I absent -r' AI!cl I I Ibid.: PI. 2h 

Victoria - , Lady _ 1 unknown 'I absent , absent AIIc 1 I N~wuk Closed- 1 Taylor 1972' PI ~ 
Island I Franklin Pt. , I' - I Socket ~,~- -~---- -

Victori~are I unknown! I unknown ,unknown '1 AIIcl i blank 'I Taylor 1972 PI IXi 
Island ' 

Table 8: Thule Type IV Harpoon Heads from the Western Study Region (n=10). 

~_o~Site . _ I ~aw __ _ I Decoration I Lateral Waist I Type !I Notes I Reference 

Kmg Wilham I Maleruahk I antler i absentjabsent I AIIc 1 caribou bone -nTM~assen 1927a: PI ---

Island lk ' _ ~' blade 185 (1) 

E~:fet-_ Isp~nce Bay 1 bone - : absent _ I ab~~nt I Allc l~ated spur : -~n;]962: PI.X4 

Boothia! - • Levesque ant~j absent~~t~ AIIc2 I ! VanStone 1-962: Pl.~ 
~~fHarbour Ibone ____ L ---+--__ ~ ~--------
" _ " " antler/ ---t;;bsent ',absent I AIIcl I i Ibid.: PI. Il8 

, _ ~e I-~' _ I :-----+-
~thia! -I FortRo~s 1 antle~ I ~nknown I unknown----tAI-icl I -I,' VanStone 1%2: 23---

Somerset, _ : _ ! I +-_' _ 
~~~ -r' Learmo~th 1 bone -- I: longitudinal tab~ -- I' AIIc 1 --, -----~ Taylor & McGhee I-~ 
Somerset , groove' t-- I PI 19 ,-, -----~I' T,"';;,,1h I b"",~~ - I."',.;,] All. u_---~, -Ib;d.: PI. Ih -- --
~~-,-W-- -- _. bone -- _ 1 ab;ent -I ,b,rn' _ All"' _ I whru~ I CoU;0,195"'I.X3 -

" I" F :1 2 parallel absent 1 AIIc2 I Ibid.: PI. X6 
, hnes ' ---L : ---l---

:;;:C I::::~::::S ~B-:= -I~:l'~:;; 
High Arctic I' Brooman I bone ' absent I absent i AIIC2 ! keeled 'I' McGhee 1984: PI 3c 

Pomt* I 

1-,-, ____ -L-,,_~ I bone I absent labsent _ _ ! AIIc2 ' keeled - 'Ibid.: PI. 3d -,,---- T -~on-~absent ~ ~--=EiC2 J --- I Ibid.: PI. 3~-- --

--;;-- ---~L" ~~-_I bone
n 

- absent 1 absent :-AIIc2 I - - Ibid.~P1.3f-----= 

-"- _____ ~ : ivory 'absent i ~nknown __ : AIIc2_ keeled i Ibid.: 47~8_~ _ 

" ____ -1'-- -~~wn 1 absent ' unknown I AIIc2 Ibid.: PI. LI?-48 __ ~~_ 
" i " 1 bone absent I absent I AIIc 1 I Ibid.: PI. 3a 
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Region I Site I Raw I Decoration I Lateral Waist I Type 1 Notes I Reference 

'----------1· IMaterial I 1 1 -+--------'----------
High Arctic ~n~man t ne I absent I present I AIIcl l'tOY'~ I Ibid.: PI. 3b 

~==I_"_ =~neTabsent . __ 1 absent __ IAlIc2 Jwhaling type_~Ibid.: PI. 3g==-=-" ____ -+' __ . ,bone ~e~---1absent jAIIa .---1----- ---11bid.:PI.3h ___ _ 

High Arctic 10eblicquy I bone I absent : absent I AIIcl ·1 bifurcated spur I' Taylor & McGhee 1981: 

I ~ ---L. PI.la 
1 ____ -+-__ .--+-bone·· _ 1 absent I a~-.- iMICI . 1__________1 Ibid.: PI. Ib -_--

" " • bone 1 unknown I absent ~ I blank I Ibid.: PI. Ic 

~igh Arcti~port R~~ge I ivory _ I absent ~sent ! AIIc2 II keeled _ I Park 1983: PI~ 23d~_ 
" ~ I bone ~ absent . I absent. I AIIcl " " . 1 Ibid.: P1.23f 

~---- I" =1 b~---+absent-- Tab~ --?~jhlfu~ct;p;;rl Ibid.: PI. 23g~=--
" --1"1 bone, absent I absent ~IICI I bifurcated sp~bid.: PI. 23h 

=Arctic ! RbJr-7=1 bone=tent labsent (llc2-I------_i Park 1983: PI. 19~-~ 
High Arcti~Porden ~e 1 absent I absent 1 AlIc2 I wh~ingtype, I Park 1983: PI. 14a 

Table 9: Thule Type IV Harpoon Heads from the Central Study Region (n=30). 

** For Brooman Point, individual specimens are not discussed separately, so attribute 
combinations have been guessed. 

Region i Site I Raw I Decoration I Lateral Waist II Type I Notes ! Reference 
Material I. I I 

~Hudson I Silumiut -t;;-tler .. I absent =-1 absent~_1 AIIc2 Fshing groove 'I McCartney-1977: PI. 3A 

" I" ~Ory I longitudinal T;;bsent 1 AIIc2 I V-cut spur i Ibid.: PI. 3B 

~_~ +-=--LVOry .j ~::e:: side _: absem--1Alli2--t=_-~id.: PI. 3C=== 
" b ' ivory I absent ' absent I AIIc2 -h: 1 Ibid.: PI. 3D ,; -----~= I b~ "-Ia~t - II absent ""--FI~~ ,b~e fm~tTIbid.: PI. 3E-=--=--=-

:_ V I. ivory I absent I present _--J-AIIC2 . !centre fragment i Ibid.~ PI. 3F_ "_._ 

" ~" I bone absent 1 absent . AIlc21 . Ibid.: PI. 3G 

-" -.-- 1'-' - ---[bon-;;--~sent I absent .--FI AIlC-2--Fc~;---tbid.Yl.3H---"-
" --J" " I bone . ! absent I absent "AIIc2~-eut spur I Ibid.: PI. 31 

';,--i'- _ Jone" ~bsent" "fabsent_~uc2---Lv-eut slmr --4Ibid.: P1.3J== = 
NWHudsolljKamarvik ~I~_~ent "_fabsen_t_ ---1AIIa--lV-eut spur __ "~Cartney 197~~A_ 

NWHUdSO:r~_ 1 iVOry __ ~~_~I absent__ i AIle2 I V-eut spur __ ~~~ias~::27a:~ _ 

I" 1 ivory "Y-line + 2 I. absent I AlIel : Ibid.: PI. 69(5) 
: I lines on SIdes --+ ,,--.. --""r- ___ --f bO~2bsent _ ---t;~t-- I AlIel" : ---- : Ibid.:234-m- ""_ 

-;;-- r tOry ~sent I absent--+ Aile 1 I.. I Ibid.: 234-235 

I" ---Tu~known I unknown--T~~known I AIle? -!~nfinished ~ Ibid.: 249 .---" 
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Region Site Raw i Decoration Lateral Waist !, Type Notes I Reference 

Material, 
~---------+'---------+--------;~--------+----------+'------~------------+-----------------
NW I1ud,," (OOJ~ I booo ,b""t "b'~t AIl,,: M,ilii~= t92h Pt 

" ,,--~ i absent -- __ I absent -. __ 'I AIIc2 t= ~~i~: 25 ____ _ 

" I " 1 bone absent I absent AIIc2 Ibid.: 25 

~- ==t jbOne I abse-n-t-----_+-~ a-b-sent : A-I1--C-2----+I-_==_______ Ibid-.:-2-5--.-_ -_-==-.-_--
, . bone i absent 1 absent AIIc2 Ibid.: 25 

1-,-, ---------t=-'-I-,,------ 'bone absent I absent ! AIIc2 I-I Ibid.: 25 -

_" ____ --__ -" ivory abse~~~t~AIIC? bifurcated spur tlbi-d-.:-P-I.-2-(2--)- --.. -._---

" , " I bo;-+.e Y-lIne " absent ,AIIC2 I whaling type, Ibid.: PI. 4(8) 
, bifurcated spur 

~ _______ --+f-I_'-'.======~-t'_IV_O_ry___ ab-;ent _ I absent 'AIIc2" : Ibid.: 26----·· --

NW Hudson I Naujan I ivory raised median, absent IAIIC2, bifurcated spur Mathiassen 1927a: PI. 
Graves' ridge 37(14) 

---.----1--, -----. ---------+1---- .-------f------- -+---------.. - 1----------------------
Melville i Lyon Inlet i unknown raised median. I absent ' AIIc2 I Mathiassen 1927a: 127 
Peninsula I __ ~_. " ridge +-f-I' ______ --+____ _._ 

" ! " I unknown absent I absent Allc2 I Ibid.: 127 
1-----------.,-. I ----+------ .-.---t-------- --- ... .-

, Pingerqalik: i _iv .. ory I, absent ._ ._+.:;-1 absent _ .. __ +I_A_I1_C_2 __ --+_w_h_a_Iing type, I Mathiassen 1927a: Fig. 34 Melville 
Peninsula bIfurcated spur ; 

.. -

Nunguvik unknown i absent absent AIIc2 MafY.-Rousseliere 1979: 
t-"----------+,,. ! unkn~~~-+l-gr-~-o-v-e -o-n-i-a-b-se-n-t------f-A-IIc2 
N Baffin 

I whaling type Ibid.: PI. 7c 
---

" " __ ~' un~~own absent absent AIIc2 " -I ,,- -- unknown ; absent 

N Baffin -~ukan ,~a-r.--wh-a-I ---+-a-bs-e-n-t ----+----------+-------+------
.;; I " I unknown a-b-se-n-t-------:-----------+---------+----

whaling blanks I Ibid.: PI. 7b 

whaling blanks lIbid.: PI. 7e 

Mathiassen I 927a: 148 
-

I Ibid.: 148 
.-

" I" I ivory 
r------. 

I MitimataJik i bone N Baffin 
~-.-

1 --

S Baffin i Anarnitung : ivory 
, (A-I) i , 

~ 4 dots 

i unknow ___ n ___________ _ 

I absent 

! 

-
" " bone unknown 
f-----

" " ivory 
! 

unknown 

-- --

=L. ivory 

S Baffin , B- I ivory 

absent 

S Baffin i B-1 1 ivory 
f-----

1 Crystal II S Baffin bone 

Table 10: Thule Type IV Harpoon Heads from the Eastern Study Region (n=44). 
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